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The National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) is operated by the
private, nonprofit University Corpora-
tion for Atmospheric Research
(UCAR) whose members are institu-
tions with doctoral programs in the
atmospheric sciences. NCAR's opera-
tion is supported by the National
Science Foundation (NSF).

NCAR's mandate, stated upon its
formation in 1960, is to serve as a
focal point for a vigorous and inte-
grated national research effort in the
atmospheric sciences. This effort,
conducted by scientists in universities,
government laboratories, and other
institutions, is aimed at achieving a
better understanding of the total
behavior of the atmosphere. Within
this mandate NCAR has two equally
important missions:

* Service to the university research
community; and

* Research on problems of the
atmosphere that are important to
society and to scientific progress,,
that require large, coordinated
efforts not easily carried out in
single universities.

The UCAR member institutions are:

University of Alaska
University of Arizona
California Institute of Technology
University of California
Catholic University of America
University of Chicago
Colorado State University
University of Colorado
Cornell University
University of Denver
Drexel University
Florida State University
Harvard University
University of Hawaii
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Iowa State University
Johns Hopkins University,
University of Maryland
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
McGill University
University of Miami
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri
University of Nevada
New Mexico Institute of Mining and

Technology
State University of New York at Albany
New York University
Ohio State University
University of Oklahoma
Oregon State University
Pennsylvania State University
Purdue University
Rice University
Saint Louis University
Stanford University
Texas A&M University
University of Texas
University of Toronto
Utah State University
University of Utah
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

COVER: COLOR DOPPLER RADAR DISPLAY

NCAR's Field Observing Facility (FOF) built this color radar display. It can be adapted for
use with a wide variety of radars. Here it was coupled with the new NCAR C-band doppler
radar in an experiment run by Peter Hobbs of the University of Washington in December,
January, and February 1974 - 75. The color display shows radar reflectivities or dopller
velocities in real time; its output is recorded on computer-compatible tape for later analysis.
The system digitally analyzes the radar return signal and color codes it for display. The
display enables far more effective viewing of cloud movements than black-and-white
displays. Each grid point on the TV screen can show any of 16 colors. The colors can be
assigned to increments of velocity or reflectivity. The picture is updated continuously as the
antenna of the radar scans. The system has a "zoom" feature permitting the operator to
view individual storm cells with high spatial resolution; this facilitates the study of smaller
scale phenomena. The display was designed by Grant Gray of FOF.

This picture shows a 13 January 1975 real-time display of doppler radial velocities measured
during one 360° azimuth scan with an antenna elevation of 9.9°. The color-coded velocity-
azimuth display provides a real-time vertical profile of the magnitude and direction of the
horizontal wind above and in the vicinity of the radar site. The outer range ring is at 40 km.
The highest detectable echo is 4.3 km above ground, with an associated wind speed of
30 m/s from the west-southwest (north is at the top of the picture). Changes in color as a
function of distance from the radar indicate variations of the wind speed as a function of
height. Curvature of the grey band indicates the directional shear.
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F i During the past year, the partnership among UCAR and its member institutions
So r ew ord has continued to develop in scope and effectiveness. Particularly gratifying is the

continuing progress made toward refining our perceptions of the important
atmospheric problems and challenges facing us as scientists and as citizens.

The success of the national effort in atmospheric research depends on close,
productive working relationships within the university atmospheric science
community, including UCAR and NCAR. A great deal of constructive, innova-
tive thought and action has come from many members of the university
community to help insure the best possible use of the resources at our disposal.
Our university colleagues who have contributed to joint work at NCAR and to
the formulation and review of our programs deserve much of the credit for many
of the positive aspects of this annual accounting.

It has been apparent to all of us, of course, that the atmospheric sciences have
received considerable attention across the nation in the past year. Most striking
has been public concern over the impact of fluorocarbons on ozone photo-
chemistry and possible consequences at the surface of the earth. But there have
been other issues. The effects of weather on crop yields, the environmental
implications of the development of energy resources, local disasters from severe
storms, and the ever-increasing pollution across our countryside--these atmo-
spheric concerns continually make headlines and occupy our policy makers at
the highest level.

How should researchers in atmospheric sciences respond, especially in the
NCAR/university community? In approaching this question, we are all aware
that resources for science in general and our field in particular will continue to
be restricted. In the long run, these resources will be governed by the real impact
that scientists have on the way the world deals with its urgent problems. Adjust-
ments in the way we organize our research and reappraisal of our educational
and training programs are to some extent already being forced by society and
government.

Within the UCAR community and at NCAR, our continuing task is to translate
our individual concerns as scientists into research results that can wisely influ-
ence the way the nation and humanity grapple with the overwhelming problems
of the century--some of which are themselves the legacy of science or technol-
ogy. And we must do this at whatever level of funding we can muster.

The twin missions of UCAR and NCAR are to provide high-quality support and
service to important university research projects and, in concert with the univer-
sities, to conduct research on selected problems of national and international
importance and scope. Both missions are best served when research on the most
important problems can be concretely formulated in terms of specific research
objectives. In choosing the focal points for the efforts of NCAR scientists and
facilities staff, five such long-range objectives have emerged. These are:

* To extend the range and quality of weather prediction from the present limits
of two days up to about one week

* To understand climatic trends and their causes

* To improve prediction and warnings of severe weather and to assess the
feasibility of modifying it

* To understand solar processes and their influence on the interplanetary
medium



* To determine trends in and influences on upper atmosphere air quality.

NCAR goals and priorities have been hammered out within this framework
through a process of debate and discussion among NCAR scientific leaders, in
project and facility advisory committees and panels, in the UCAR Board of
Trustees, the Budget and Program Committee of the Board, and the UCAR
Science Advisory Committee. I am impressed by, and grateful for, the hard work
of the NCAR staff, by the smooth working of the various UCAR mechanisms
just mentioned, and by the contributions of individual Members' Representatives
in illuminating the issues we must face. A debt of gratitude is also owed to the
Members' Scientific Programs Evaluation Committee and its six review panels for
their painstaking work in reviewing the performance of various NCAR programs
and facilities.

Our intention, of course, is that NCAR programs be addressed to major funda-
mental atmospheric problems, many of them related to immediate or long-range
societal concerns. Any scientific leader faced with the responsibility for tackling
such problems must seek to muster all the scientific interactions he can, to enlist
the best brains in the country, and to spread the effort so that it is truly
cooperative, bringing universities, NCAR, and other institutions into close
coordination. Atmospheric scientists are driven by the very nature of the
science, by the vastnesses and complexities of the phenomena they study, to
organize collaborative programs. Out of this scientific interdependence grows the
true UCAR program.

In setting our goals and strategies, three kinds of balances must be maintained.
The first is between long-term efforts and those with a probable payoff in one or
two.years. Immediate answers to society's urgent concerns can be forthcoming
only if the underlying structure of knowledge has been patiently built up from
soundly based individual contributions.

The second balance is between theoretical interpretation and the ability to make
field observations. We need computers--but we must also use satellites, aircraft,
surface networks, radars, balloons. Facilities and research programs are inter-
dependent, and the wise division of effort between them is a critical task for the
planners within UCAR and NCAR.

The third balance combines careful research planning and the maintenance of
flexibility. It is a mistake to overdetermine the framework of our research. We
must nurture to the utmost the creative talents and skills of the researchers.
They must have a sizable degree of freedom to select the most promising
approaches to the overall goals. We all recognize that in the last analysis our
success will depend on the initiative and creative ideas of individual scientists
who can translate scientific notions into tangible progress. The management
structure must support, not constrain; must guide and stimulate, not oppress.

In examining the UCAR and NCAR mission, we must finally acknowledge that
acquiring physical scientific knowledge is not enough. Critical gaps exist in the
process of translating research results into practical decisions. How much do we
really know about the economic impact of weather information, or indeed of
the manner in which it is used? What would be the benefits and drawbacks of an
operational program of hail suppression? How can we best help the nation
establish realistic controls on air pollution? These tough interdisciplinary
questions must be part of our work, and only a handful of researchers are now
addressing them squarely. Without determined action to answer them, we run
the risk that our scientific work will fall far short of maximum usefulness in
public policy-making and public actions.



Here is one of UCAR's most difficult and important challenges. Some small
starts have been made, at NCAR and elsewhere; but this type of research con-
tinues to receive inadequate attention in most university Ph.D. programs. Since
the training required is so broad and the traditional academic rewards for
pursuing such a career are uncertain, few new Ph.D.s think seriously about it.
Consequently, opportunities are untapped even though our needs are over-
whelming. Within the next decade we must increase enormously the number of
trained and capable people working in these areas. They will constitute an
indispensable resource in answering some of humankind's most pressing environ-
mental and societal problems.

Francis P. Bretherton
September 1975



I d i This Annual Report offers several ways of viewing NCAR activities during theIntrod uctilon past year--through descriptions of NCAR activities, a selection of research

highlights, a list of 272 visitors to NCAR (the scientific interests of each visitor
are also given), and a list of 341 publications produced by NCAR staff and
university collaborators.

By any measure, the report is testimony to the variety of work in progress at
NCAR, from initial probings to full-scale attacks on many of the critical ques-
tions that make atmospheric science so difficult and challenging.

Out of this variety, the most immediately noticeable kind of activity in this
particular year has been field work devoted to many topics and carried out in
many parts of the world.

The most intensive and versatile single effort of NCAR and its university collabo-
rators was devoted to the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment, in which scien-
tists from 72 nations used ships, aircraft, balloons, satellites, and ground stations
in the most comprehensive effort ever mounted to understand the tropical
atmosphere and its role in creating global weather and climate.

Other efforts by NCAR scientist and university collaborators took them to
Japan and the East China Sea; to American Samoa, New Zealand, Ghana, and
Ascension Island; to the Arctic Ocean; to Alaska, Hawaii, New Mexico, and to an
11-state area in the Midwest. The problems they were studying included the
transformation of cold Siberian air masses as they encounter the relatively warm
waters of the Pacific; the influence of Southwestern U.S. dust storms on spring
squall lines, thunderstorms, and tornadoes in the Midwest; the circulation of
winds and the conversion of energy in the tropical atmosphere; the presence of
fluorocarbons and other substances in the stratosphere, where they may threaten
the earth's ozone shield; and the vector magnetic fields on the sun.

Taken together, these programs exhibit the hallmarks of the NCAR mission: to
work on problems of national and international significance; to attack them with
highly sophisticated observing and data-handling facilities required for advancing
our knowledge in a field where phenomena are complex, interactive, and often
global in scale; collaboration with--indeed, dependence upon--scientists from
universities and other research institutions at home and abroad; and the pro-
vision of research facilities and services to the atmospheric science community.

The hard work required to exploit fully the vast amounts of data gathered is now
under way by the NCAR staff and their university colleagues. In coming
Annual Reports we look forward to reporting on the research advances that stem
from these field experiments.

Meanwhile, I am grateful to all the NCAR staff and our university colleagues for
the energy, zest, and imagination they have given to the difficult, important
problems in atmospheric research.

John W. Firor
September 1975
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Atmospheric Analysis
and Prediction Division

Projects AAP Division Staff

Numerical Weather Prediction Project
GATE and GADMAP
Global Atmospheric Measurements

Program
Empirical Studies Project
Small-Scale Analysis and Prediction

Project
Climate Project
Oceanography Project

as of 30 June 1975

DIVISION OFFICE

Meg Carr
Barbara Hill
William Jones (Administrator)
Akira Kasahara (Assistant for Science)
Cecil Leith (Director)
Ann Lundberg
John Masterson

GCM COORDINATION AND
OPERATIONS

Bette Otto
Lynn Walters
Warren Washington

GCM STEERING COMMITTEE

Francis Bretherton (Chairman)
David Fulker (Observer, Computing

Facility)
Akira Kasahara
Cecil Leith
Ann Lundberg (Recorder)
G. Stuart Patterson (Observer,

Computing Facility)
Takashi Sasamori
Stephen Schneider
Richard Somerville
Warren Washington (Executive

Secretary)



Numerical Weather Prediction Project

The Numerical Weather Prediction
(NWP) project was established to
develop and test theoretical models
and computational procedures for
increasing the accuracy and range of
large-scale weather forecasts. That is
also an objective of the Global Atmo-
spheric Research Program (GARP),
and nearly all of the current activities
of the NWP project are being carried
out in support of GARP.

The project is an active participant in
the GARP effort to create comprehen-
sive global data bases for forecast
models. Additionally, the project
conducts research to identify and
remedy deficiencies in current
methods of numerical prediction.

A major focus for the NWP project is
the Data Systems Test (DST), a GARP
project being carried out under the
direction of NASA as a precursor
experiment for the First GARP Global
Experiment (FGGE). FGGE is an
international experiment scheduled to
take place in 1978 - 79; it will employ
an augmented observational capability
to produce a series of data sets
characterizing the state of the global
atmosphere. The size and complexity
of the FGGE system require a large-
scale operational test of the elements
that will be involved in FGGE observa-
tion, data management, and data
utilization. The DST is being
conducted to provide an end-to-end
systems test in order to help assure the
success of FGGE. Analyzed global
data sets will be an important DST
product.

The NWP project will analyze and
evaluate the DST data. A preliminary
DST observing period took place in

May 1974. The full-scale DST ob-
serving periods, however, began with

the launch of the NASA satellite
Nimbus 6 on 12 June 1975, and they
will continue into 1976.

DST data will come to the NWP
project from a variety of sources.
Convectional rawinsonde soundings
and aircraft, ship, and surface station
reports will come from the National
Meteorological Center (NMC). Addi-
tional data will come from the Tropi-
cal Wind, Energy Conversion, and
Reference Level Experiment
(TWERLE) via Nimbus 6 and from
ocean buoys using the Nimbus 6 re-
ceiving system. The National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) National Environmental
Satellite Service (NESS) will send data
from operational geosynchronous and
polar-orbiting satellites, and NASA
will contribute data from the Nimbus
satellites.

At NCAR, the incoming data will be
checked for vertical and horizontal
consistency and sorted by time, level,
and position (latitude and longitude).
To use the data for numerical weather
prediction with large-scale computer
models, the NWP project has devel-
oped a scheme to produce best esti-
mates of data values at the grid points
of such models as NCAR's General
Circulation Model (GCM).

The scheme, a global multivariate
statistical objective analysis program,
will automate the specification of
initial data in atmospheric models
having latitude-longitude grids. The
analyzed data will be used in forecast
studies to evaluate the prediction
models, the observing subsystems, and
the data utilization techniques. The
forecast studies will rely on both
global versions of the NCAR GCM and
on a limited-area model developed by
project scientists.

The objective analysis scheme, devel-
oped over a two-year period, became
operational in October 1974. It
analyzes the geopotential height and
the horizontal components of the
wind simultaneously, using statistical
weightings to derive the grid-point
values. The weightings depend on
covariances among forecast errors
(differences between observed and
forecast values of the height and wind
components).

The limited-area model developed by
NWP project scientists is being used
for finer-scale numerical weather
prediction studies. Inflow lateral
boundary conditions are obtained
from a forecast with a low-resolution
global model; outflow boundary
conditions are given by Lagrangian
extrapolation. The model has been
tested on several meshes of different
resolution.

The project is also developing an
improved, more flexible global model,
known as the third-generation GCM.
The new model differs from the
current GCMs in several major ways. It
features a fourth-order finite differ-
ence scheme, a more accurate treat-
ment of polar regions, and a general-
ized vertical coordinate. The third-
generation model is currently being
tested with representations of physical
processes that are essentially the same
as those used in the current GCMs.
After the numerical aspects of the
model are thoroughly tested, improved
parameterizations of the physical
processes will be added.

The NWP project is carrying out exten-
sive intercomparisons of forecasts
made by its own models and by
research and operational models
developed elsewhere; these intercom-
parisons are yielding an improved



understanding of deficiencies in
current short-range forecasts. It has
been demonstrated that models are
very sensitive to computational resolu-
tion and to inadequate initial data.
The importance of other factors, such
as objective analysis and initialization
procedures, parameterizations of
physical processes, and computational
techniques, is not yet well understood.
Thus the systematic comparison of
forecasts made by different methods is
an effective aid to model improvement
in these areas.

Numerical Weather Prediction Project
Staff

as of 30 une 1975

Daniel Ault
David Baumhefner
Robert Berglin
Grant Branstator
Patrick Downey
Ann Lundberg
John Maly
Thomas Schlatter
Richard Somerville (Project Leader)
David Williamson

24 HR FORECAST 6 KM PRESSURE

These 24 - hour forecasts done with NCA R models show the effects of decreasing the grid
size in the model on the quality of the approximation to reality (the actual weather pattern
that should have been forecast is shown at the upper right). The best approximation is
achieved by the fine-mesh limited-area model (lower right). Studies like these are done in
order to improve the skill of forecast models.



GATE and GADMAP

In the summer of 1974, meteorologi-
cal researchers from 72 nations
gathered at Dakar, Senegal, to carry
out the three month-long field phases
of the Atlantic Tropical Experiment of
the Global Atmospheric Research
Program (GARP). NCAR has been
involved in this effort since its earliest
planning stages, and more than 50
NCAR staff members went to Dakar
together with NCAR research aircraft
and experimental equipment to take
part in the field work.

Since tropical weather and weather
systems have not been densely
observec over a long period of time,
they are the least well understood
portion of the world's weather. The
GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
(GATE) was planned as a precursor to
the First GARP Global Experiment in
order to extend knowledge of those
aspects of the meteorology of the
equatorial belt that are essential for a
proper understanding of the circula-
tion of the earth's atmosphere as a
whole.

Dakar served as headquarters for the
GATE field investigations, which
covered an area extending from the
west coast of South America to the
east coast of Africa. Intensive synoptic
and mesoscale research was carried out
by an array of ships and research
aircraft over a smaller area off the
coast of Senegal.

Meteorologists concerned with very large scale phenomena (e.g., planetary waves) are looking at data taken by ground stations, ships, and
aircraft in the large area, designated the "A-scale area." Mesoscale phenomena were studied in the B-scale area. Headquarters for the GA TE
field program were in Dakar, Senegal.

10



Two groups were formed within
NCAR to organize NCAR participa-
tion in GATE on several levels. The
GATE group is made up of NCAR
scientists whose investigations in
GATE are related to two of NCAR's
long-term objectives: improvement of
the prediction of large-scale weather
and improvement of the prediction of
severe weather. The second group is
the GATE Aircraft Data Management
Program (GADMAP), which has as its
overall goal the processing and valida-
tion of U.S. and international aircraft
data gathered during the field phases
of GATE.

NCAR participation in GATE has
facilitated the investigations of a
number of university researchers, and
several joint NCAR/university projects
were carried out within the framework
of NCAR GATE activity. GATE group
scientists served as ground-based or
airborne mission scientists (or both)
for 23 of the 45 major multi-aircraft
missions flown in GATE. The NCAR
Research Aviation Facility flew three
NCAR aircraft; the research fleet
totaled a dozen aircraft from four
nations. GADMAP operated a tower
calibration facility near Dakar to
check aircraft instruments; aircraft-
aircraft intercomparison flights were
also organized by GADMAP.

The GATE group has now begun a
five-year program of data analysis with
a number of specific scientific goals.
They are working to develop quantita-
tive descriptions of tropical mesoscale
systems related to deep cumulus
convection, with momentum,
moisture, and energy budgets. They
are examining the relationship of these
convective systems to the air in which
they are imbedded, studying the
structure of the planetary boundary
layer and its coupling to cumulus
convection. They are also defining the
structure of the Afro-Asian monsoon.
Ultimately, they will develop methods
of parameterizing cumulus convection
and boundary-layer fluxes for use in
modeling studies to improve
forecasting.

During this year case studies of the life
histories of four convective systems
studied in GATE have been under-
taken. Several GATE cases will then be

selected for a comprehensive study of
the momentum, moisture, and energy
budgets. Work is proceeding on the
development of a meso-to-synoptic
scale objective analysis scheme and on
a study of boundary-layer interactions
with cumulus convection over a range
of convective conditions. Investigators
from the University of Virginia,
Oregon State University, Saint Louis
University, Florida State University,
the University of Washington, and the
Free University of Berlin are among
the collaborators in the analysis of
GATE data for these studies.

It was already well known that the
cumulonimbus clouds of the tropics
are the important agents of heat
transfer in the vertical on a global
scale. Thus many scientists expected
to find these clouds to be the powerful
"hot towers" anticipated in the
literature--that is, they expected
strong updrafts and downdrafts in the

NCA R scientists Margaret LeMone and
William Pennell plan a GA TE aircraft
mission in the GA TE Operations Center in
Dakar.

GA DMAP set up this calibration tower near
Dakar to check instruments used by about a
dozen aircraft in GA TE. The NCA R Electra
is making a flyby.

11



clouds, associated with large tempera-
ture deviations from the ambient
temperature. Although strong squalls
were encountered occasionally, the
scientists did not see what they
expected. Time after time, the aircraft
would penetrate lines of convective
clouds with little noticeable effect,
finding little temperature change,
almost no turbulence, and very weak
updrafts and downdrafts. The GATE
group and others are now studying the
way in which these differences affect
the impact of the clouds on the large
scale.

The GADMAP group has spent the
time since the close of the field phase
in the formidable task of sorting,
quality-checking, formatting,
processing, and evaluating the aircraft
data, and preliminary data sets have
already been made available to GATE
participants around the world. Current
work includes development of a
matrix of aircraft-aircraft and tower-
aircraft comparison flight data to
provide a baseline of performance

characteristics for each aircraft so that
inter-aircraft consistency can be
reflected in a normalized intercompari-
son data set that will assist investiga-
tors using the aircraft data. The group
is developing a consultation structure
to assist scientific users of the data.

GATE and GADMAP Project Staff

as of 30 June 1975

GATE

William Boyd
George Fisch'er
Robert Grossman
Patricia Jones
Margaret LeMone
Katsuyuki Ooyama
William Pennell
Daniel Rex
Stanley Ruttenberg
Larry Sapp
Clark Smith
Henry van de Boogaard
Edward Zipser (Project Leader)

GADMAP

Christopher Crandell
Dean Frey
Henry Gertzman
Dennis Joseph
Jean Kelley
Alan Miller (Project Leader)
Harsh Passi
Ruth Toutenhoofd

12



Global Atmospheric Measurements Program

The Global Atmospheric Measure-
ments Program (GAMP) has been
primarily concerned with the develop-
ment of atmospheric measurement
systems utilizing superpressure balloon
platforms. In particular, the program
has developed two major observing
subsystems for GARP. Both sub-
systems rely on a combination of
balloon-borne and satellite sensors.

With the launch of Nimbus 6 on
12 June, the first of these systems
went into operation in the Tropical
Wind, Energy Conversion, and
Reference Level Experiment
(TWERLE). The scientific team for
TWERLE comprises investigators from
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), from the University of
Wisconsin, and from NCAR's GAMP
and Empirical Studies Project, and the
joint development of the TWERLE
system is an example of the achieve-
ments possible through scientific
cooperation and collaboration.

The experimenters are interested in
learning what the winds do in the
tropics, in finding the rate of conver-
sion of potential to kinetic energy in
the upper atmosphere, and in estab-
lishing a reference level--a measure of
pressure and temperature at a given
altitude--for use in calibrating
remote sensors on satellites. The First
GARP Global Experiment (FGGE)
will use a system like TWERLE to
obtain a dense set of measurements in
the tropics. Solar input in the tropical
atmosphere is an important driving
force in the entire atmospheric circula-
tion, but little is known about tropical
atmospheric dynamics because it has
not been feasible to take the necessary
measurements.

The TWERLE system uses lightweight,
low-cost, constant-level superpressure
balloons, each of which carries a long
flight train array of specialized sensors.
About 400 TWERLE balloons are
being launched during the experiment,
primarily from sites in the tropics. As
the winds carry the balloons along,
they transmit information for one
second out of every minute about
pressure and temperature at their float
altitude (about 150 mb). If the
Nimbus 6 satellite is in range, it picks
up the balloon signals. The receiver
aboard Nimbus 6 is called the Random
Access Measurement System (RAMS).

it distinguishes balloons by their
separate identification codes. Balloon
locations are determined from the data
RAMS transmits to the ground sta-
tions (using doppler information from
frequency variation in balloon trans-
missions to RAMS). Balloon trajec-
tories are diagnostic of tropical winds,
and this information is derived from
the Nimbus 6 data.

The TWERLE has a long history.
Balloons designed by GAMP group
members had been used in a similar
balloon/satellite configuration with
Nimbus 4; another predecessor was the

Detail of the TWERLE balloon flight train.
The radioaltimeter (bottom) gives the height
of the balloon to within 15 - 20 m. The data
encoder digitizes the sensor data, switching
the sensors on in sequence and adding the
identification and synchronization codes to
the total transmission. With the balloon at
the 150 mb pressure level, the pressure
sensor should be accurate to within 0.5 mb.
The temperature sensor (not shown) should
be accurate to within 0.50C. The tempera-
ture of the pressure sensor is also taken, for
use in adjusting the pressure data. Above the

power supply and the antenna is the trans-
mitter, which broadcasts the identification,
altitude, pressure, temperature, and
pressure-sensor temperature for 1 s every
minute. Transmissions are picked up by the
Random Access Measurement System
aboard Nimbus 6, which can "hear" many
balloons at once. The magnetic cutdown on
the balloon flight train cuts the train away
from the balloon if the balloon drifts north
of 20ON magnetic latitude, so all data are
from the tropics. The balloon itself is 3.5 m
in diameter and has a metallized cap to
prevent the formation of frost on the
balloon skin at night.

13



French EOLE system. But both prior
systems required the satellite to inter-
rogate the balloons in order to receive
data. The RAMS and the TWERLE
oscillator-transmitter were designed to
eliminate this step. TWERLE balloons
simply chatter away, and the satellite
finds them when it is in radio range.
This considerably lessens the cost and
complexity of the system, paving the
way for its use in later GARP efforts.

A system specifically designed within
GAMP for use in FGGE, called the
Carrier Balloon System (CBS), under-
went a successful full flight test at the
close of the fiscal year.

The CBS will provide essential tropical
wind data from the surface to 24 km.
The operational system will be made
up of 200 carrier balloons, each 21 m
in diameter, designed to fly at 24 km.

The TWERLE balloon system was exhibited
at the world's fair (Expo) in Spokane,
Washington, in the fall of 1974.

Each balloon will carry 100 drop-
sondes. These weigh about 300 g
apiece. They will be released one by
one on command from the network of
geostationary satellites (four such
satellites are expected to be in place
for FGGE). As the dropsondes
descend, they will relay signals to their
parent balloon from a worldwide
network of eight Omega navigation
stations spaced around the world.
Signal strength and phase relationships
among separate Omega signals will be
registered by electronics aboard the
balloon, which will digitize the Omega
data and retransmit them via one of
the geostationary satellites to a ground
station where the signals will be con-
verted to the wind field as observed by
the descending dropsondes.

In part as a result of the intense
development effort for TWERLE and
the CBS, a number of technical spin-
offs are being investigated with the
GAMP group. One is currently called
the LLAMB- Long-Lived Atmo-
spheric Monitoring Balloon. It is
conceived as a superpressure balloon
(about 13 m in diameter) carrying a
50 kg payload divided between sensors
to be located on top of the balloon
and a telemetry package to hang
beneath the balloon. The LLAMB is
being designed to float at the 100 mb
level (approximately 16 km), just
above the tropopause. Instruments on
top of the balloon would be designed
to look upward through the strato-
sphere, eliminating the need to
subtract or difference out lower-
atmosphere signal, which must be
done for instruments that look
downward from satellites. The signal-
to-noise ratio of instrumental data is
expected to benefit from the con-
comitant absence of background
infrared radiation from the earth's
surface. Another advantage of the
LLAMB over a satellite platform,
according to GAMP engineers, is that
balloon-borne sensors would not have
to cope with the shocks or difficult
environment of a rocket launch. They
would be cooled environmentally at
night, eliminating the need for coolant
systems like those now in use with
satellite stratospheric sensors.
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The lifetime of the LLAMB is
expected to be about ten years. The
chief enemies of superpressure
balloons are pinholes, diffusion, and
deterioration of balloon material
under ultraviolet (UV) radiation.
Pinhole- and diffusion-free balloon
construction has been achieved in the
past few years; the remaining problem
has been UV deterioration. The
LLAMB will have an outer shell
backed with vapor-deposited alumi-
num that will reflect UV. A contract
was let in April 1975 for the construc-
tion of a 2 m LLAMB for stress,

leakage, diffusion, and cold-
temperature tests. The next step will
be an 8 m field prototype.

Other GAMP activities include
cooperation with the National Scien-
tific Balloon Facility in long-duration
balloon development work and the
joint development with the Bureau of
Reclamation and the Control Data
Corporation of a low-cost tropospheric
sounding system consisting of a sonde
carried by a shaped balloon and
tracked by five receivers.

o . 0.025 mm (1 mil) clear Tedlar

_ _ _ _.___ . 2, 2,000 A vapor-deposited aluminum

-' 0.013 mm (0.5 mil) Mylar

0.005 mm (0.2 mil) aluminum foil
....... .....

Adhesive

0.9 g (1.8 oz) Kevlar fabric

A new type of balloon construction is being
tested for the Long-Lived Atmospheric
Monitoring Balloon (LLAMB).

Global Atmospheric Measurements
Program Staff

as of 30 June 1975

REGULAR STAFF

Neil Carlson
Michael Exner
Vincent Lally (Project Leader)
Nancy Leach
Ernest Lichfield
Claude Morel
Michael Olson
Ranjit Passi
A. Brewster Rickel
Aubrey Schumann
Sigvard Stenlund
Jack Tefft
Marcel Verstraete

SPECIAL PROJECTS STAFF
(NASA funding)

Phyllis Carlson
Roger Clark
Morris Ellis
D. Eileen Howe
Paul Howes
Stephen Kovacs
Dean Lauritsen
Robert Rader Jr.
Charles Smith
John Warren
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Empirical Studies Project

The Empirical Studies Project (ESP)
was formed to study the statistical and
climatological properties of the atmo-
sphere and its structure and physical
interpretation. ESP embraces a variety
of investigations directed at describing
the physical characteristics of the
atmosphere and the interactions
among physical processes on various
scales (from convective phenomena to
global circulation) using large observa-
tional synoptic and climatologic data
bases.

The specific project efforts range from
involvement in large collaborative
undertakings to individual
investigations.

Project scientists are on the scientific
team of the Tropical Wind, Energy
Conversion, and Reference Level
Experiment (TWERLE). This joint
experiment is being carried out by
scientists from NCAR, NASA/
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),
and the University of Wisconsin. The
experimental hardware, developed in
NCAR's Global Atmospheric Measure-
ments Program (see project descrip-
tion), at NASA, and at the University
of Wisconsin, consists of low-cost
superpressure balloons that fly in the
tropics at 150 mb, transmitting
pressure, temperature, and altitude
data to the Nimbus 6 satellite. The
TWERLE system went into operation
shortly after Nimbus 6 was launched
on 12 June 1975.

The objectives of the experiment are
to build a picture of winds in the
atmosphere over the tropics, to create
a reference level (measurements of
pressure and temperature at a known
altitude) against which to calibrate
remote sensing by both microwave and
infrared satellite instruments, and to

obtain data for studies of the rate at

which potential energy is converted to
kinetic energy in the upper atmo-
sphere. Data are transmitted from
Nimbus 6 to two ground stations
(Fairbanks, Alaska, and Rosman,
North Carolina) and thence to GSFC,
which sends TWERLE data to NCAR
via a computer-to-computer link. ESP
scientists designed the computer
software for TWERLE data analysis.

ESP scientists have completed an
analysis of 30 mb data from eight
winter seasons, revealing that out-of-

phase temperature oscillations occur
regularly in the stratosphere on either
side of 600 N, typically on a time scale
of one to three weeks. Calculations
show that the oscillations are asso-
ciated with fluctuations in horizontal
eddy heat transport across 600 N,
suggesting that these are a dominant
mechanism controlling zonal mean
temperature variations; these fluctua-
tions are themselves produced as a
result of interactions between quasi-
stationary and transient planetary-
scale waves.

The analysis of data from the TWERLE system is being carried on by scientists in NCA R's
ESP project. The RAMS aboard Nimbus 6 also listens to drifting buoys set out by experi-
menters from several nations, which are providing sea-level pressure reference. Thus the
Nimbus 6/RA MS system is helping to provide ground, air, and ocean "truth" for GA RP.
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Some processes are subtle enough to
be revealed only by analyses carried
out on data from a fairly lengthy
period of time. An ESP/visitor team
investigated a 73 - year record of sea-
level pressure in search of evidence of
planetary waves predicted by Laplace's
tidal equations, finding a westward-
propagating, five-day disturbance in
the summer data that showed the
presence of the waves they were
looking for.

Another such long-record study
carried on in ESP concerns the persis-
tence of seasonal temperature anoma-
lies. Three methods of estimating the
level of a coming season's mean
temperature--contingency tables,
regression equations, and trends of the
last few decades at particular
stations--have been tested. Yet
another study focuses on the areal
distribution of temperature trends,
using maps dating from 1899. Trends
for 15-year periods show well-defined
geographical distributions that change
from one period to the next, identified
with patterns of change in sea-level
pressure on the scale of long waves.

Studies of small-scale phenomena
undertaken in ESP include one study
made with a member of the National
Hail Research Experiment of the
movement and propagation of multi-
cellular convective storms. From radar
data the investigators determined that
the paths of small storms differ from
those of large storms with respect to
the vector mean tropospheric wind
direction. Larger storms appear to
move typically to the right of and
slower than the mean wind because of
the successive formation of vigorous
new cells on the right and upwind
flanks of a storm cluster. The study
will be extended to interactions
between cumulus-scale and larger
scales of motion.

Empirical Studies Project Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Paul Julian
Roland Madden
Chester Newton (Project Leader)
Karla Nolan
Dennis Shea
Harry van Loon
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Small-Scale Analysis and Prediction Project

Improved weather prediction depends
on a clearer understanding of meteoro-
logical processes occurring on scales
smaller than synoptic. The Small-Scale
Analysis and Prediction Project
(SSAPP) investigates such processes in
the interest of better short-term fore-
casts and to determine their effects on
larger scale processes. The work is
carried on in collaboration with a large
number of university scientists; for
example, the project is host to a group
from Drexel University developing
mesoscale numerical weather predic-
tion models. SSAPP investigations
include observation, numerical
modeling of atmospheric dynamics,
and laboratory studies.

Over the past several years, SSAPP
scientists have developed a model for
forecasting severe downslope wind-
storms like those that occur on the
eastern (leeward) side of the Rocky
Mountains. Because of its immediate
connection with a problem of great
interest-windstorm damage-the
model has been quickly applied.
During the winter of 1974 - 75, the
U.S. National Weather Service used the
model with Rocky Mountain data for
daily forecasts on a trial basis, and the
model will be tested again during the
coming winter. The goal is to be able
to forecast severe windstorms as much
as 24 h in advance.

A number of changes have been
incorporated into the forecast
procedures as a result of the winter's
tests. It was found that in the presence
of a saturated or nearly saturated layer
about 1 km thick on the windward
side of the Rockies, the model tended
to predict strong downslope winds
that never materialized. In a dry
atmosphere under the same condi-
tions, high winds would have devel-
oped. To compensate for the model's

extreme sensitivity to humidity near
saturation, surface measurements
taken at four stations on the windward
side are examined and, if a thick
enough layer of saturation is indicated,
this information is used to qualify the
model predictions. It was also found
that a linear interpolation of tempera-
ture and wind data between the two
central windward stations is suffi-
ciently reliable for forecasting, allevi-
ating a problem with late receipt of
data from all four stations.

Many specific studies within SSAPP
are efforts to obtain better model
representations of physical processes
on a small scale for eventual applica-
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tion within larger scale models. A
short-range, limited-area prediction
model developed in SSAPP uses isen-
tropic vertical coordinates and a
horizontal mesh of grid points spaced
50 - 150 km apart. It takes into
account pressure, temperature, and
wind speed--the variables needed to
simulate most atmospheric
processes--and the recent addition of
moisture processes enables it to
predict precipitation. The major
limitation has been the quality of
initial data supplied by weather
stations too far apart to give sufficient
resolution in humidity. As a means of
circumventing this problem, one
SSAPP scientist is attempting to

Winds in Boulder, Colorado, blow roofs off
houses, shatter windows, overturn mobile
homes, and cause approximately $1 million
worth of property damage annually. A
storm on 7 January 1969 damaged half the
residences in Boulder.

2000

This anemometer trace was recorded at Boulder, Colorado, from 2000 to 2330 Mountain
Standard Time (reading right to left) on 11 January 1972. It is a dramatic example of the
force of downslope windstorms that often occur as a result of mountain wave systems in
regions like the Rocky Mountain west. Using recently finished computer codes, SSAPP
scientists are now completing their analysis of aircraft measurements taken during the
month in which this particular storm occurred. Their conclusions will be used to improve
the project's model for predicting such severe storms.
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estimate the initial moisture content
from the initial vertical velocity
component of the air. The model is
currently being applied to the area
around the Mediterranean Sea that
includes the Alps, providing a case in
which to study cyclogenesis as
modified by the terrain.

Another SSAPP model is a representa-
tion of deep convection through the
depth of the troposphere. Terms are
included in the fundamental dynami-
cal equations (those producing
acoustic waves) that are usually
eliminated in the interests of computa-
tional efficiency at a sacrifice in
accuracy. Two approaches have been
tried--separating the terms and
solving for them on a smaller time
step, and solving for the terms
implicitly. Results from this effort are
being applied to the problem of
solving the nonhydrostatic equations
for systems like mesoscale models, in
which similar computational diffi-
culties arise.

A three-dimensional numerical model
of turbulence in a mixed layer
developed in SSAPP has been applied
to two atmospheric processes: entrain-

ment of air into the stratocumulus
clouds, and eventual stratocumulus
dissipation. The rate of entrainment is
an element in other project efforts
toward formulating suitable param-
eterizations of the planetary boundary
layer for use in large-scale models.

Other SSAPP studies involve the
laboratory simulation of atmospheric
processes. SSAPP scientists use a water
tank to simulate diffusion in a cloud-
free boundary layer over a distance
equivalent to 10 or 15 km. Oil
droplets are introduced into the tank
instantaneously along a line in the
bottom. This technique creates the
equivalent of continuous release from
a point source (for example, a smoke-
stack) into an atmosphere with a mean
wind between 2 and 12 m/s. Within
limits imposed by the simulation
chamber's size and complexity, the
experiments provide insights into
patterns of atmospheric turbulence
and diffusion, an area which has
considerable applicability to pollution
problems.

One SSAPP scientist has worked with
a member of the Climate Project in
model sensitivity studies with the

.0
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Laboratory simulation experiments have yielded information about patterns of atmospheric
diffusion not available from other sources. This is a plot of concentrations of pollutant par-
ticles released from a continuous point source located at the arrow near the origin on the
vertical axis. The bulge in the smoothed center line (dotted line) indicates that the region of
maximum particle concentration rises to its greatest height at a location not far downstream
from the source and then begins to fall. This implies that larger scale eddies must lift pollu-
tants higher in the mixed layer than expected, even though smaller eddies contribute to
more uniform mixing, as anticipated. This phenomenon has never been measured in the real
atmosphere because of the prohibitive cost of acquiring the necessary data from many
aircraft flights. Without these data from laboratory experiments, maximum particle
concentrations might be predicted too close to the ground.

NCAR GCM that may find application
in the evaluation of the performance
of parameterizations developed within
SSAPP as well.

In the summer of 1974, SSAPP and
the Advanced Study Program jointly
sponsored a summer colloquium
entitled Subsynoptic Extratropical
Weather Systems: Observation,
Analysis, Modeling, and Prediction.
SSAPP scientists participated in the
colloquium and organized a special
one-week colloquium workshop on
current progress in developing and
improving limited-area, short-range
numerical prediction models. Notes
from this colloquium have been pub-
lished in a two-volume set under the
editorship of an SSAPP scientist.

Small-Scale Analysis and Prediction
Project Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Daniel Anderson
William Bergen
Rainer Bleck
Robert Chervin
James Deardorff (Project Leader)
Lois Gries
Patrick Kennedy
Joseph Klemp
Douglas Lilly
Yunn Pann
Melvyn Shapiro
Glen Willis

Advisory Committee

John A. Brown Jr.
National Meteorological Center
NOAA, Suitland, Maryland

William H. Hooke
Wave Propagation Laboratory
NOAA, Boulder, Colorado

Peter Rhines
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

John Wyngaard
Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories
Bedford, Massachusetts
(As of 15 July 1975: Wave
Propagation Laboratory, NOAA,
Boulder, Colorado)
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Climate Project

The aim of climate research is to build
the base of physical and mathematical
knowledge that will make it possible
to predict climate anomalies on scales
from seasons to centuries. The Climate
Project at NCAR conducts research to
determine which of numerous possible
factors exert the most crucial influ-
ence on climate, to isolate the effects
of the critical factors, and to incor-
porate the factors in mathematical
models of the physical and dynamical
processes that govern the climate. At
present, project researchers concen-
trate their analytical and modeling
efforts on climatic phenomena
occurring over the range of a few

months to a few years. In view of the
present state of climatic knowledge,
phenomena occurring on these scales
are the most tractable subjects of
research.

Climate Project scientists work with
their university colleagues in many
areas of research. The bulk of the
project's effort is centered on the
development and use in climate
research of a broad array of models,
ranging from simple formulations of
individual processes like radiation or
heat transport to the highly complex
general circulation models (GCMs). A
procedure of vital importance for all

The complexity of climatic variables and
their interactions is illustrated in this
diagram by William Sellers. Ideally, a
comprehensive climate model would treat
all these factors in detail. For the present,
however, the limitations of computing
capabilities require climate modelers to
consider only selected mechanisms in detail,
using careful parameterizations for the
remaining values.

modeling efforts is the parameteriza-
tion of small-scale processes that affect
larger scale phenomena but that
cannot be treated in detail in a
complex model. Some parameteriza-
tions result from theoretical studies,
others are derived from analysis of
observational data, and still others
result from experiments with climate
models themselves. For example, the
project uses detailed radiative transfer
models to test parameterizations of
radiative transfer to be incorporated in
more complex models.

Simpler models provide information
that can be incorporated in more
complex models, and these in turn are
diagnostic of each other's characteris-
tics and responses. Climate Project
models thus fall into an interlocking
hierarchy:
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* A time-dependent energy-balance
model is used to study radiative and
dynamic feedback mechanisms--for
example, the effects of volcanic dust
and sunspot activity on the amount of
solar energy reaching the lower atmo-
sphere. The code for this model is
currently being improved in order to
make it accessible for use outside
NCAR as a teaching model.

* A simple two-layer energy balance
model of the earth-atmosphere system
treats the stratosphere and upper
atmosphere as an isothermal layer in
radiative equilibrium. This model has
been used to compute the change in
upward flux of infrared radiation at
the base of the stratosphere due to an
increase in the mass concentration of
stratospheric aerosols. The results of
that calculation were then related to

the global mean surface temperature
using results from other models.
Researchers performing these calcula-
tions found a smaller lowering of
surface temperature than would have
resulted from a reduction in the solar
constant equivalent to the aerosol
injection.

* A radiative-convective equilibrium
model has been developed for com-
puting the temperature profile through
a vertical column of atmosphere. It is
also used to calculate the response of
the earth's surface temperature to
changes in the concentrations of
stratospheric ozone and aerosols. The
model is computationally efficient,
but requires very accurate parameteri-
zations of radiative fluxes.
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* A statistical model of the hydrologi-
cal process computes atmospheric
fractional cloudiness, liquid water
content, and rate of precipitation from
mean relative humidity and vertical
velocity data. The model uses vertical
velocities generated by the NCAR
GCM and assumes a condition of
equilibrium between the formation of
cloud droplets and the moisture
fallout due to gravity. Results
obtained from experiments with this
model agree well with observations
made in the U.S.S.R.

* The NCAR GCM is used for a wide
variety of climate experiments. In a
study made recently, NCAR scientists
determined the GCM's response to a
North Pacific sea-surface temperature
anomaly. In another experiment, the
effect of cloudiness generated by the
model was calculated for a case of
anomalous sea-surface temperature.
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A major problem in climate theory is to determine whether climatic changes can be induced by "external" causes--factors like variations
in solar radiation, the presence of increased volcanic dust after an eruption, or man's alterations of the earth's surface. In the absence of
complete, reliable records for the period before 100 years ago, Climate Project scientists use models to estimate possible correlations
between external causes and climate variations. Quantities of volcanic dust and global surface temperatures calculated in the simulation in
(a) exhibit a broad, general similarity to historical records summarized in (b). Note especially the pronounced cool period before 1 700 and
the gradual warming trend through the mid-twentieth century. Such general correspondences indicate that external factors may play a role
in climatic change, but intensive observation is needed to verify real correspondences in the actual climate.
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One way of testing model accuracy is
to compare the answers different
models provide to the same questions.
For example, differing predictions of
global surface temperature were made
by two models, both of which were
one-dimensional, horizontally averaged
radiative models and both of which
were calculating surface temperature
after a hypothetical doubling of
atmospheric carbon dioxide. Both
models predicted increases in tempera-
ture, but the amounts of the expected
increase differed by a factor of three.
The comparison enabled Climate
Project scientists to isolate the
simplifications in each model that had
caused one to overestimate and the
other to underestimate the carbon
dioxide effect.

Model results must relate to physical
reality, and hence results are also
compared with data obtained in
observational studies. The detailed
radiative transfer models that test the
simpler parameterizations of radiative
transfer are themselves verified against
observations. Calculations of atmo-
spheric cloudiness, liquid water
content, and rate of precipitation in
the statistical model mentioned above
are found to correspond to observed
data. While observations, particularly
climatological ones, do not themselves
always reflect reality accurately, it is
an important test of any model to see
whether it can take initial data from
observations and produce a description
of a later state that also corresponds to
observations.

Another vital activity related to the
interpretation of modeling results is
the performance of sensitivity studies.
Such studies make it possible to deter-
mine whether predicted anomalies
exceed the inherent variability of a
model and hence are statistically
significant. Climate Project scientists
have participated in sensitivity studies
conducted with the NCAR GCM by
means of a testing formalism devel-
oped by a researcher in the Small-Scale
Analysis and Prediction Project.

In applying their most recent research
results to practical questions, Climate
Project scientists have been concerned
with the potential for irreversible
climatic effects of the rapid escalation
of human consumption of energy (and
concomitant release of heat, moisture,
carbon dioxide, and pollutants into
the atmosphere). In responding to the
need for more information about the
impacts of human activities on
climate, project scientists have
synthesized predictions from climato-
logical theory, results from modeling
experiments, observations, and extrap-
olations from present statistics of
population growth, energy use, and
degree of industrialization, and they
have published a number of studies
suggesting that some human impacts
are very large and should be more
carefully studied to determine their
exact extent.

Lines of approach for Climate Project
work in the future include the comple-
tion and testing of numerous radiation

calculations, collaboration with the
newly established Oceanography
Project to couple climate models with
ocean models as they are developed,
development of more sophisticated
models of a degree of complexity
intermediate between simple models
of a few processes and the NCAR
GCM, continued work on sensitivity
studies and parameterizations with the
GCM, and continued collaboration
with university colleagues on the scien-
tific problems of climate research.

Climate Project Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Bruce Briegleb
James Coakley
Robert Dickinson
Bernard Durney
Ann Gayton
William Kellogg
Takashi Sasamori
Stephen Schneider
Philip Thompson (Project Leader)
Warren Wiscombe
Eileen Workman

Advisory Committee

John Imbrie
Brown University

John E. Kutzbach
University of Wisconsin

Edward N. Lorenz
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

J. Murray Mitchell
Laboratory for Environmental Data
Research
NOAA, Silver Spring, Maryland

Norbert Untersteiner
University of Washington
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Oceanography Project

The major objective of NCAR's newly
established Oceanography Project is
understanding the role of mesoscale
eddies in the general circulation of the
ocean. This understanding is essential
to the construction of valid models of
the major current systems and to
understanding the processes whereby
heat, salt, and other tracers are redis-
tributed throughout an ocean basin.
The interactions between oceans and
atmosphere are complex, and the
ultimate understanding of such
phenomena as climatic change requires
the knowledge of oceanic dynamics
under study in this project.

Recent descriptions of the flow
pattern in the area of the Mid-Ocean
Dynamics Experiment (MODE), a
multiyear experiment in the mid-
Atlantic, combined with data from
POLYMODE (one of the first experi-
ments designed to look at mesoscale
eddies in the North Atlantic), and a
reexamination of older hydrographic
data have shown the ubiquity of
mesoscale motions as large as
5 - 15 cm/s below the thermocline.
Although their origin has not been

determined, present evidence suggests
that instabilities in the western
boundary current after separation
from the coast may be a major source
of energy; a second possible source is
midocean instabilities. These hypoth-
eses imply a long decay time and a
small vertical eddy diffusivity in
midocean.

Ocean modeling within the project has
shown how mesoscale eddies arise in a
two-layer numerical model of an ocean
basin. Other modeling studies are
being carried on to fit MODE and
POLYMODE data, to examine the
origin and behavior of mesoscale
eddies under various conditions, and
to determine eddy interaction with the
mean oceanic circulation.

Research in progress includes numeri-
cal simulations of the circulation in
closed and periodic ocean basins with
mesoscale resolution, the development
of analytical theories of mesoscale
waves in a slowly varying environment,
theoretical analyses of mesoscale
observations, studies of mixed layer
dynamics and response to atmospheric
forcing, and studies of nonlinear
internal gravity wave interactions.
Future plans include regional studies
of the equator and the southern
oceans, studies of atmospheric inter-
action with near-surface ocean
processes, studies of large-scale ocean
data sets, and development of general
circulation models of the ocean.
Project scientists plan theoretical work
in conjunction with the International
Southern Ocean Study program, using

Pearn Nii/er of Oregon State University gave
a lecture in September 1974 on the seasonal
variability of the ocean, the first seminar
presented at NCA R by the new
Oceanography Project.

theoretical and numerical models
developed during MODE for under-
standing the southern ocean and the
Antarctic circumpolar current.

Correct modeling of the interaction of
atmosphere and ocean requires good
predictions of sea-surface temperature
and depth of the well-mixed layer. For
this reason, valid mixed-layer models
are important in the development of
realistic, large-scale ocean circulation
models for use both in ocean circula-
tion and climate studies. Oceanog-
raphy Project members will examine
current one-dimensional mixed-layer
models with the object of developing
surface-layer models for incorporation
into three-dimensional general
circulation models for the ocean.

Finally, the group plans to develop a
parameterization scheme suitable for
inclusion in ocean models to be
coupled with the NCAR atmospheric
general circulation model.

Although the project is new and the
staff is small, project members have
been developing many interactions
with their university colleagues and
with colleagues at NCAR, who have
welcomed the new capability repre-
sented by the establishment of the
project.

Oceanography Project Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Juliana Chow
William Holland (Project Leader)
Charles McComas III
James McWilliams
Karla Nolan
W. Brechner Owens
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Atmospheric Quality and
Modification Division

Projects

Aerosol Project
Upper Atmosphere Project
National Hail Research Experiment

AQM Division Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Barbara Hill
William Jones (Administrator)

Note: On 1 ]uly 1975, the National
Hail Research Experiment became a
division in itself, with David Atlas as
division director. Leadership of the
A QM Division is to be rotated between
the leaders of the two projects; John
Gille will act as division director from
1 July 1975 to 30 june 1976.
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Aerosol Project

The Aerosol Project of NCAR is a
multidisciplinary group whose research
is directed toward understanding the
complex influences of atmospheric
aerosols on the earth's weather.

Atmospheric aerosol particles may be
distinguished by such factors as size
(radius) and chemical composition.
Their size varies from submicron
molecular clusters to large soil par-
ticles (greater than 30 pm in radius).
The whole array of particles found in
the atmosphere is under scrutiny by
the project in various ways.

Focusing on particles alone, it is
possible to study their composition,
shapes, size distributions, number
distributions, mechanisms of forma-
tion, sources, transport mechanisms,
and sinks, and Aerosol Project scien-
tists have devised many laboratory and
field methods to obtain such
information.

Beyond this focus, project scientists
are interested in the ways in which
aerosols affect weather. Accurate
numerical predictions of pressure,
temperature, and wind fields are
necessary but not sufficient for
comparably accurate predictions of
the related weather. The interaction
between these fields and the water
fields (vapor, liquid, and solid) is
complicated, and aerosols are often
critical modulators of this interaction.
Aerosols provide the nuclei for
condensation and freezing; thus they
determine the number of drops or ice
crystals that form in clouds and the
subsequent growth rate of small
particles to hydrometeors. The varia-
tions in size and number distributions
of aerosols in any given conditions can
be crucial. The study of aerosols in a
dynamic context is therefore the focus
of the NCAR project, and this study

necessitates a combination of theoreti-
cal modeling, laboratory studies, and
field work.

Project scientists work individually, in
groups, and with visitors and univer-
sity scientists to accomplish the
various project objectives.

To study the effects of aerosols in
context, several models are under
development by members of the
project. A two-dimensional transport
and diffusion model is being developed
from radiosonde and satellite observa-
tions to study the large-scale effects of
aerosols. To study effects on a regional
scale, a mesoscale primitive equation
model is being developed that will
incorporate the effects of surface
heating and cooling, complicated
surface topography, and the release of
latent heat. A small-scale cloud model
has been developed that includes drop
coalescence and other microphysical
phenomena associated with aerosol
behavior.

The modeling assumptions are based
on data derived from laboratory as
well as field experiments. Project
scientists maintain a considerable
laboratory capability. Aerosols of
given sizes are generated by special
instruments developed in the project.
Aerosol particles (for example, soil
particles) that are brought in from
field experiments can be chemically
analyzed or scrutinized with an elec-
tron microscope. Gas-to-particle
experiments can also be done in the
lab. Before equipment to collect
aerosols goes out in the field or is
placed on research aircraft, extensive
laboratory calibrations are carried out,
and a program of intercomparisons of
different instruments is under way.

Filters and impactors are flown on
aircraft, and continuous measurements
of the size and number distributions
can be made with the aid of a variety
of instruments: a Whitby electrostatic
particle counter, a Climet white-light-
scattering particle counter, and a
Knollenberg laser optical counter.

Ground-based lidar measurements of
aerosols are also made by project
scientists.

Studies of natural and pollutant radio-
active aerosols in the atmosphere, their
properties, their role in atmospheric
processes, their use as atmospheric
tracers, their interaction with vegeta-
tion, their uptake by humans, and
their public health implications are the
province of a group within the Aerosol
Project that has recently demonstrated
a connection between natural radio-
active aerosol deposition on tobacco
leaves and the presence of insoluble
alpha-emitting particles in the lungs of
smokers.

A laboratory aerosol generator. Aerosol
particles of specific sizes can be generated in
machines like these.
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An Aerosol Project group collaborates
with university colleagues in the study
of wind erosion, transport, and deposi-
tion of soil particles. This group has
demonstrated the mechanisms by
which soil particles are carried aloft
and the ways in which larger particles
are broken up or sandblasted to
produce smaller particles. Their results
are important to soil scientists and
agriculturalists as well as to meteorolo-
gists and cloud physicists. The clays
and organic materials of some soils
may be nature's most effective ice
nucleants, and further studies of the
surface structure of soil aerosols and
their interactions with water are
planned.

Central to the work of the Aerosol
Project during this fiscal year has been
Project DUSTORM, a combined air-
craft and ground-based experiment to
test the influence of soil-generated
aerosols on convective storms that
develop in the midwestern United
States during the spring. The experi-
ment involved scientists from the
Aerosol Project, the Upper Atmo-
sphere Project, the National Hail
Research Experiment, the Field
Observing Facility, the Illinois State
Water Survey, the National Severe
Storms Laboratory and the National
Severe Storm Forecasting Center of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, the U.S. Department

of Agriculture, and three institutions:
the University of Wyoming, the State
University of New York at Albany,
and the Denver Research Institute of
the University of Denver. Cooperation
was given by the National Weather
Service, the Bureau of Reclamation,
and the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion. More than 200 people collected
hailstones for study after hearing a
request videotaped by Project Leader
Edwin Danielsen and broadcast in 11
midwestern states; over 1,000 stones
are now available for laboratory
analysis as a result.

Russ Nye and Vinod Saxena of the Denver
Research Institute of the University of
Denver operate a condensation nucleus
counter on board the NCA R Electra during
Project DUSTORM.

Edward Patterson of the Upper Atmosphere
Project makes adjustments to a wind
determination instrument at a ground
station for Project DUSTORM set up at
Abernathy, Texas. This hailstone was collected for Project
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Project scientists studied the mecha-
nisms by which dust particles are
carried aloft from ground stations set
up in Texas. Four research aircraft
collected and studied aerosols in and
around several large convective storms
during the experiment. On one
mission, heavy dust concentrations
produced by a storm covering four
states were dense enough to be seen on
satellite photographs. Large cumulo-
nimbus associated with that storm
produced heavy rain but only very

small hailstones. On other days,
similarly large cumulonimbus pro-
duced extremely large or heavily lobed
hailstones. A very preliminary con-
clusion of the experimenters relates
the quantity of dust (ice nucleants)
entrained to the type of storm: a great
deal of dust can "overseed" clouds and
prevent the formation of tornadic
storms, while lighter dust concentra-
tions seem to produce more severe
weather under otherwise similar
conditions.

The violence of a storm may be related to
the amount of dust entrained in the storm-

producing clouds.

During the coming period, the group
will concentrate on the reduction and
analysis of DUSTORM data, which
constitute a unique comprehensive set
of aerosol and atmospheric measure-
ments, and, with the aid of laboratory
and modeling experiments, they will
attempt to determine the specific
influences of aerosols on severe
weather.

Aerosol Project Staff

as of 30 June 1975

B. Lynn Bolton
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Edwin Danielsen (Project Leader)
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Edward Martell
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University of Hawaii

Seymour Zenchelsky
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Upper Atmosphere Project

The goal of the Upper Atmosphere
Project (UAP) is to attain an inte-
grated quantitative understanding of
chemical, physical, and dynamical
processes in the atmosphere above the
tropopause and to learn how these
processes are linked to solar variability
and to natural and anthropogenic
processes in the lower atmosphere.
Since most methods of observing the
upper atmosphere have been available
only in the last few years, this region is
a scientific frontier with many basic
questions still unanswered.

The atmosphere's higher regions are in
a fragile chemical balance, and their
fragility is of concern to scientists and
to the public. This fragility is demon-
strated by recent findings that serious
damage to the protective ozone layer
of the stratosphere may be caused by
human activities. The problem gained
international attention in the contro-
versies over the supersonic transport
and over the use of fluorocarbons. If
the concentration of stratospheric
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ozone is lowered by natural or human
activity, more ultraviolet radiation will
reach the earth's surface. This might
threaten not only human health, but
also that of animals and plants, in-
cluding crops. Less attention has been
given to the climatic changes that
might result if the burden of
stratospheric aerosols (suspended solid
and liquid particles) increases or
decreases. But these aerosols also
influence the amount of solar energy
reaching the earth.

The NCAR Upper Atmosphere Project
provides a focus for investigating these
questions in the field and in theoreti-
cal studies. The project's resources
include rare or unique instruments and
techniques, such as limb-scanning
satellite instruments, cryogenic and
filter sampling techniques, far infrared
spectrometry, and computer models to
simulate dynamic, chemical, and
aerosol processes. Project scientists
collaborate with colleagues in the
scientific community in applying these
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resources to the solution of scientific
problems.

A visitor from the University of Oslo,
Norway, and a project scientist have
collaborated, for example, in devel-
oping a detailed one-dimensional
photochemical diffusive model that
has been used to predict the environ-
mental effects of the release of fluoro-
carbons into the atmosphere. The
model incorporates many reactions
and species believed to be important in
the stratosphere and lower meso-
sphere, and its predictions are in good
agreement with observations made
from rockets and balloons. A two-
dimensional model of photochemistry
and diffusion in the troposphere,
stratosphere, and lower mesosphere
has also been developed, incorporating
the basic oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,
sulfur, and carbon chemistries. It will
be used to study the effects of high-
energy particle bombardment of the
stratosphere (by galactic and solar
cosmic rays). Such models are useful

Calculations made with a one-dimensional,
time-dependent model of the stratosphere
have been used to predict the effect of
fluorocarbons--chlorofluoromethanes and
methyl chloride among them--on ozone.
In the model, the amount of ozone deple-
tion that might be expected after cessation
of the production of chlorofluoromethanes
was calculated for a "best case" and a
"worst case." Stopping in 1975 would mean

a little over 1% depletion of ozone by 1985
in the best case or as much as 2.8% in the
worst case. A later ban, taking place in
1978, would permit a higher rate of ozone
depletion (1.7% in the best case and more
than 4% in the worst). Ozone continues to
be reduced after production of the reducing
agent ceases because of the time it takes
fluorocarbons to mix upward into the
stratosphere. Scientists in the Upper
Atmosphere Project emphasize the need for
more observations and measurements of the
photochemical reactions in the stratosphere
for use in such modeling efforts.
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for studying the effects of a number of
human activities on the ozone layer.

Project scientists also model the
dynamics of the stratosphere. A
seasonal simulation experiment using
the NCAR General Circulation Model
(GCM) is being carried on to investi-
gate large-scale stratospheric motions.
The analysis of the momentum and
energy budgets for planetary waves in
the model suggests that the waves in
the stratosphere are generated exclu-
sively by the absorption of wave
energy flux from sources in the tropo-
sphere. Upward fluxes through the
tropopause show distinct seasonal
variations, particularly in the high-
latitude baroclinic zones, and the
stratospheric wave kinetic energy is
markedly altered by the convergence
of these fluxes. The scientists plan to
continue the experiment to investigate
the dynamics of the meridional
propagation of the planetary waves
from high latitudes in the troposphere
to the tropical stratosphere. Parallel
with this study, work is under way to
develop a spectral model of the upper
atmosphere to a height of 70 km. This
model will include realistic radiative
transfer and photochemical processes
and will be used to study the inter-
action of chemistry and dynamics in
the stratosphere and mesosphere. The
model will also be used to study the
effects of perturbations on the upper
atmosphere, such as catalytic
reduction of ozone by pollutants.

Another model was developed by a
project scientist collaborating with a
scientist from the University of Rome

The contours are the calculated mass flow
stream function (gm/s) of the zonally
averaged or mean meridional circulation in
the earth's thermosphere during equinox.
The difference between two successive
contour values gives the global flux of mass
between them. The figure shows that below
150 km, solar ultraviolet heating drives the
equator-to-pole circulation. Above 150 km,
however, heating by joule dissipation of
high-latitude ionospheric current systems
combined with heating from auroral
processes in general, occurring during
geomagnetically quiet times, is large enough
to reverse the mean equator-to-pole circula-
tion to about 200 latitude (shaded area).
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in order to study the effects of strato-
spheric and mesospheric aerosol layers
on the planetary radiation balance.
The model balances the energy
absorbed from solar and planetary
radiation, the energy radiated by
particles, and the sensible heat
exchanged through collisions of the
aerosol with the ambient gas. Atmo-
spheric heating rates associated with
atmospheric aerosols are calculated in
the model, which uses detailed infor-
mation on the visible and infrared
optical properties of the particles.

Thermospheric modeling is also part of
the project's work. During the past
year a zonally-averaged dynamic
model of the thermosphere has been
developed and used to study meri-
dional circulation of the thermosphere
at equinox. A model of diurnal varia-
tion in the ionosphere developed in
1974 was used to define the zonally
averaged solar extreme ultraviolet
heating rates from ionospheric sources.
In the thermospheric model it was
shown that this heating alone is not
sufficient to produce the level of
heating actually observed; a high-
latitude heat source representing joule
heating from electric current systems
is necessary to make the model agree
with observations. The magnitude of
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the required heating during geomag-
netically quiet periods, however, is
small compared to global mean solar
heating at the same altitudes.

Modeling studies benefit from the field
and laboratory work done in the
project.

The first measurements of strato-
spheric hydrogen chloride and
hydrogen bromide were made by
project scientists using a new tech-
nique based on chemically treated
filters. Vertical concentration profiles
of hydrogen chloride obtained by
other methods in the fall and spring of
1974 - 75 tended to agree with the
profiles generated by models pre-
dicting serious ozone depletion by
chlorine released from snythetic
vapors in the stratosphere. Hydrogen
chloride and hydrogen bromide are
reservoirs for chlorine and bromine
atoms, which are thought to be
capable of catalyzing ozone reduction.
Measurements of particulate chloride
using the filter technique indicated
that aerosols fail to provide a signifi-
cant sink for stratospheric chlorine.

The filter method was also used to
measure nitric acid vapor, which is a
reservoir for stratospheric nitrogen
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oxides that are also capable of
catalyzing ozone destruction. Sulfate
aerosols (which may be capable of
causing climatic impacts through their
radiative effects) were measured on a
hemispheric basis.

In September 1973 project scientists
flew the first cryogenic sampler for
trace gases in the stratosphere from a
balloon. The system was enlarged last
year. The balloon-borne sampler can
now collect 16 10 £ (STP) samples as it
descends through the stratosphere.
Samples collected in 1974 were
analyzed for hydrogen, methane,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
nitrous oxide, and water vapor. The
measurement techniques (gas chroma-
tography and spectroscopic analysis)
have been expanded to include carbon
tetrachloride, methyl chloride, sulfur
hexafluoride, and two other
compounds--CCI3 F and CCI 2 F2,
also called fluorocarbon 11 and fluoro-
carbon 12. The first measurements of
the concentrations of these two
compounds in the stratosphere above
20 km have been completed from

aliquots of 1973 and 1974 sampler
flights. The sampler was flown again in
June 1975 in search of stratospheric
fluorocarbons, and measurements were
under way at the close of the fiscal
year. Future plans include flying the
sampler from a northerly latitude
(Yorkton, Saskatchewan) in the
summer of 1975. A smaller, light-
weight cryogenic sampler has been
constructed as well; it will be capable
of flying higher, extending the
sampling ceiling from 35 to 45 km in
altitude.

Another UAP experiment is now
flying at 1000 km. The limb radiance
inversion radiometer (LRIR) aboard
the Nimbus 6 spacecraft is providing
the first global data sets of simultane-
ous temperature, ozone, and water
vapor distributions, with excellent
vertical resolution. The NASA-funded
joint experiment involves NCAR,
Florida State University, and Drexel
University.

The LRIR will fly for the better part
of a year. It uses the new technique of

measuring thermal radiation emitted
by the earth's atmosphere seen at the
horizon (limb). The profiles so
obtained are inverted to yield the
results. The analyzed data will provide
information on stratospheric climatol-
ogy, sudden warmings, stratospheric
transports, diurnal variations, atmo-
spheric tides, and the upper
atmosphere radiation budget. Data
from the LRIR will be used by
dynamicists in the Upper Atmosphere
Project to check models of upper
atmosphere chemistry and circulation.

The successor to the LRIR is already
in the planning stages. It will be called
the limb infrared monitor of the
stratosphere (LIMS), and it is sche-
duled to fly in the Nimbus G space-
craft in 1978. The concept was tested
on the high-altitude LACATE (lower
atmosphere composition and tempera-
ture experiment) balloon flight in
1974. The LIMS is designed to
measure ozone, nitrogen dioxide,
water vapor, and nitric acid, as well as
temperature. The LIMS will help to
determine the global distribution of
the nitrogen compounds involved in
stratospheric chemistry. Comparison
of LIMS and LRIR measurements
should show any changes in the
amount and vertical distribution of
ozone in the stratosphere over the
period of the investigations.

NCA R's balloon-borne cryogenic sampler in
its gondola prior to a 3 June 1975 flight
that took the sampler to 35 km. The system
took 16 samples at various altitudes as it
descended. Each sampling tube holds frozen
condensed air equivalent to 10 9 at standard
temperature and pressure.

The limb radiance inversion radiometer
(LRIR) during calibration. The LRIR differs
from most other satellite radiometers
because it scans the atmosphere tangential
to the earth's surface, rather than looking
down through the atmosphere to the sur-
face. This gives higher vertical resolution,
eliminates background radiation, and yields a
large opacity in the region being scanned.
The joint NCA R/university project is now
flying aboard Nimbus 6.
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Two other UAP instruments are now
being flown aboard NCAR's Sabreliner
jet aircraft. They are computer-
controlled near and far infrared
interferometers to measure strato-
spheric trace gases (water vapor,
ozone, nitrous oxide, nitrogen dioxide,
carbon monoxide, and hydrogen
chloride). The instruments have high
spectral resolution and cover a broad
wavelength range, so the polyatomic
molecules can be identified by their
characteristic absorption spectra as
they vibrate (short wavelengths) or
rotate (longer wavelengths).

Upper Atmosphere Project scientists
also rely on ground-based and airborne
laser radars (lidars). These have been
used since the mid - 1960s to study
temporal and spatial variations in the
stratospheric aerosol layer. Gross
loading of stratospheric aerosols may
be determined from backscatter
measurements made with NCAR's
60 in. ruby lidar directed vertically.
Airborne laser techniques are being
used by project scientists to determine
the optical properties of aerosols--a
laser polar nephelometer developed by

Student Marcus Aguilar (left) and Upper
Atmosphere Project scientist William
Mankin adjust the minicomputer controls
for the interferometer (right-hand side of
photo) that measures stratospheric trace
gases from the NCA R Sabreliner jet aircraft.

a project scientist was used to obtain
data for the model of the radiative
properties of aerosols. A compact
flashlamp-pumped dye lidar system
has been developed to measure two-
dimensional aerosol profiles.

A major eruption of Volcan de Fuego
in Guatemala in October 1974 has
provided an excellent opportunity to
determine the contributions of vol-
canoes to stratospheric aerosols. The
infrared properties of volcanic dust
were measured by project scientists
using potassium bromide pellet tech-
niques. A cooperative study with the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
showed that six weeks after the erup-
tion the concentration of volcanic ash
in the sulfate (Junge) layer exceeded
that of sulfate by more than an order
of magnitude. Since November 1974
routine observations of the enhanced
stratospheric dust layer attributed to
the eruption have been made with the
ground-based lidar, revealing aerosol
layers with peak backscatter ratios
about an order of magnitude larger
than those derived in 1972 and 1973.
Project scientists are interested in the

large variations of these aerosols with
time and in the changes of layer
altitude and thickness.

One project scientist has run labora-
tory intercomparisons of Aitken
particle counters built at NCAR, at the
University of Wyoming, the State
University of New York at Albany,
and the University of Missouri at
Rolla. The NCAR counter is flown on
the Sabreliner to determine strato-
spheric concentrations of Aitken
particles (particles of radius less than
0.1 pm). Theoretical calculations are
being made of the mechanisms of
nucleation of sulfuric acid vapor
leading to the production of strato-
spheric Aitken particles, and the
measurements will help to distinguish
the relative importance of two
mechanisms: gas-to-particle formation
and condensation on previously
existing particles.

Because of the timeliness of the scien-
tific problems posed by the upper
atmosphere, the project has collabo-
rated with NCAR's Advanced Study
Program in sponsoring the 1975
summer colloquium on the strato-
sphere and mesosphere. Project scien-
tists participated in the colloquium
and organized a special week-long
workshop on stratospheric measure-
ment from satellite platforms.
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National Hail Research Experiment

The goal of the National Hail Research
Experiment (NHRE) is to determine
whether artificial cloud seeding can
reduce the occurrence of damaging
hail and whether seeding might be
used effectively on an operational
basis to protect large cropland areas.

Interest in hail suppression is inter-
national, stemming from a common
concern: hail ranks with crop diseases,
pests, and drought as a major econom-
ic threat to agriculture. U.S. crop
losses to hail are approaching $700
million yearly, and property damage
may amount to an additional $125
million. These losses exceed those
from hurricanes or tornadoes.

NHRE is a cooperative program led by
NCAR and funded by the National
Science Foundation's directorate for
Research Applied to National Needs.
Participants include a dozen univer-
sities, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), and several private contractors.
The current plan calls for a nine-year
experiment; NHRE is now in its fourth
year.

The results of the seeding
experiments--whether positive or
negative--will be supported in NHRE
by scientific evidence from a broad
basic research effort in the physics of
hailstorms and storm formations. The
research program focuses on the
mechanisms of storm development,
the way in which hailstones form,
natural hail growth changes and
changes caused by seeding, and the
evaluation of seeding techniques as
applied to varying storm types and
climatic regimes. Economic, social,
legal, and ecological studies are also
carried on, focusing on a spectrum of
social ramifications of hail and hail

suppression and including benefit-risk
analysis of potential operational hail
suppression programs.

The need for hail suppression. Serious
interest in a U.S. hail suppression
program began in the early 1960s
when Soviet scientists reported
significant success in crop protection
from the use of artillery shells and
rockets to deliver seeding agents into
maturing thunderstorms. By 1972, 2.5
million acres of crops were reportedly
under protection in the U.S.S.R.; in
1973, the equivalent of $100 million
was invested in 11 Soviet hail sup-
pression programs. Although U.S.
meteorologists have found the
scientific basis for the Russian tech-
nique open to question, continued
Soviet investment in the program
indicates that it is considered valuable
by that government. Other countries
investing government or private funds
in hail suppression research programs
are Argentina, Canada, France, Italy,
Kenya, People's Republic of China,
South Africa, Switzerland, and
Yugoslavia.

Societal Impacts Group (ESIG), which
is part of the NCAR Advanced Study
Program. Protection against hail is
costly. Hail insurance premiums can
cost $10 to $20 per acre, consuming
up to 20% of net crop values. ESIG
researchers have determined that a hail
suppression program using present
experimental techniques would cost
about $0.40 per acre--less than 1%
of the annual cost of planting an acre
of winter wheat on the Great Plains. A
suppression program might thus be
"cost effective" if it reduced hail
damage by as little as 8 to 10%. ESIG
workers also estimate that cropland
values in high hail areas would increase
5 to 7% under a hail protection pro-
gram that reduced average annual
losses by a fourth, provided that cloud
seeding did not also reduce rainfall
during the critical growing months.

Organization of NHRE. NHRE is
fundamentally a field experiment. To
determine what can be done about
hailfall on croplands, it is necessary to
examine the creature in its habitat.
Thus the project maintains a summer

The value of hail suppression is under
study by NCAR's Environmental and

The operational control center at Grover,
Colorado.
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field headquarters at Grover in north-
eastern Colorado, in a wheat-farming
region dubbed "hail alley" for its high
frequency of hailstorms. Grover lies on
the western edge of a 12,750 km2

experimental study area, 30 km west
of a smaller "target area" in which the
cloud-seeding experiments are con-
ducted. Airspace over the experi-
mental study area is monitored by the
FAA, which cooperates with NHRE in
providing airspace for experimental

and seeding flights. The Grover site
houses the staff for the summer field
operations, and it is the hub of one of
the largest observational arrays ever
assembled for meteorological research
on the high plains.

The headquarters contains an opera-
tions control center with radio and
teletype links to outlying installations,
the National Weather Service, NCAR,
and aircraft; six research radars; special

== STORM MOTION

Schematic cross section of a widely
accepted conceptual model of a hail-
producing thunderstorm. The tilted updraft
extends throughout the region of the flat
cloud base, often 10 km or more ahead of
the precipitation shaft, but with peak veloc-
ities aloft just ahead of the precipitation.
Above about 8 km the prevailing winds
cause the updraft to lose momentum and to
diverge in both horizontal directions. Small
ice crystals leave the updraft and blow
downwind to form the anvil; larger crystals
and snow pellets fall out ahead of the
updraft to form the radar-echo overhang;
still larger snow pellets, hail, and raindrops
fall to the opposite side to form the main
precipitation shaft Dry air overtaking the
storm at middle levels is chilled by the
precipitation and forms the downdraft,
which causes a gust front at the surface.
Where the updraft is most intense the cloud
particles are carried up too swiftly to grow
and appear on the radar as a weak echo
region. In order to grow to hailstone sizes,
particles must fall from the overhang region
and be "recycled" into the main updraft; or
they must develop initially in new cloud
turrets near the storm's leading edge, fall
from the turrets, and enter the main
updraft. With this head start, the over-
whelming fraction of hailstone growth can
now occur close to the updraft maximum
where the stones spend a long part of their
life in near balance with the updraft speed
and in a region of abundant supercooled
water, which is necessary for the accretion
of ice layers.

data display facilities; and a radio-
sonde launch facility.

NHRE conducted three-month field
programs from Grover in 1972, 1973,
and 1974. The current fiscal year has
been devoted mainly to intensive
analysis of the data from those three
seasons. A one-month field program
will be conducted in the summer of
1975 to test new equipment and
seeding methods and to study specific
models of storm organization and hail
growth. Full-scale field operations will
take place again in the summers of
1976, 1977, and 1978.

Hail and hail suppression. In order to
grow large hailstones, a storm must
have fast updraft winds and a high
concentration of cloud water. Sus-
pended in, or retarded in their fall
through, regions of abundant super-
cooled water (liquid water below
freezing temperature), hailstones can
accumulate ice layers until their
weight exceeds the lifting force of the
updraft.

But the actual mechanisms of hail
formation are not well known. There
are many undetermined processes and

Radar technician Gregory Muir (left) and
engineer Jack Gathright work on the high-
power dual-wavelength radar at Grover,
shown here under its protective radome. It
helps NHRE scientists identify potential
hail-producing storms and measure the
detailed three-dimensional structure and air
motions within storms.
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a variety of theories to explain them.
All forms of precipitation (rain, hail,
and snow) require small particles--
usually dust--that act as nuclei for
the initial freezing or condensation of
water vapor. On a given day, the
atmosphere's supply of natural nuclei
may be high or low. According to
NHRE researchers, large thunder-
storms may scavenge the majority of
their nuclei from ground-level dust
stirred up by inflow winds and
ingested by the storm's updraft. Nuclei
drawn into the updraft, however, rise
too quickly to grow to hailstone sizes.
Scientists suggest that there are inter-
mediate processes. One theory is that
small raindrops or snow pellets (called

"graupel") develop elsewhere in the
storm, fall out ahead of the updraft,
and reenter it from below; the cycling
ultimately results in hailstone forma-
tion. An important part of NHRE's
research is learning how, when, and
where such hail "embryos" form and
how their trajectories recycle them
into regions of concentrated cloud
water and strong updrafts.

Artificial seeding agents increase a
cloud's supply of nuclei. If large
amounts of silver iodide--the most
common seeding agent--were
injected into a cloud, virtually all of
the cloud's supercooled water could be
frozen; complete "glaciation" would

disable the cloud's hail-making
processes. Seeding of such magnitude
on major storms is logistically
infeasible.

A more acceptable approach is to add
just enough nuclei to increase the
number of hail embryos so that in the
competition for the cloud's water
supply, none of the embryos can grow
large enough to fall to the ground
without melting. NHRE researchers
are attempting to verify the "com-
peting embryo" concept, to determine
whether seeding can bring about such
a condition, or whether other theories
of hail growth suggest revised seeding
approaches.

Cloud Seeding Rocket

PRC

21.5 Centimeters
4.2 Centimeters

425.3 Grams
113.4 Grams

Altitude
Spin Rate
Burnout Velocity
AgI Output

1980 Meters
835 R.P.S.

I.1 Mach Another method of seeding is carried out by

97 Grams this light plane, which has seeding pods
along the wing struts.

Used for seeding missions in tests in 1974,
the NHRE-developed cloud seeding rocket is
launched from vertical tubes on seeding
aircraft into the storm's updraft. Investiga-
tion of the relative merits of various seeding
methods is a continuing effort within
NHRE.

The Data A cquisition and Display System
(DA DS) acquires signal from the Grover
dual-wavelength radar and the M33 radar for
tracking aircraft. A computer accesses the
data base on command and displays seven
different views of contoured radar reflec-
tivities in near real time. Scientists use the
DA DS displays for operational decisions at
Grover headquarters, and the displays can
be played back from magnetic tapes to
permit closer examination or postanalysis of
the progress of storms.
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By randomly seeding or not seeding
potential hailstorms, NHRE scientists
hope to detect statistically valid differ-
ences in the occurrence of hail at the
ground by analyzing a large sample of
storms over the experimental period.

During summer operations a "hail
day" is declared when the radar at
Grover measures an intense (45 dBZ)
reflectivity in storm regions colder
than (above) the -5°C level. (Storms
with reflectivities below 45 dBZ will
probably produce only rain.) A
random draw determines whether the
storm will be seeded.

Statistics. During the first three field
seasons, 57 hail days were declared;
storms were seeded on 27 days. The
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preliminary results are not statistically
significant: approximately 7% less hail
and 5% more rain were measured on
seeded days.

As the experiment continues, improve-
ments in seeding, hail detection, and
measurement techniques should help
in the evaluation of the gross hail- and
rainfall data and should permit a full
evaluation of more subtle effects that
may be the result of seeding. For
example, an analysis of one season's
data showed a decrease on seeded days
in the concentration of hailstones
larger than 2.5 cm in diameter--there
were fewer by a factor of ten than on
nonseeded days. Since more damage is
done by hailstorms producing larger
than average hailstones, the result is

The dual-doppler radar system of the
National Oceanic and A tmospheric A dminis-
tration's Wave Propagation Laboratory has
revealed the three-dimensional wind velocity
structure of hail-producing thunderstorms in

unprecedented detail. The three diagrams
show projections of a storm's wind field on

three planes: (a) is the horizontal plane
6.4 km above ground level; (b) and (c) are

vertical planes along the dashed axes
indicated in (a). Features clearly identifiable

in (c) are the tilted updraft overriding a
precipitation-filled downdraft; middle-level
intrusion of cold, dry air into which the
precipitation can fall; and a well-defined
gust front. Diagram (a) shows two distinct
counter-rotating vortices aloft.

Styrofoam hailpads, dented by hailstone
impacts, provide a simple and inexpensive
measure of hailstone size spectra during
storms. Pads are changed after storms at 341
stations and are used by about 200 farmers
as part of a crop-damage survey.

interesting. Further statistical evidence
for such effects is now being sought.

In an attempt to derive more sensitive
indicators of the effects of seeding on
hailfall, NHRE researchers are
analyzing data from Styrofoam "hail-
pads" for individual storms and storm
cells. Time-resolved estimates of hail-
stone impact kinetic energy and
momentum, median volume diameters,
and largest diameters (particularly as
they vary along and crosswise to a
storm's track) are being derived from
radar data, rain gages, and hail-rain
separators. Estimates of hail and rain
mass produced by individual storms
and storm cells are also obtained using
these data. Comparison with time-
resolved estimates of seeding material
within storm cells should reveal closer
correlations between seeding and
hailfail. Research during the coming
season will examine new seeding
approaches that may yield a stronger
hail suppression effect.

Research groups. Within NHRE a
number of research efforts are being
carried on. NHRE's cloud macro-
physics program deals with the larger
scale features of hailstorms. The
classification of storm types and their
dominant airflow patterns and the
identification of hail-producing regions
in storms are expected to aid in con-
struction of a viable hailstorm model
and delineation of the physical basis
for workable hail suppression tech-
niques. The macrophysical studies
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draw on data from many of NHRE's
observational facilities and provide
input for numerical models.

Studies of "supercell" storms indicate
that they may not be susceptible to
hail reduction with present seeding
methods, since the largest embryos
monopolize the available water and
continue to grow. A study of hail
insurance loss claims within radar
range of the National Severe Storms
Laboratory of NOAA in Oklahoma has
been initiated to assist NHRE scien-
tists in identifying the proportion of
total hail damage caused by supercell
storms.

"Ordinary multicell" storms, on the
other hand, appear to be more
susceptible to seeding. Unlike supercell
storms, in which particles are recycled
into the main updraft following their
growth in other regions, multicell
storms grow hailstones "from scratch"
in new rising turrets. Seeding in the
turrets during their early development
could limit hailstone growth.

In another macrophysical study, using
wind and thermodynamic data

collected by NCAR aircraft to
estimate a storm's mass and moisture
budget, NHRE scientists found that
although water vapor entered the
cloud base at a rate of about
13 kton/s, only about 2 kton/s of
precipitation reached the ground.
They concluded that when strong
winds aloft blow a storm's anvil far
downwind, large amounts of water
substance are removed from the
precipitation process.

NHRE's cloud microphysics program
investigates the mechanisms, rates of
formation, and life histories of
precipitation-size particles, using
northeast Colorado hailstorms. Special
emphasis is put on finding the sources
of embryos and determining how
seeding affects hail growth.

A cloud particle camera developed at
NCAR for use aboard the NOAA/
NCAR Explorer sailplane (glider) has
provided several thousand photographs
of minute cloud and precipitation
particles. Differences in the images of
water and particles (for dimensions
greater than 200 pm) have revealed
that above a cloud's freezing level, ice

particles far outnumber large drops of
supercooled water. In the early stages
of cloud development, and perhaps in
the lower updraft regions of more
advanced storms, precipitation-size
particles grow more rapidly by ice-
phase processes than by coagulation
among the cloud droplets. Radar data
and analysis of hailstone cores confirm
this finding, which runs contrary to a
Soviet hailstorm model that posits
rapid hail growth in zones of high
liquid-water concentration.

Numerical modeling. N H RE research
includes numerical modeling projects
both at NCAR and at participating
universities. All are directed at under-
standing and simulating various aspects
of hail formation and growth under
natural conditions, evaluating the
feasibility of hail suppression tech-
niques, and recommending optimal
techniques for differing storm types or
conditions.

Hailstorm modeling at NCAR includes
one- and two-dimensional simulations
of microphysical cloud processes and
modeling of storm dynamics coupled
with microphysics. Some of the

These ice crystals were photographed by the
camera aboard the sailplane. Studies of the
photographs are being made to determine
the ways in which ice crystals grow.

Cloud-particle camera aboard the NOA A/
NCA R sailplane The Explorer. Lights
illuminate a sampling volume, and a movie
camera takes pictures of ice crystals in the
volume.
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models are designed to evaluate
conceptual explanations of observed
data--showing, for example, how
particle growth and sedimentation can
lead to high concentrations of ice
particles. Scientists at the South
Dakota School of Mines and Technol-
ogy are developing two numerical
models for NHRE. One deals with
microphysical growth processes super-
imposed on known flow fields; the
other calculates dynamical and micro-
physical processes and their inter-
actions and the effects of seeding on
glaciation and storm dynamics.
Modeling at the University of Arizona
is focused on graupel growth pro-
cesses, the competing embryo concept,
effects of total glaciation, and the
relevance of each to practical hail
suppression schemes.

Collaboration among the modelers is
leading to the development of in-
creasingly sophisticated models
treating all of the important storm
processes in a comprehensive, three-
dimensional, dynamical framework.

Atmospheric nucleation. Some NHRE
workers are examining the complex

interactions between aerosol particles
and the liquid and ice phases of
clouds. Field measurements have
disclosed that severe northeast Colo-
rado storms ingest wind-driven soil
particles in great numbers, increasing
their supply of ice-forming nuclei by
100 times the amount already present
in the air.

Large soil particles may be absorbed
by cloud droplets as "hydrosols" and
cause the droplets to freeze by pro-
viding the necessary solid impurity.
Large drops may also break apart
before they freeze; fragments of the
original soil particle may initiate
freezing in each new droplet, thus
multiplying the yield of ice nuclei.

When supercooled droplets freeze,
they release a certain amount of water
vapor which can recondense on micro-
scopic droplets and either condense or
freeze on nearby aerosol particles. Ice
crystals that result can in turn freeze
any supercooled droplets they touch.
Laboratory research has shown that
this process may account for the effec-
tiveness of silver iodide seeding: ice
crystal concentrations produced by

This armor-plated T - 28 aircraft is flown in
NHRE by scientists from the South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology. The armor
plating enables the craft to penetrate
hailstone-filled regions of storms.

the recondensation of water vapor on
silver iodide far exceed the concentra-
tions resulting from "contact
nucleation "--chance encounters of
silver iodide with cloud droplets.

Instruments built at NCAR for
NHRE's nucleation studies include a
continuous ice nucleus counter for
ground-level monitoring of ice nucleus
populations, membrane filters for
aerosol measurements at the ground
and from aircraft, and laboratory
equipment for determining the
temperature of ice nucleation as a
function of supersaturation.

As part of the project, scientists at the
University of Wyoming are analyzing
the freezing-nucleus content of pre-
cipitation and filter samples, hydrosol
concentrations in rain samples, and
raindrop size distribution data.

Relevance to society. The Environ-
mental and Societal Impacts Group
(ESIG) is assisting NHRE in three
principal areas: (1) economic studies
of the direct and secondary impacts of
operational hail suppression programs
at various levels of physical effective-
ness; (2) ecological studies monitoring
the accumulation of seeding materials
in the ecosystem of the NHRE target
area and measuring the assimilation of
seeding residues in the natural food
chain; and (3) legal and social studies,

The effectiveness of silver iodide as a
seeding agent is shown in this enlarged
photograph in which ice crystals have
formed on silver iodide particles in the

vicinity of a freezing cloud droplet. When a

droplet freezes it releases a small amount of

water vapor that subsequently freezes on

the silver iodide particles. The process

appears to be the source of the effectiveness

of artificial seeding--more so than chance

encounters between silver iodide and

droplets.
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carried out in cooperation with univer-
sity researchers, evaluating the
changing climate of public opinion and
assessing the adequacy of the institu-
tional structure within which opera-
tional hail suppression would have to
be carried on.

ESIG scientists are developing
"damage functions" to relate measur-
able hailfall characteristics to crop-
yield reductions, according to crop

types and stages of growth. About 200
farmers in and around the NHRE
target area are participating in the
program, servicing hail-measuring
devices installed near growing crops
and reporting the extent of hail
damage to those crops. ESIG coor-
dinates this effort.

Other ESIG activities include estab-
lishing more precise relationships
between changes in total precipitation
and crop yields, specifying the struc-
ture and direct costs of efficient hail
suppression programs, analyzing case-
study data to estimate reductions in
property damage (apart from crops)
achievable under an effective suppres-
sion program, and developing a plan to
involve potential users of hail-
suppression methods in NHRE activ-
ities and to inform them of interim
and final results. Interested members
of the scientific community and
government and private agencies
receive NHRE publications, serve on
advisory committees, and participate

in data sharing. News coverage,
symposia, liaison with a northeast
Colorado Citizens' Council on Hail
Research, regional workshops with
agricultural specialists, and similar
activities are also part of ESIG's work,
and in these tasks ESIG has collabo-
rated with the NCAR Information
Office.

ESIG opinion surveys among farmers
in and away from the NHRE experi-
mental area show a rising trend of
belief that cloud seeding can reduce
hail damage. Of a large sample group,
70% would favor implementation of
an operational program following
NHRE and indicate a willingness to
contribute to the cost of such a
program.

NHRE Director David Atlas notes that
the present NHRE approach of
localized moderate seeding may not
produce results as dramatic as those
reported in the Soviet Union. But
together with in-depth research on

Studied under polarized light, a hailstone
section reveals the complex, multilayered
structure that indicates a complex growth
process.
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NHRE PARTICIPANTS, FISCAL
YEAR 1976

Clemson College (South Carolina)
Colorado State University
Desert Research Institute (University
of Nevada)
Federal Aviation Administration
Human Ecology Research Services
Metropolitan State College (Colorado)i
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
NCAR (NHRE and Atmospheric
Technology Division)
Panhandle State College (Oklahoma)
South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology
University of Arizona
University of Chicago and Illinois
State Water Survey
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Navy
University of Wyoming

NHRE OBSERVATIONAL ARRAY

FACILITY AGENCY LOCATION PURPOSE

Radars

10.7 and 3.0 cm dual NCAR Grover Detection of potential hailstorms; identification of
wavelength radar optimal seeding locations; doppler observation of

precipitation particle velocities; dual-wavelength hail
10.7 and 3.0 cm dual University of Chicago Fort Morgan indication; attenuation measurements for inferring
wavelength radar Illinois State Water Survey liquid water content

Doppler radars (3) NOAA Wave Propagation Grover Detailed analysis of 3 D velocity and structure within
Laboratory hail storms

Vertical doppler University of Arizona Kimball, Neb. Doppler observation of particle velocities

M33, L and S bands University of Nevada Grover Location and monitoring of storm growth; aircraft
Desert Research Institute tracking

C-band radar NCAR Kimball, Neb. Storm observations in conjunction with University of
Wyoming disdrometers

Special Displays

Data Acquisition and NCAR Grover Display of data from three radars on seven TV scopes;
Display System (DADS) real-time monitoring of storm evolution from various

angles and of aircraft flight tracks for operational
decisions. Computer control with data storage for
reproducing storm case histories.

Color display NCAR Grover Color-coded TV display of doppler and reflectivity
signals from one of the dual-radars; 16 colors assign-
able to values of reflectivity or doppler velocities.
Yields detailed real-time images of storm structure
and motions.

Aircraft

Beechcraft Queen Air (2) NCAR Circumnavigate storms to measure airflow and
moisture budgets

Beechcraft Queen Air University of Wyoming Measure thermodynamic and kinematic properties of
inflow and updraft regions

Explorer sailplane NOAA/NCAR Measure microphysical properties in updrafts of
young storms

Armored T-28 South Dakota School of Penetrate mature thunderstorms to measure cloud
Mines and Technology and precipitation properties

Piper Aztec (5) Atmospherics, Inc. Cloud seeding

Sabreliner jet NCAR Circumnavigate storms to measure airflow and
moisture budgets

Ground Equipment

Rain-hail separators 241 stations in Separate rain and hail; record rates of fall of each at
protected area 1 min intervals

Styrofoam hailpads NCAR 334 locations in Determine hailstone sizes from impact dents in
protected area styrofoam

Surface meteorological NCAR 30 stations in and Record wind, pressure, temperature, humidity, and
stations near protected area rainfall

Weighing rain gauges NCAR 98 in 10 mi buffer Record total precipitation
zone around
protected area

Precipitation University of Wyoming Measure precipitation for comparison with C-band
disdrometers and S-band radar reflectivity data

Radiosondes U.S. Air Force Grover and Sterling Vertical soundings of wind, temperature, pressure,
and humidity

Mobile ground crews Desert Research Institute (3) Throughout protected Collect fresh precipitation samples for measurement
NCAR (1) area of natural and silver iodide nuclei and for hailstone

structural analysis for both seeded and unseeded
storms



hailstorm mechanisms, NHRE should
ultimately learn more about the
processes by which storms can be
modified, how best to try to combine
hail reduction with rainfall enhance-
ment, and how to avoid harmful side
effects.

With that knowledge, NHRE scientists
hope eventually to make the sight of
ruined crops a memory of the past.

National Hail Research Experiment
Staff

as of 30 june 1975

Eileen Ashworth
David Atlas (Project Leader)
Robert Atlas
Bonnie Baird
Melvin Baker
Helen Bartow
Cleon Biter
Laura Bolton
William Bradley
Keith Browning
Theodore Cannon
Mark Chance
Linda Chapel
Steven Chapel
Toni Chapman
Ralph Coleman
Gerald Cooper
Edwin Crow
Joan Duggan
James Dye
Peter Eccles
M. Catherine Ellison
James Fankhauser
Fred Fernald
Carol Fey
Jack Fink
G. Brant Foote
Jack Gathright
Alvena Goodwine
Paula Gordon
David Goto
Ada Greenwood
Walter Grotewald
Dewitt Harrison Jr.
Kenneth Hite
Donna Hoke
Neil Holzman
Barbara Horner
Dorene Howard
Gretchen Jahn
Peter Johnson

Virginia Johnston
Thomas Kerrigan
Charles Knight
Nancy Knight
N. Joan Krzyzosiak
Gerhard Langer
Norma Lingelbach
Alexis Long
Richard Matson
Lawrence McElhaney Jr.
Amber McEwen
John Merrill
Edith Miesse
Alf Modahl
Carl Mohr
Gregory Muir
Clarence Nagamoto
Hing Ng
T. Randy Nicholas
Ilga Paluch
Leslie Parker
Carole Pearce
Charles Reynolds
Ronald Rinehart
Jan Rosinski
Ann Sanborn
Richard Sanborn
J. Doyne Sartor
Ackley Smith
Mark Solak
Laurence Sorensen
Rita Sorensen
Robert Stone
Vim Toutenhoofd
Lynn Udick
Robin Vaughan
Charles Wade
Beth Wagner
James Weber

Advisory Committee

John Flueck
Temple University

Walter F. Hitschfeld
McGill University

Ronald L. Lavoie
NOAA, Rockville, Maryland

PauT B. MacCready Jr.
AeroVironment, Inc.
Pasadena, California

James Renick
Alberta Research

Joanne Simpson
University of Virginia

Patrick Squires
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada
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Advanced Study Program

Throughout the year, but especially
during the summer, NCAR is a cross-
roads of atmospheric science--as is
amply demonstrated by the list of
visitors to NCAR in a later section of
this report. Many of the scientific
visitors to NCAR make their visits
under the auspices of NCAR's
Advanced Study Program (ASP).

The purpose of ASP is to encourage
long-term interaction between univer-
sity and NCAR atmospheric scientists
and to contribute to the development
of high-level scientific ability for the
solution of major problems of the
atmosphere. ASP programs include:

* One-year senior postdoctoral and
postdoctoral fellowships

* UCAR fellowships for graduate
students

* Summer fellowships for minority
students and physical sciences
faculty from schools with
predominantly minority
enrollments

* Summer colloquia and workshops.

Senior postdoctoral fellowships are
awarded to established scientists to
promote collaborative research with
NCAR scientists and to facilitate
ongoing research on important
problems. The postdoctoral fellowship
program as a whole is designed to
enrich research and teaching in the
atmospheric sciences by acquainting
both new Ph.D.s and established
scientists, particularly university
faculty, with NCAR's major research
programs and facilities. Fellows may
already be working on atmospheric
problems or may be interested in

NCA R's Advanced Study Program brings students and postdoctoral Fellows to NCA R in a
variety of programs. Here, a summer class. Chairman of ASP Peter Gilman is second from
left; class is being taught by Edwin Danielsen, leader of the Aerosol Project. The scene is
the Walter Orr Roberts Mesa, behind the NCA R Mesa Laboratory.
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applying backgrounds in physics,
mathematics, chemistry, engineering,
or the social or biological sciences to
the problems of the atmosphere. The
program strives to help the Fellows
form or enhance long-term associations
with NCAR beyond the fellowship
year through continued use of the
research facilities and collaborative
research with NCAR project staff.
While at NCAR the Fellows are
encouraged to participate in a wide
variety of educational activities,
including seminars, colloquia, lectures,
and consultations with members of
the staff.

The UCAR fellowship program is
designed to support graduate study
leading to the Ph.D. in the atmo-
spheric sciences or in related funda-
mental disciplines. It is also aimed at
familiarizing highly qualified students
with the opportunities that exist for
rigorous and challenging research in
atmospheric sciences--whether or
not they have had undergraduate
training in the field--and at pro-
moting the association of promising
students with the NCAR research
programs.

The UCAR program is supported by
UCAR corporate funds and by a grant
from the Atlantic Richfield Founda-
tion. Fellowships are awarded by the
UCAR Fellowship Committee,
appointed annually by the UCAR
president. Ethnic minority and female
students and faculty are strongly
encouraged to apply for both the ASP
and UCAR fellowship programs.

Since 1965 ASP has sponsored or
cosponsored summer colloquia that
concentrate on topics of current
interest and importance to the
development of atmospheric sciences.
Both predoctoral and postdoctoral
scientists are selected to participate in
the lecture and seminar series, which is
designed to bring students and faculty
together with NCAR project staff to
review in depth the "state of the art"
of the chosen topic.

In 1974 ASP and the Small-Scale
Analysis and Prediction Project jointly

sponsored a colloquium entitled
"Subsynoptic Extratropical Weather
Systems: Observation, Analysis,
Modeling, and Prediction." There were
17 participants from 14 universities. A
lecture series was led by D. Noel
La Seur of Florida State University
and Arnt Eliassen of the University of
Oslo, Norway. In addition, the
participants attended 25 special
seminars and an intensive one-week
workshop on fine-mesh modeling with
14 other scientists from NCAR and
from universities and forecast centers
here and abroad.

Arnt Eliassen (left) and Noel La Seur were
the principal lecturers for the 1974 summer
colloquium.

Francis Bre therton, president of UCA R,
gives a seminar for A SP postdoctoral
Fellows.
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The 1975 colloquium, jointly spon-
sored by ASP and the Upper Atmo-
sphere Project, was entitled "The
Stratosphere and Mesosphere:
Dynamics, Physics, and Chemistry."
The eighteen participants heard
lectures by Michael McEiroy of
Harvard University, Clive Rodgers of
Oxford University, James Holton of
the University of Washington, and
Conway Leovy, also of the University
of Washington. A special workshop
was held on understanding the strato-
sphere and mesosphere from satellite
measurements.

Awareness that the scarcity of ethnic
minority group members in the atmo-
spheric sciences exists partly because
too few minority students have been
exposed to the field led ASP to set up
a cooperative summer fellowship
program for minority students and
faculty. Working initially with several

undergraduate colleges in the Atlanta
University Center and more recently
with Prairie View A&M University
(Corpus Christi, Texas) and Metropoli-
tan State College (Denver, Colorado),
ASP conducted minority fellowship
programs during the summers of 1973
and 1974. The third summer program
will be held in the summer of 1975. In
1974, six Black college students from

the Atlanta area participated in the
program. The summer began with a
three-week course in scientific
computing presented by the NCAR
Computing Facility. Then came
lectures in meteorology given by
Conway Leovy of the University of
Washington. Throughout the summer,
the students worked on research
problems with NCAR scientists.

John Clark of Pennsylvania State University
guided the 1975 summer colloquium on the
dynamics, physics, and chemistry of the
stratosphere and mesosphere.

Each minority Fellow did a special project
under the guidance of an NCA R scientist.
Robert Grossman of the NCA R GA TE
Project worked with Shelia Smith (top);
William Mankin of the Upper A tmosphere
Project worked with Marcus Aguilar
(bottom).

Instructor John Wallace of the University of
Washington with class composed of ASP
1975 Minority Summer Fellows, left to
right, Shelia Smith, Elizabeth Guerra,
Marcus Aguilar, Dudley Moseley, and
William Shackelford Jr. Shackelford is an
instructor in the Physics Department at
Clark College.
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A second minority student program
was launched by ASP in 1974 and is
slated to continue under the auspices
of the Computing Facility in 1975 and
succeeding summers. The program
introduces minority students who wish
to become professional computer
programmers to computer science
opportunities in atmospheric sciences.

in addition to its fellowship programs,
ASP has given NCAR the capability to
do some scientific evaluation of the
impacts of science. The Environmental
and Societal Impacts Group (ESIG) of
ASP examines the implications of
large, continuing atmospheric research
programs. ESIG scientists interact with
scientists in other NCAR projects and
with physical and social scientists in
universities and other institutions to
carry out interdisciplinary studies.

ESIG's primary activity is an assess-
ment of the economic, ecological,
legal, political, and social impacts of
hail suppression in northeastern
Colorado. This is being done in
conjunction with NCAR's National
Hail Research Experiment (NHRE)
and in anticipation of a possible opera-
tional hail suppression program in the
northern Great Plains after NHRE (see
NHRE project description).

ESIG scientists are also involved in a
number of studies concerning the
relationship between atmospheric
research and the activities of human
societies. One such study examines the
impact of future energy systems on
climate, concentrating on the effects
of waste heat. Another is directed
toward identification of those aspects
of atmospheric research that could
contribute substantially to improved
utilization, efficiency, and conserva-
tion of energy and resources in the
United States.

A study has been made of the value
and use of forecasts of strong down-
slope windstorms like those affecting
Boulder. And a study is under way on
the formulation and evaluation of
probability forecasts and the applica-
tion of decision analysis to decision-
making problems related to weather
forecasting and weather modification.
The impact of advertent and inadver-
tent changes in the weather and
climate on food and agriculture is the
topic of another ESIG study.

Finally, ESIG plans to undertake a
major study of the value and use of
weather forecasts. This study, which
will be concerned initially with fore-
casts of a specified range (for example,
30 day and seasonal forecasts) and
with selected user groups, will involve
university and governmental scientists
from both the physical and social
sciences.

Advanced Study Program Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Stewart Borland (ESIG)
Rolando Garcia (ESIG)
Peter Gilman (Chairman)
Bernhard Haurwitz
Jackson Herring
Betsy Holdsworth
Allan Murphy (ESIG)
Gloria Parker (ESIG)
Judith Prangley
Ursula Rosner
John Snyder (ESIG)
Barry Weiss (ESIG)
Betty Wilson

Advisory Committee, Environmental
and Societal Impacts Group

Stanley A. Changnon Jr.
Illinois State Water Survey

James A. Crutchfield
University of Washington

Paul R. Julian
Empirical Studies Project, NCAR

Dean Mann
University of California at Santa
Barbara

Eldon E. Weeks
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Students from Prairie View A &M University
in Texas learn about computer programming
from Jeanne Adams of the Computing
Facility's University Liaison and Informa-
tion Services Office. Left to right, Willie
Waters, Dudley Moseley, Annie Johnson,
and Jeanne Adams.
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High Altitude Observatory

The High Altitude Observatory (HAO)
is one of NCAR's ancestors. Its history
goes back to 1940, when a young
Harvard graduate student came to
Colorado to carry out a plan that had
long occupied the mind of his teacher,
the noted astronomer Donald Menzel.
Menzel sent the student, Walter Orr
Roberts, to direct a solar observing
station high up on the Continental
Divide near the mining town of
Climax. There Roberts installed and
operated the western hemisphere's
first coronagraph--a telescope that
creates an artificial eclipse of the
bright disk of the sun, permitting
study of the relatively dim outer solar
atmosphere, called the corona. In
1946, Roberts, Menzel, and others
organized the High Altitude Observa-
tory to continue and expand the solar
research begun at Climax.

In 1960, when Roberts became the
first director of NCAR, HAO became a
division of NCAR. Today it plays a
national role in conceiving, managing,
and sharing with others a variety of
research projects on the physics of the
sun and the solar-terrestrial environ-
ment, combining observational,
theoretical, and numerical modeling
methods.

HAO focuses on the most basic prob-
lems in contemporary solar astro-
physics, and HAO staff scientists
maintain close ties with other institu-
tions and researchers, collaborating
both individually and in joint observa-
tional programs. Although HAO is
most noted for coronal research, the
current program emphasizes the
integration and interconnection of a
variety of studies, whether they come

The sun's outer atmosphere, the corona, seen during a total eclipse. Before Skylab, pictures
like these, which could be taken only rarely, were the best evidence of the complex coronal
structure. This picture was taken in 1966 from a mountaintop near Pulacayo, Bolivia, by
HA 0 director Gordon Newkirk.
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under the rubric of particle physics,
plasma physics, geomagnetic studies,
spectroscopy, or magnetohydro-
dynamics.

HAO's effort may be roughly divided
into three areas: the lower solar atmo-
sphere, the corona and solar wind, and
the magnetosphere and ionosphere of
the earth.

Research in the area of the lower solar
atmosphere concentrates on the ways
in which energy and momentum are
transferred from the surface of the sun
(the photosphere) to the chromo-
sphere and outward to the corona and
solar wind. Understanding the energy
balance in the solar atmosphere is a
fundamental problem in astrophysics,
with application to many classes of
stars, because the heating mechanism
of the solar atmosphere is not well
known. Rather than cooling with
distance from the center of the sun,
the temperature of the solar atmo-
sphere undergoes a rise from the
surface of the sun into the chromo-
sphere and a very steep rise in a
transition region between the chromo-
sphere and corona. While the surface
of the sun registers between 4,000 and
5,000K, the corona is estimated at 1
to 2 million degrees Kelvin. The
central goal of HAO's lower solar
atmosphere research, then, is to
identify the heating mechanisms of the
chromosphere and corona.

Studies in the corona and solar wind
embrace the dynamics and thermo-
dynamics of transport processes,
problems of magnetic fields, and
temperature effects in the corona and
solar wind. A major thrust of the
coronal studies at present is the effort
to reduce and interpret the data from
more than 36,000 pictures of the solar
corona taken by HAO's white-light
coronagraph aboard the Apollo Tele-
scope Mount (ATM) on Skylab, the
manned orbiting laboratory that flew
between May 1973 and February
1974. The most remarkable observa-
tions were of the great number and
intensity of coronal transients-loops

work on the structure, composition,
and time evolution of this region,
which extends from the outer corona
into interplanetary space.

in the field of solar-terrestrial rela-
tions, the goal is to find what
properties of the solar wind govern the
solar wind/magnetosphere interaction
and to develop a quantitative under-
standing of the physical processes
involved in order to be able to predict
the effects of solar variability on the
ionosphere and thermosphere.

The research effort maintains an
intricate balance between theoretical
and observational work. The theoreti-
cal studies often make use of
computer models, and during the past
year HAO has started a library of large
computer codes for use by members of

the astrophysical community
interested in problems of radiative
transfer in stellar atmospheres.

Much activity is devoted to the
development of observing facilities and
instrumentation. HAO maintains an
observing station at Mauna Loa,
Hawaii, which is equipped with two
K-coronameters. Data from these
instruments constitute an important
facet of the effort to understand the
corona and solar wind, and the instru-
ments were part of the ground support
network for the ATM experiments on
Skylab. HAO's machine shop and
electronics shop are now engaged in
building two new instruments, a third-
generation K-coronameter and a
prominence tachometer, to be
installed at Mauna Loa prior to the
next maximum in the solar sunspot
cycle in 1978 - 79.

The K-coronameter at the HA 0 Observing
Station at Mauna Loa lets scientists study
such features as eruptive solar prominences.
This spectacular event was photographed
from Hawaii by HA 0 astronomers Richard
and Shirley Hansen.

The Big Dome at the Sacramento Peak
Observatory contains many telescopes
clustered around the main spar. Telescope at
upper right is part of HA 0 's KELP system.

of material moving outward through
the corona, some of which represented
massive ejections of material from the
sun. Studies in the solar wind include
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In cooperation with the Sacramento
Peak Observatory in southern New
Mexico, HAO has built two instru-
ments. One is a Coronal Emission Line
Polarimeter, abbreviated KELP for
ease of pronunciation and association,
which is designed to measure the
intensity and the degree and direction
of polarization of the Fe XII emission
line at 10747 A in the infrared. The
computer-controlled instrument has
been undergoing testing and alignment
procedures during the past year, and
the first data were obtained at the
close of the fiscal year. KELP data will
be used for the determination of
coronal magnetic fields, which
influence the structure of the corona
and solar wind.

The other HAO instrument at Sacra-
mento Peak is called the Stokes
polarimeter, after Sir George Gabriel
Stokes, the nineteenth-century British
scientist who derived four parameters
that represent a complete description
of spectral line intensity and polariza-
tion. The polarimeter measures all four
Stokes parameters across a line profile
for any spectral line from the sun in
the range from 4000 to 7000 A. The

instrument is also computer-
controlled, and its output is analyzed
with the aid of a hierarchy of theoreti-
cal models of the way in which the
radiation it detects is produced on the

sun. The data are yielding the first
determinations of the vector magnetic
field in areas of strong magnetic fields
like sunspots, going a step beyond the

standard magnetographs, which yield
only line-of-sight magnetic field
intensities.

HAO's first essay into the field of
space instrumentation was the white-
light coronagraph aboard the ATM.
The success of this instrument formed
part of the inspiration for HAO's ATM
team to begin working on a rocket
coronagraph experiment together with
scientists from the Harvard/
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics.

The rocket-borne instruments will give
simultaneous measures of coronal
brightness in white light and in the
Lyman-alpha line of neutral hydrogen.
The scientists hope to be able to
determine the temperature and density
of the coronal region observed and the
velocity of coronal material flowing
outward into the solar wind.

HA 0 scientist Thomas Baur places the
modulation and calibration package of the
Stokes polarimeter in position on the 40 cm
coronagraph at Sacramento Peak. The
package weighs about 30 kg and is filled
with complex optics.

HA 0 scientist Charles Querfeld checks the
position of the coronal emission line
polarimeter (KELP) at the Sacramento Peak
Observatory.

This is one of nearly 36, 000 pictures of the
solar corona taken by HA O's white light
coronagraph aboard the Apollo Telescope
Mount on Skylab. It shows a large mass
ejection from the sun traversing the solar
corona on 21 january 1974. The f/13.7
coronagraph was externally occulted, with
three discs shadowing the objective lens,
which was 3.2 cm in diameter. Combined
external and internal occultation provided
azimuthally symmetrical radial vignetting of
the lens, compensating for the strong
gradient of coronal radiance outward from
1.5 solar radii to 6 solar radii. Spatial resolu-
tion of the instrument was 8 arcsec, and the
spectral range covered was 3, 700 - 7,000 A.
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HAO has also supplied scientific and
managerial expertise and computer
time in aid of another space venture:
the OSO - 8 orbiting solar observatory,
which was launched at the end of June
1975. Two ultraviolet spectrometers
are being flown aboard OSO - 8. One
was designed and built by investigators
at Colorado University's Laboratory
for Atmospheric and Space Physics
(LASP), and the other was designed by
a team of French scientists from the
Laboratoire de Physique Stellaire et
Planetaire at Verrieres-le-Buisson, near
Paris. An HAO scientist is serving as
program manager, and another HAO
scientist is a co-principal investigator
for the LASP spectrometer. Both
experiments are supplying data for
large teams of guest investigators from
many institutions, including HAO. The
instruments have already produced
high-resolution spectroheliograms of
the sun and interesting data on the
oxygen content of the upper terrestrial
atmosphere, obtained from occulta-
tion measurements made at satellite
sunrise and sunset.

Theoretical accomplishments have
kept pace with the observational effort
at HAO over the past year. In the field
of the lower solar atmosphere, HAO
scientists have completed a number of
investigations. Two models using
different methods of solving the
radiative transfer equations were
constructed. One uses a new method
of solving the integral form of the
equations. Another works with the

equation of radiative transfer in the
co-moving frame to solve problems of
line formation in stellar atmospheres.
In other work, a new model of the
formation of the strong lines of Ca il
(the H and K lines) using an assump-
tion of partial rather than complete
redistribution in frequency of
scattered photons has yielded profiles
that compare well with observations.
A time-resolved study of observed

Members of the HA 0 A TM team have
discussed their preliminary results at
neetings around the country. Here, Ernest
iildner talks about mass ejections from the
un at the annual meeting of the American
.eophysical Union in December 1974.

rhis is the first full-disk spectroheliogram
aken by the Colorado University ultraviolet
pectrometer aboard OSO - 8, in light of the
.yman-alpha line of atomic hydrogen
1216 A). Two active regions on the sun
white areas) are clearly visible. Absences of
mission in the polar regions are evidence of
he phenomenon known as "coronal holes."
t took 11 minutes to build up this picture
5y scanning the solar disk.
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Ca II K profiles shows a transient
brightening propagating from the
wings to the center of the line, and an
HAO scientist has interpreted these
observations analytically to show
short-period shock heating of the solar
chromosphere, evidence for which has
long been sought. Two models of
quiescent prominences have been
developed. And a project to produce
high-resolution maps of the solar
magnetic field has been undertaken by
HAO scientists, visitors, and scientists
from the Kitt Peak National
Observatory.

in studies of the corona and solar
wind, a major HAO effort is aimed at
modeling the outer corona and the
solar wind expansion. An HAO scien-
tist and a visitor helped this effort
along with new models of coronal
expansion in the region of coronal
heating. Comparisons of the extreme
ultraviolet and soft X-ray spectra
expected from these models with OSO
satellite observations show good agree-
ment for the quiet sun data from
OSO - 4 and OSO - 6. A new method
of computing potential magnetic field
configurations in the solar atmosphere
was developed by another HAO scien-
tist. Information from the new models
will be used in refining the three-
dimensional coronal/interplanetary
model. Solar wind studies include new
theories of the role of Alfven waves in
the microstructure of the solar wind,
models of the interactions of particles
and plasma waves and their relation to
bursts of radio-frequency radiation
observed coming from the sun, studies
of helium abundance variations in the

solar wind, and theoretical work on
the velocity evolution of a variety of
coronal disturbances. A highlight of
the solar wind studies was the analysis
of data from the Pioneer 10 satellite
performed by two HAO scientists,
who found that solar wind streams are
almost invariably shocked at 4 AU
(approximately the distance of
Jupiter). This finding tends to support
their theoretical predictions con-
cerning the structure and mode of
propagation of high-speed solar wind
structures.

For some years, in conjunction with
the Sacramento Peak Observatory,
HAO has sponsored September
seminars on specialized topics on solar
physics. The 1974 September seminar
was on the topic of flare-related
magnetic field dynamics; it was hosted
at HAO and brought together theoreti-
cians and observers from a large
number of institutions. The
proceedings have been published by
NCAR.

The September Seminar on flare-related magnetic field dynamics drew astronomers from all

over. Left, Nikolai Steshenko from the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory; right, David

Rust (American Science and Engineering, Cambridge, Massachusetts), Edward Gibson

(Skylab astronalat), Kaus Jockers (Sacramento Peak Observatory), and Earl Mayfield

(Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles).
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A highlight of research in the iono-
sphere and magnetosphere was a
theoretical model of magnetospheric
convection developed by an HAO
scientist and a scientist from NOAA.
The model predicts the response of the
earth's magnetosphere on the day side
to changes in the tangential stress
applied by the solar wind at the
boundary of the solar wind and
magnetosphere (the magnetopause),
and the model predictions agree well
with observations, providing a simpler
explanation of the process than any
previously offered. In other
magnetosphere/ionosphere research,
HAO scientists developed a two-
dimensional, time-dependent
computer model to simulate the
dynamics of the earth's atmosphere
above 80 km in response to energy
supplied at high latitudes by magneto-
spheric sources.

A conference on the E region of the
ionosphere was held in Boulder under
the sponsorship of the International
Union of Radio Science and HAO; an
HAO scientist was co-chairman of the
meeting and the proceedings were
published by NCAR.

High Altitude Observatory Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Martin Altschuler
Jane Aschenbrenner
R. Grant Athay
Margot Ballard
Thomas Baur
Linda Bigay
Raymond Bovet
Arden Clarke
Ann Crooimans
Diana Cummings
G. William Curtis (Deputy Director)
Lionel Dicharry
John Eddy
David Elmore
Charles Garcia
John Gosling
Robert Greathouse
Joseph Gurman
Richard Hansen
Shirley Hansen
Robert Hanson
Edwin Harper
Stuart Henderson
Ernest Hildner
Joan Hirshberg
Joseph Hollweg
Thomas Holzer
Lewis House
Howard Hull
Arthur Hundhausen
Barbara Kirwin
Roger Kopp
Philip Kuhn
Leon Lacey
Loren Laramore
Robert Lee
Carl Lilliequist
Robert MacQueen
Glenn Magelssen
Nancy Martin
Sadami Matsushita
Frank Melchior
Dimitri Mihalas
Richard Munro
Yoshinari Nakagawa

Gordon Newkirk Jr. (Director)
R. Michael Perry
Victor Pizzo
Gerald Pneuman
Arthur Poland
Charles Querfeld
Stephen Rogers
Charles Ross
Andrew Skumanich
Dean Smith
Charles Smythe
Andrew Stanger
Kathryn Strand
Pamela Swinbank
Victor Tisone
Rebecca Toevs
Dorothy Trotter
Keith Watson
Robert Wendler
Oran White
Douglas Wilson
Thomas Wilson
Eric Yasukawa
William Zelt

Advisory Committee

Richard C. Canfield
Sacramento Peak Observatory

John W. Harvey
Kitt Peak National Observatory

Russell M. Kulsrud
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University

Frank Q. Orrall
Institute for Astronomy
University of Hawaii

Vytenis M. Vasyliunas
Center for Space Research
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

George Withbroe
Harvard/Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics

HA 0 sponsors a colloquium every Thursday
that is attended by the large astrophysical
community in Boulder and by visiting
scientists. Here, visiting scientist lames
Turner from Morehouse College in A tlanta
gives a talk on his solar wind research using
data from satellites. HA 0 has a regular
visitor program and a special summer
research associate program for researchers
from small institutions without large
observational facilities.
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Atmospheric Technology
Division

Facilities

Computing Facility
Research Aviation Facility
Field Observing Facility
Research Systems Facility
National Scientific Balloon Facility

ATD Division Staff

as of 30 june 1975

Clifford Murino (Director)
Harry Vaughan
Billie Wheat
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Computing Facility

NCAR's Computing Facility is
designed to serve a large community of
scientists with widely differing
computing needs. The facility's
Control Data computers--a 7600 and
a 6600--are available for quick
processing of many small jobs, for
large-scale scientific computation, and
for the processing, archiving, and use
of lengthy data sets.

The programmers on the staff of the
facility assist NCAR scientists in
designing, coding, and testing scientific
and utility programs; they are also
available for consultation with scien-
tists from universities and other

institutions. Systems programmers
design and maintain system software
and keep NCAR up to date with new
developments in high-speed computers
and peripheral equipment. Processing,
archiving, and dissemination of
meteorological data sets are the
responsibilities of the data analysis
group. Applications programmers can
give skilled scientific help in advanced
methods of computer science and
applied mathematics--particularly in
data management and numerical
analysis. Assistance is given university
users by the university liaison and
information services group. Its docu-
mentation and training department

Computing Facility staffers like Russell Rew
(above) give classes and assist facility users.
Rew is in charge of the Computing Facility
library.

issues user manuals, gives programming
courses, and runs a summer institute
for undergraduate and graduate
students interested in learning pro-
gramming skills for solving problems in
the atmospheric sciences.

The volume of scientific computing
has increased tremendously over the
past few years as newer and faster field
observing systems and techniques have
led to the generation of enormous data
sets and as the high speeds of com-
puters themselves have encouraged the
development of more and more
complex computation codes. By the
end of fiscal 1975, jobs were being
submitted to the Computing Facility
at a rate 40% higher than in fiscal
1974, and a priority scheduling algo-
rithm for the Control Data 7600 had
to be devised to cope with the system
saturation. Over the next three or four
years a steady augmentation of the
Computing Facility's capabilities is
expected to ease the situation. The
fiscal 1975 figures on Computing
Facility services show that approxi-
mately 450 scientists used the
computers; 49% of these were univer-
sity users and another 9% used the
facility in joint NCAR/university
research.

Expressed in terms of computer
resource units (CRUs--a measure of
the value of all machine services),
fiscal 1975 consumption amounted to
more than 13 million CRUs. About
33% of this represented university or
joint NCAR/university use.

Computing Facility summer student Jae
Eom gives a seminar.
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A program for augmenting the capabil-
ities of the Computing Facility has
begun with the acquisition of a mass
storage system, which will be delivered
in early 1976. Expansion of the front-
end system to handle interactive
terminals as well as a larger number of
remote batch terminals is planned; this
will supply another access path to the
mass storage system and enable inter-
active use of archived data sets.
Acquisition of a fifth-generation
computer is currently in progress. It
will enable NCAR to process the data
expected from the First GARP Global
Experiment effectively. To house the
new equipment and staff, an addition
to the Computing Facility space at the
Mesa Laboratory will be constructed.

The mass storage system, an Ampex
Terabit Memory System, will have a
180-billion-bit on-line capacity to
begin with. Before the system is
installed, faster Control Data
Model 819 disks will be put on line as
replacements for the present disk
system. Six new nine-track tape drives
with a recording density of 1,600 bpi
were added in September 1974; the
facility also maintains a seven-track
tape capability.

The mass storage system's file manage-
ment will be controlled by a Digital
Equipment PDP 11/35 minicomputer
in combination with an Ampex disk
file that will contain a catalog of all
data sets or "volumes." The catalog
will include information on each
volume's owner, contents by file
name, and retention period. The
software for file management will be
supplied by Ampex. It is designed for
use with more than one computer so
that the system can eventually inter-
face with the projected front-end
system and fifth-generation computer.

In fiscal 1978 the facility plans to add
800 billion bits to the capacity of the
mass storage system; the system is
capable of handling 2 trillion bits. The
system uses videotapes, each of which
holds 45 billion bits--the equivalent
of 200 full nine-track 1,600 bpi tapes.

AMPEX MASS STORAGE SYSTEM (TMS - 4)

I - - - -- - - I

PROPOSED CONFIGURATION FOR NCAR COMPUTING FACILITY

MASS STORAGE SYSTEM

Ar A1

1

FRONT END SYSTEM

PRINTERS,
READERS, ETC.

INTERACTIVE AND
BATCH TERMINALS

Combined with the planned front-end
system, the mass storage system will
enable scientists to work with their
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data from interactive terminals and to
use a data base management system
for manipulating the input and output
of files. Volumes will be moved onto a
disk system associated with the front-
end system and the user will be able to
examine whole data sets or pieces of
them from a terminal.

As for terminals, the Remote Job
Entry (RJE) system presently encom-
passes 23 links to NCAR's computers

from remote terminals in institutions
across the country. In the first six
months of RJE, 14,000 jobs were
completed from remote terminals. In
recent months, as much as 20% of the
job load on the Control Data 7600 has
been submitted through terminals.
High-speed asynchronous transmission
has been added to the synchronous
transmission capability, permitting
users with less expensive terminals to

take advantage of RJE. Participation
in the system is open to university
scientists with approved projects.

The increase in computing and data-
processing capabilities should enable
the atmospheric science community to
make maximum progress in the solu-
tion of problems of scientific and
practical importance for the nation
and the human community.

Robert Biro of Operations, Computing
Facility manager Stuart Patterson, and
Systems supervisor Paul Rotar are shown in
the Computing Facility tape library. Patter-
son is holding a roll of Ampex videotape on
which 200 of the tapes in the library can be
stored. Right, the Ampex Mass Storage
system.

NCAR REMOTE BATCH TERMINAL NETWORK

1 Boulder, Colo. - HAO 13 Charlottesville - Univ. of Virginia
2 NCAR Teletype 14 Washington, D.C. - Goddard Space Flight Center
3 Ft. Collins - CSU 15 Washington, D.C. - National Meteorological Center
4 Ft. Collins - CSU 16 Baltimore, Md. - John Hopkins Univ.
5 Seattle - Univ. of Washington 17 Cambridge, Mass. - MIT
6 El Segundo, Calif. - UCLA 1 18 Cambridge, Mass. - Harvard Univ.
7 El Segundo, Calif. - UCLA 2 19 Ithaca, N.Y. - Cornell Univ.
8 La Jolla, Calif. - Scripps Institute of Oceanography 20 University Park - Pennsylvania State Univ.
9 College Station Texas A&M Univ. 21 Ann Arbor - Univ, of Michigan
10 Tallahassee - Florida State Univ. 22 Chicago, III. - Univ. of Chicago
11 Dania, Fla. - Nova Univ. 23 Madison - Univ. of Wisconsin
12 Miami, Fla. - Univ. of Miami
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Computing Facility Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Jeanne Adams
John Adams
Gary Aitken
Ava Banfield
Stephen Bankes
Julia Bartram
Dianne Bernier
Robert Biro
Sharon Blackmon
Gerald Browning
Mary Buck
Jay Chalmers
Mary Chambers
Betsey Chen
Celia Chen
Bang-Yaw Chin
Frederick Clare
Gaynes Connell
Santiago Cordova
Ann Cowley
Astrik Deirmendjian
Benedict Domenico
John Donnelly
Leslie Doukas
Margaret Drake
Philip Ehrmann
Raymond Fabec
Salvador Farfan
Dean Frey
William Frye
David Fulker
Sandra Fuller
Bonnie Gacnik
John Gary
Gilbert Green
Kenneth Hansen
Jordan Hastings
Lofton Henderson
Candace Holzman
Roy Jenne
Dennis Joseph

David Kennison
Bill King
David Kitts
Robert Lackman
Sara Ladd
Richard Lindenmoyer
David Long
Jack Martindale
Rod McDonald
Darrell McDowell
Jack Miller
Don Morris
Paul Mulder
Robert Niffenegger
Bernard O'Lear
Richard Oye
Harsh Passi
G. Stuart Patterson Jr. (Manager)
Kelton Penner
Craig Powers
Russell Rew
Cicely Ridley
Andy Robertson
David Robertson
Paul Rotar
Richard Sato
Susan Schemel
Eugene Schumacher
Larry Scott
Wilbur Spangler
David Strayer
Paul Swarztrauber
Roland Sweet
Joyce Takamine
Linda Thiel
Alfonso Trujillo
Richard Valent
Suzanne Van Scotter
Colleen Velie
Fred Walden
Jo Walsh
Nancy Werner
Gloria Williamson
Marie Working
Thomas Wright

Computing Facility Advisory Panel

Steven A. Orszag
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lewis L. House
High Altitude Observatory, NCAR

Herbert B. Keller
California Institute of Technology

Cecil E. Leith
Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction
Division, NCAR

Harold D. Orville
Institute for Atmospheric Science
South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology

William W. Fowlis (Observer)
National Science Foundation
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Research Aviation Facility

Aircraft platforms are invaluable for
measuring atmospheric variables in
many kinds of experiments aimed at
increasing our understanding of the
atmosphere. NCAR's Research Avia-
tion Facility (RAF) responds to the
need of the atmospheric science
community for access to a national
aircraft research facility that could
provide project support and special-
ized services not easily available from
or within the capabilities of the
agencies or individual universities.

RAF encompasses a fleet of four fully
equipped research platforms with
varied capabilities. RAF's base of
operations is located at the Jefferson
County Airport, 19 km southeast of
Boulder, Colorado.

RAF supported 23 major research
projects over the past year. These
included 13 for universities, six for
NCAR scientists, and four for joint
NCAR/university programs. About
1,400 research hours were flown.
Major support was given to two GARP
subprograms, the GARP Atlantic
Tropical Experiment (GATE) and the
Air Mass Transformation Experiment
(AMTEX), a program studying the
formation of storms in the East China
Sea.

The sensing instruments and data
acquisition systems are continuously
upgraded, and RAF often carries out
aircraft modifications to enhance its
research support capabilities. Many
requirements for highly detailed
spatial and temporal observations of
winds, temperature and moisture
fields, the distribution of solar and
terrestrial radiation, distributions of
natural and artificial atmospheric
constituents, and fluxes of momen-
tum, heat, and moisture can be met

only by a variety of highly sophisti-
cated aircraft measurement systems.

RAF's four-engine Lockheed Electra is
equipped with a gust-probe, an inertial
navigation system, and instruments to
measure air temperature, pressure, and
humidity; the liquid water content of
clouds and water droplets; the size of
cloud droplets; visible and infrared
radiation; and air motions (winds).
Instrumental outputs are fed into the
array of minicomputers that comprise

NCA R's Electra is equipped to accommo- management system provides a centrally
date large quantities of user-supplied equip- located capability for logging and displaying
ment in addition to its own extensive array data on the aircraft. The large load-carrying
of instrumentation for measuring basic and long range capabilities of the Electra
meteorological variables. The facility is give investigators the opportunity to
particularly active in the area of air-motion combine several experiments to be flown
sensing. The Electra's computer-based data from a single field location.

Steven Cox of Colorado State University
(left) confers with (left to right) Ronald
Ruth, Clay Orum, and Loyd Newcomer of
the NCA R Research A viation Facility
during a briefing prior to a Sabreliner
research flight in GA TE. Orum and
Newcomer are Sabreliner pilots, and Ruth is
a project engineer with the facility.
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the on-board data management
system, which provides real-time
recording, computation, and display of
meteorological and flight data. Under
a normal load, the Electra can cruise at
speeds around 480 km/h and climb as
high as 8.7 km (28,400 ft). Flying
between 3 and 7 km in altitude, its
range is about 3,700 km. Thus it is
well suited to the tasks of carrying a
scientific payload on long-range
flights. The Electra flew 42 missions as
part of the GATE operations. Apart
from seven tower flybys and inter-
comparison runs, 15 missions were
flown through cloud clusters, nine
through the boundary layer, five

across the intertropical convergence
zone, and six through various layers
for the purpose of taking radiation or
cloud microphysics measurements.

RAF also has two Beechcraft Queen
Airs, twin-engine aircraft with a
maximum range of 1,800 km and a
maximum flight altitude of 9 km. One
of these flew in GATE. Both aircraft
are instrumented to measure air
temperature, humidity, pressure, cloud
liquid water, hydrometeor liquid water
content, radiometric surface tempera-
ture, and other meteorological and
flight parameters.

This Queen Air was recently
re-instrumented with an inertial navigation
system, a new nose boom, and a new gust NCA R 's Sabreliner jet aircraft has been

probe mounted at the end of the boom. The modified to anticipate the needs of

new instruments enable the Queen Air to atmospheric scientists. Permanent research

provide measurements of atmospheric instrumentation monitors standard meteoro-

motion over a broad range of wavelengths, logical parameters and logs flight data; the

which should prove useful in a variety of craft also has an inertial navigation system

studies. The new system is the first step in a and gust probe. Computer-driven alpha-
program to improve the capability of numeric displays are available for real-time

NCA R's twin-engine aircraft, providing system diagnostics and data dissemination.

more useful research platforms for the In addition to the nose boom and gust

scientific community. probe, externally mounted equipment
includes a particle spectrometer (forward)
and a high-volume air intake (on the
fuselage top).

Completing the RAF fleet is a North
American Rockwell twin-jet Sabreliner
with a maximum flight altitude of
13.7 km and a range of about
2,000 km. It, too, is fully instru-
mented with a gust probe and inertial
navigation system and instruments to
sense standard weather and flight
parameters.

During the past year, a new air-motion
sensing system was installed on one of
the Queen Airs and was under develop-
ment for the other. Both the Queen
Airs and the Sabreliner will receive
upgraded data recording and display
systems during the coming year.

Research Aviation Facility Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Harold Barber
Philip Benedict
Edward Brown
Robert Burris
Melvin Busch
James Carroll
Robert Carl
James Covington
Karl Danninger
John Dee
Richard Friesen
Richard Garrelts
Neil Kelley
Kathleen Klasek
Donald Lenschow
Thomas McQuade
Frederick Meadows
Loyd Newcomer
Clay Orum
Janice Osborne
Alfred Rodi
Matthew Reynolds
Ann Robinson
Ronald Ruth
James Smith II
Paul Spyers-Duran
George Tate
Richard Taylor
Harry Vaughan III (Manager)
Lester Zinser
M. Norman Zrubek
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Research Aviation Facility Advisory
Panel

Cleon J. Biter
National Hail Research Experiment
NCAR

Robert M. Cunningham
Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories
Bedford, Massachusetts

Edwin F. Danielsen
Aerosol Project, NCAR

James C. Fankhauser
National Hail Research Experiment
NCAR

Gerald W. Grams
Upper Atmosphere Project, NCAR

Peter Sinclair
Colorado State University

James W. Telford
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada

Dennis W. Thomson
Pennsylvania State University

Donald L. Veal
University of Wyoming

Don L. Boyer (Observer)
National Science Foundation
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Field Observing Facility

NCAR's Field Observing Facility
(FOF) provides atmospheric scientists
with engineering expertise, instru-
ments, and personnel for the observa-
tional aspects of field programs.
Existing equipment includes meteoro-
logical doppler radars, laser radar
(tidar), radiosondes, instrumented
tethered balloons, ground-based
weather stations, and calibration
facilities. FOF also engages in the
development of new observational
systems, often in joint development
programs with the Research Systems
Facility. During the past year, FOF's
wide range of equipment and capabil-
ities has been put to use by many
university researchers.

Radar. In the summer and fall of
1974, FOF began to use the first of
two C-band (5.5 cm wavelength)
radars. The second radar is now being
constructed at NCAR and is scheduled
for completion in December 1975.
Together the radars will form a dual-
doppler system for measuring three-
dimensional wind fields in precipita-
tion, clouds, or clear air (using chaff
tracers). The C-band system includes a
digital processor and a real-time color
display system designed by FOF. A
coplane scan programmer permits the

coordinated scanning of common
tilted planes ("coplanes") by two
radars, substantially simplifying the
calculations needed to compute
motion fields.

The C-band was used in a vertically
pointing mode in the 1974 field season
of the National Hail Research Experi-
ment, to measure the vertical velocity
structure of storms passing overhead.
It has also been used in a study at the
University of Washington and in a
dual-doppler radar study with the
University of Chicago and the Illinois
State Water Survey. The system is
proving of great value in the analysis
of convective and winter storms. The
color display is an aid in seeing indica-
tions of convergence, divergence,
storm inflow, and updraft location,
both in real time and in later analysis.

Lidar. A new data acquisition system
was added to the NCAR ruby lidar,
which was reactivated in the fall of
1974. The system contains a 5 joule

ruby laser, a 60 in. receiver, and a
photomultiplier chain. Data are digi-
tized, averaged, and recorded on
computer-compatible tape. The night
range of the system is as great as
50 km; by day, the range is 25 km.

The lidar was used to measure aerosol
concentrations in the stratosphere
following the October 1974 eruption
of Volcan de Fuego in Guatemala. The
observations showed a marked increase
in backscatter from the sulfate layer
(15 - 18 km) over pre-eruption
observations. The lidar can also
measure the presence of gross aerosols
from the ground upward with
90 - 95% accuracy. It was used at the
University of Oklahoma during Project
DUSTORM (an experiment conducted
by the Aerosol Project and a number
of university researchers in March and
April 1975) for observations of tropo-
spheric and stratospheric dust.

Tethered balloon boundary profile
system. FOF's boundary profile
system (called the BP) is a lightweight,
portable tethered balloon paid out on
a light line from a winch. The balloon
supports an instrument package
composed of meteorological sensors
and a telemetry transmitter. The BP
system includes a ground station
consisting of a telemetry receiver,
discriminator, and strip chart and tape
recorders. The package measures wind
direction, pressure, temperature, wet-
bulb temperature, and wind speed. It
was used in October 1974 in tests
conducted by NASA for the Federal
Aviation Administration and in Febru-
ary and March 1975 in a collaborative
study with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and Denver University of the cloud
physics and dynamics of air circulation
at Fraser, Colorado, in a confined high
mountain valley.

The FOF C-band radar was installed under
this radoame at Seattle, Washington, in
support of a university research program.
(Photo courtesy Cole Porter, Western Sun,
Everett, Washington.)
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Calibration facilities. FOF has two
major calibration facilities: a wind
tunnel and a computer-controlled
environmental chamber. The wind
tunnel makes possible automatic
control of wind speed and dynamic
testing using square wave or ramp
function wind variation.

The environmental chamber, located
at FOF's Marshall Field Site near
Boulder, is used for testing or cali-
brating meteorological instruments
under simulated experimental condi-
tions. Chamber conditions are
regulated by a NOVA 1200 mini-
computer and may be changed in real
time to obtain a variety of atmo-
spheric profiles of temperature,
pressure, and humidity. These vari-
ables are displayed on a console.
Instrumental output is sampled at
0.8 sec intervals by the computer and
is used to compute error values for the
control algorithm of each instrumental
variable. Instructions are given through
a teletype terminal. Special digital
valves with binary weighted flow rates
are used to control coolant flow,
steam flow, dry air flow, and evacua-
tion of the chamber. Digital control of
electric heat is also available.

JMOF. FOF's long-range plans include
joining with the Wave Propagation
Laboratory of NOAA in the construc-
tion of a Joint Meteorological
Observing Facility (JMOF) at a site
20 km east of Boulder near the town
of Erie. The facility will include a
500 m instrumented tower and a
ground-level laboratory.

The J MOF will have scientific and
technological objectives. Scientific
applications will include boundary-
layer studies, cloud and aerosol
physics and chemistry, and mesoscale
research; technologically, the facility
will be used for instrument calibration,
testing, and technique development. It
will serve NCAR, NOAA, the univer-
sity community, and other
government agencies.

Robert McBeth of FOF displays the
Boundary Profile system at NCA R's
Marshall field site. The lightweight, portable
tethered balloon is paid out on a light line
from a winch; the balloon supports an
instrument package of meteorological
sensors and telemetry equipment.

The FOF wind tunnel makes possible
automatic control of wind speed and
dynamic testing using square-wave or ramp
function wind variation.
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Current plans call for sensors to be
located at the surface and at ten fixed
positions on the tower, which will also
have a movable instrument platform; a
laser wind observing system for
measuring horizontal winds and diver-
gence is planned; and a microbaro-
graph and acoustic sounder network
operating continuously to complement
the tower instrumentation is planned
for the surrounding area. The tower
will be constructed in fiscal 1976; the
laboratory building is planned for
fiscal 1977.

Future plans. FOF tries to maintain a
balance between scientific support and
continued capability development. In
the area of scientific support, FOF
plans to work with the University of
Miami in a multiple doppler-radar
study of convective storms in August

1975. In December 1975 and January
1976, the facility will support the
University of Washington in a study of
winter cyclonic storms. FOF will
return to Chicago during the winter to
continue studies with the University of
Chicago and the Illinois State Water
Survey of frontal storm and lake
effects over the southern tip of Lake
Michigan. FOF will then concentrate
its efforts on radar and mesonetwork
support for the National Hail Research
Experiment.

Other activities will include collabora-
tive boundary-layer investigations, and
the further development of radar
techniques, including techniques to
measure hail and droplet size spectra
and techniques to detect tornadoes
and mesocyclones within convective
storms.

FOF has a computer-controlled environ-
mental chamber at the Marshall field site.
The chamber, at left, contains a barograph
and hygrothermograph under test; the
teletype access to the computer is at center;
and the Nova 1200 console is at right, with
numeric displays of pressure, temperature,
and dew point just below it.

Field Observing Facility Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Harold Baynton
Richard Bobka
Robert Bowie
Joseph Boyajian
William Bragg
David Call
Dana Dixon
Edward Elsberry
Don Ferraro
Charles Frush
Grant Gray
Brian Lewis
Robert McBeth
Nelder Medrud
Alvin Morris
Stephanie Price
Mary Ann Pykkonen
Walter Records
Steven Semmer
Robert Serafin (Manager)
Alan Sorenson
Bruce Stockton

Field Observing Facility Advisory
Panel

Joost A. Businger
University of Washington

H. Frank Eden (Observer)
National Science Foundation

Thomas Kyle
Upper Atmospheric Project, NCAR

Roger M. Lhermitte
University of Miami

Walter A. Lyons
University of Wisconsin

Richard Schotland
University of Arizona

J. J. Stephens
Florida State University
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Research Systems Facility

Needs for new and improved methods
of measuring atmospheric phenomena
are continually being defined by the
atmospheric science community. The
demand for data is growing steadily,
and it is increasingly important to
obtain a dense array of data rather
than a few sparse measurements.
Meaningful conclusions about fluxes,
gradients, and the accuracy of numeri-
cal models depend on improving both
the quality of the data and the
efficiency of the data-gathering
process.

Improved remote sensing techniques
must be developed to answer the need
to gather more data over wider areas
more efficiently. Strong capabilities in
data acquisition and recording, in
minicomputers and microprocessors,
are a necessity as well, since the
computer has become the essential
tool for data analysis. A corollary need
is for sophisticated real-time graphic
displays.

The basic objective of NCAR's Re-
search Systems Facility (RSF) is to
develop new instruments and systems
to meet these needs. The equipment
developed by RSF usually becomes
part of the capability of other facilities
within the Atmospheric Technology
Division, which operate the equipment
and provide field support to university
and other scientists.

RSF's role in providing atmospheric
instrumentation is bolstered by
support from its instrument shop,
mechanical design group, and machine
shop. The instrument shop is respon-
sible for calibration and repair of
electronic test equipment. The design
group provides mechanical design
service to all of NCAR, while the
machine shop provides mechanical
fabrication. Working together, these
two groups take a scientist's or a
project engineer's idea and carry it
from concept to completed hardware.
The machine shop maintains the

capability to build anything from
precision instrument parts to large
balloon-launching vehicles.

Advances over the past few years in
miniaturization and integrated circuit
technology have liberated the imagina-
tions of the designers of new instru-
ments and brought what was thought
to be purely speculative into the realm
of the possible and, indeed, the
necessary. The excitement generated
by these advances has been a tangible
force in the progress of RSF. New
kinds of instruments, real-time read-
outs, quick-look data analysis--all
have freed scientists to concentrate on
scientific answers while challenging
designers to make it possible to ask
more and more incisive scientific
questions. A review of the major
efforts carried on in RSF over the past
year amply demonstrates the trend in
instrumentation:

Machinists William Dombrowski (left-hand
picture), Ivan Lee, and Page Baptist are part
of a large team of experts in metalworking,
plastic modeling and shaping, woodworking,
welding, plating, and grinding. The machine
shop produces machinery and instrumenta-
tion for many NCA R programs.
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Windfinding dropsonde. The first
operational deployment of the NCAR
windfinding dropsonde took place
during the GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment (GATE). Sondes are
dropped from aircraft on small para-
chutes; as they descend, they relay
signals from the worldwide network of
Omega transmitters to their launch
aircraft. Phase differences between
signals are used to compute horizontal
movement of the sonde and hence
wind velocity. The sondes also
measure temperature, pressure, and
humidity. After limited field
processing, data from the sondes are
forwarded to NCAR for reduction.
The dropsondes performed as
expected during GATE, and plans are
being made to use the system in a
Barbados experiment, a number of
GARP-related programs and in a
NOAA program called Project
Stormfury.

Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM).

The PAM system has been under
development in RSF for two years,
although the concept goes back nearly
a decade. Field observing of standard

parameters (temperature, pressure, and
humidity, for example) at ground level
has traditionally been done by
deploying an array of sensors that
record data on strip charts. Although
many technological refinements have
been made in such systems, users are
still hampered by their lack of time
synchronism and by data-processing
delays. The experience of NCAR and
university scientists over many years in
such large field experiments as the
National Hail Research Experiment led
to the effort to replace the standard
array with a system that would permit
real-time investigation of atmospheric
phenomena with high resolution and a
continuous check on the quality of
data as it is received. The PAM system
comprises a trailer-mounted base
station and a network of remote
stations that sample data synchronous-
ly and telemeter them to the base
station.

The PAM can be used in areas up to
160 km in diameter, with remote
stations placed 1 to 10 km apart. The
base station has a Nova 840 minicom-
puter for automatic data-logging,
continuous data quality checking, and

real-time data analysis and display.
The remote stations sense tempera-
ture, pressure, humidity, precipitation,
and wind speed and direction. Remote
stations are interrogated by the base
station when it is ready to receive
data; an array of 40 stations could be
polled by the base station in 1 7
seconds.

During the past year, the base station
and three remote stations were con-
structed and operated for performance
evaluation. A conference of NCAR
and university scientists interested in
development and use of the system
was held to deli eate future directions,
and current plans call for the building
of 15 remote stations to be used
initially in the National Hail Research
Experiment field season in the summer
of 1976. An evaluation of the system's
performance in the field will be made,
and further stations will be built along

with a radio repeater to enable deploy-
ment of stations beyond the line-of-
sight horizon of the base station. A
field data recorder--a sort of mini-
base station--is also planned as a
companion to the PAM, increasing its
flexibility.

A conference was held at NCA R in April RSF manager David Bargen, RSF scientist in Technology, E. Pat A vara of the A tmo-
1975 to discuss the kinds of studies that charge of PAM Fred Brock, Robert Rapp of spheric Sciences Laboratory at White Sands
could most effectively use the portable The Rand Corporation, Stan Barnes of the Missile Range, Floyd Huff (behind A vara) of
automated mesonet (PAM) being built by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- the Illinois State Water Survey, Peter Grose
the Research Systems Facility and the Field tration (NOAA), P.K. Govind of RSF, (at table) of NOAA, and Richard A nthes of
Observing Facility. Participants included Douglas Lilly of SSAPP, James Tillman of Pennsylvania State University. An NCA R
mesoscale meteorologists and meteorologi- the University of Washington, Amos Eddy team of nine RSF and FOF staff members
cal statisticians. Foreground, back to (one row back) of the University of has been involved in the design and con-
camera, Mariano Estoque of the University Oklahoma, Charles Moore (behind Eddy) of struction of PAM.
of Miami. Around table counterclockwise: the New Mexico Institute of Mining and
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Lyman-alpha hygrometer. A variable-
path Lyman-alpha hygrometer
developed by RSF has high resolution,

good long-term accuracy, and very fast

response. Developed to meet the need

for a single, fast, accurate hygrometer

for use in airborne meteorological
studies, the hygrometer will be avail-

able for university and institutional
users in the fall of 1975.

The hygrometer contains a lamp that

emits Lyman-alpha radiation through a

sampling volume, where it is partly

absorbed by the water vapor present.

The attenuated beam then enters a

detector whose output provides a

measure of humidity. (Lyman-alpha is

an emission line of atomic hydrogen at

1 21.56 nm in the far ultraviolet; the

absorption coefficient of water at that

wavelength is particularly strong.)
Varying the path length permits the

instrument to be self-calibrating. Data

from the hygrometer are recorded on
magnetic tape for computer
processing.

A prototype hygrometer was flown in
GATE and performed well.

ARIS IV. RSF is developing a new
Airborne Research Instrumentation

System (ARIS IV) for use by the avia-
tion facility on the two NCAR Queen
Airs and the Sabreliner. The key
features of the system are outputs to
computer-compatible tapes and real-
time displays. The first system will be
installed on one of the Queen Airs in
early 1977.

Radar development. RSF engineers

and designers worked with members of
the Field Observing Facility in
development of systems for the

C-band radars. RSF designed the

pedestal mountings and controls and

the coplane scan programmer. A long-

term RSF effort is the construction of

a Research Data Support System

(RDSS) to record radar data on video-

tapes, to convert current nonstandard

tapes to computer-compatible format,

to test new input/output devices for

reduction of radar data through the

NCAR Computing Facility, and to
develop software for such systems as
ARIS IV.

NCA R's Lyman-alpha hygrometer is a fast,
sensitive airborne instrument. The source
and detector assembly are in the fore-
ground; associated electronics flanks the
equipment The sampling volume is several
cubic millimeters.

The C-band radar goes in place on its trailer
for a university research program in Seattle,
Washington.
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Viking mission. One RSF engineer has
supported a group of university experi-
menters in designing and building a
meteorology experiment for the two
Viking landers to be placed on Mars in
1976. The wind sensor, a hot-film
anemometer, was a significant develop-
ment for this project. The sensors will
measure wind speed and direction,
temperature, and pressure 20 times a

day (the sample rate can be changed
by commands sent from Earth).

Meteorological drone. Preliminary
work has been done on the develop-
ment of a small radio-controlled
aircraft (with a wingspan of approxi-
mately 2.5 m) equipped with meteoro-
logical sensors for use in boundary-
layer studies.

GA RP buoy pressure sensors. RSF has
developed and constructed six atmo-
spheric pressure sensors for buoys that
transmit data via the Nimbus 6 satel-
lite. If the sensors perform well, plans
for the First GARP Global Experiment
include deployment of up to 300 such
sensors on buoys.

meteorology experiment on the Viking
lander mission to Mars.

RSF is testing this small radio-controlled
aircraft as a horizontal sounding system.
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Research Systems Facility Staff

Members of RSF took a course in micro-
processors. Julian Pike (left) demonstrates
oscilloscope trace from an Intel 8080 micro-
processor to Fred Brock and Richard
Barthuly (standing) and Robert King and
Bryan Lee (seated). A microprocessor is a
digital computer central processing unit on
an integrated circuit chip, a small piece of
silicon on which the circuits are printed or
deposited. Such general purpose logic blocks
are rapidly becoming an integral part of
scientific data acquisition systems, like
NCA R's PA M system.

as of 30 June 1975

Page Baptist
David Bargen (Manager)
Victor Borgogno
Harold Braidwood
Fred Brock
Jacques Brun
Arden Buck
Harold Cole
William Dombrowski
Thomas Duncan
Henry Geisert
P.K. Govind
Gilbert Granger
James Guenther
Alvin Helfrich
Marvin Hewett
Michl Howard
Paul Johnson
Robert King
Edward Lambdin
Jeffrey LaPointe
Bryan Lee
Ivan Lee
Hayden Methews
Dale McKay
Earl Morrison
Carol Nicolaidis
Kenneth Norris
Julian Pike
F. Lynn Post
George Saum
Allan Sledge
Justin Smalley
Orville Starr
Russell White
Scott Wilson
Fred Zimmer
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National Scientific Balloon Facility

The NCAR National Scientific Balloon
Facility is the scientific ballooning
center for the university research
community. It is located in Palestine,
Texas, and it maintains a staff of
engineers and technicians to provide
complete balloon flight support to
scientists and to conduct a develop-
ment program to increase the
effectiveness of scientific ballooning
through improving balloon electronics
and reliability and increasing balloon
lifetimes and altitude ceilings. Com-
plete balloon flight support includes
balloon selection, launching, tracking
via radio and aircraft, payload
recovery, and data retrieval and
preliminary processing. Engineering
assistance is given to scientists
preparing instruments for balloon
flights.

The scientific balloon has been called
the "pauper's satellite," and much
research done from balloon platforms
is done with remote sensing instru-
ments similar to those used on satel-
lites. Balloons have the advantage over
satellites that the instrument packages
do not have to be designed to with-
stand the stresses of rocket launches;
however, balloon flight times are in
general shorter and balloon float
altitudes are lower than satellite
altitudes. The two platforms must thus
be regarded as complementary rather
than competing scientific systems.

Balloons can lift instruments above a
large portion of the atmosphere,
diminishing the problems of absorp-
tion and scattering of radiation from
objects under study. The payloads can
be recovered, and instruments can be
modified or improved for future
flights in rapid response to new tech-
nological developments. Thus the cost
per observation is lower for balloons
than for satellites.

Much research done by scientists using
the balloon facility is in the field of
astronomy. Investigators have used
balloon-borne instruments to investi-
gate all regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum of interest to astronomers.
The first observations of high-energy
gamma radiation from the neutron star
(pulsar) in the Crab Nebula were made
from balloons flown by NSBF, and
many subsequent observations of the
Crab have been made with balloon-
borne instruments. One recent flight
observed a lunar occultation of the
nebula in an attempt to detect high-
energy particles in the 20 -150 keV
range. In the past year, a University of
Arizona researcher flew bolometers
(infrared thermometers) to measure
sources of infrared emission within our
galaxy and beyond it. A researcher
from the Astronomical Institute in

TLbingen, Germany, flew a balloon
package to observe X-ray sources
among the stars. NASA researchers
launched a telescope to study the solar
chromosphere. A giant solar
telescope--the Spectrostratoscope
-- was flown by two German astron-
omers to obtain high-resolution
spectroheliograms. A researcher from
Bristol, England, flew a package
designed to detect medium-size atomic
nuclei in cosmic rays. The researchers
are seeking information about the
origin, age, mass, chemical composi-
tion, and energy output of the whole
catalog of celestial objects.

Balloon platforms are used in the
study of the terrestrial atmosphere,
and NCAR's cryogenic sampler was
flown from Palestine during the year.
Another flight took measurements of
atomic oxygen in the stratosphere.

More than 80 scientific balloon
launches are carried out each year by
NSBF. Some of the balloons are large
enough to engulf a football field,
holding hundreds of thousands of
cubic meters of gas and carrying as
much as 4,000 kg of equipment to
altitudes of several kilometers.

Balloons like these may remain aloft
for several days, and they are often
used for astronomical observation. The
largest balloon ever flown was
launched from Palestine on 3 June
1975. It carried a 1,431 kg payload of
equipment from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology designed to
measure high-energy X-ray emission
from distant galaxies. It spent 14 h at
float altitude.

Lights illumine an early-morning balloon
launch at the National Scientific Balloon
Facility in Palestine, Texas.
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Balloons that stay aloft for months
have also been developed, and NSBF is
now engaged in a long-duration
balloon development program whose
aim is to produce balloons capable of
floating 30 to 60 days with payloads
of about 250 kg at extremely high
altitudes---about 40 km. These will
be superpressure balloons rather than

the normal zero-pressure balloons.
They will have a high-speed command
and telemetry system, and possibilities
for satellite/balloon communication
links are under study.

Tracking of balloons in flight is done
visually and with the help of satellite
navigation systems, radiosondes, and

aircraft. NSBF has two twin-engine
tracking aircraft.

As the balloon flights advance astron-
omy and atmospheric science, the
facility supports the scientists with its
own advances, improving the flight
operations, the tracking systems, the
data systems, and the whole complex

This zero-pressure high-altitude balloon is
115 m in diameter. It was launched in a
joint U.S.-British-Italian project from Milo,
Sicily, carrying an 1, 800 kg package of
instruments to measure cosmic rays. It
traveled across the A tiantic at a height of
40 km; its payload was recovered in
Kentucky. The flight was testimony for a
meteorological contention that winds in the
upper atmosphere are steady enough at
certain times of the year to transport such
balloons. Ordinarily, the flight lifetime of
such a balloon is much shorter than the
several days required for a transatlantic
crossing.
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of services. A new launch pad was put
into operation early in 1975 as part of
the improvement program. It has a
paved area 310 m in diameter,
surrounded by a peripheral road
(610 m in diameter); the pad allows
more maneuvering space for launching
the larger balloons now in routine use.

National Scientific Balloon Facility
Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Billy Blevins
Donald Brooks
Charles Burris
Daniel Christianson
Grady Cole
Robert Collett
Oscar Cooper
Alice Cradler
Joan Cruse
L. Bruce Cunningham
C. E. DeFreece
Bettie Furman
Donald Gage
Mack Gore

Arthur Gusa
Ralph Harju
William Harriman
Billy Harrison
Delbert Hoefling
J. O. Hollingsworth
Lawrence Huffman
John Ingram
Lionel Johnson
Theo Johnson
Michael King
Robert Kubara
William Landsperger
Lloyd Lasiter
Thomas Lumbpkin
Della Lynch
Daniel Masur
Robert Moody
Charles Palmer Jr.
Michael Pavey
Spencer Petri
Mallik Putcha
Marvin Riley
Patricia Rohne
Alfred Shipley (Manager)
Earl Smith
Steven Smith
W. Jack Snider

John Sparling
K. Joe Taylor
Virgil Vice
Homer Woody
Nuel Woolverton
Boyce Worley

National Scientific Balloon Facility
Advisory Panel

Robert L. Chasson
University of Denver

Edward L. Chupp
University of New Hampshire

Giovanni G. Fazio
Harvard/Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics

Robert L. Golden
Johnson Space Flight Center, NASA

Robert C. Haymes
Rice University

Donald A. Kniffen
Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA

David Murcray
University of Denver

Rainer Weiss
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The Balloon Facility's new launch pad
makes the launching of enormous scientific
balloons easier and permits the simultaneous
launching of smaller balloons.
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Administrative Division

NCAR's Administration Division
centralizes services used by all divi-
sions and projects, encompassing
communications, financial, plant
facilities, and personnel functions.

The division is a reservoir of unusual
talents. Highly trained and skilled
division staffers may be found photo-
graphically documenting the construc-
tion of a piece of scientific equipment,
or drawing an exploded view of its
insides, or letting the designer know
the latest integrated circuit chip to use
in building it. They can find suppliers
for odd items and figure out ways of
making sure that 50 NCAR staffers on
an experiment in faraway Senegal are
paid, housed, and fed. They can do
annotated searches of the scientific
literature for all references to some
subject, and they can build lab
benches, fix office machines, and
organize the logistics for large
conferences.

The four administrative departments
include a variety of groups. The
communications services department
encompasses the library, print shop,
graphics group, photographics group,
and publications office. Financial
service departments are payroll,
property control, purchasing, and
contracts. Plant facilities services
include space planning, construction,
and maintenance; custodial services;
communications (switchboard and
teletypes); security; reception; mail
and courier services; office supplies; an
electronics stockroom; an audiovisual
office; and the cafeteria at the Mesa
Laboratory. Plant facilities also runs a
shuttle bus for staff from the end of
the Boulder city bus line to the Mesa
Laboratory. The personnel office
administers employment, wages and
salaries, insurance, safety, and
benefits.

The director of the division also serves
as NCAR's Equal Employment
Opportunity Coordinator, and the
personnel department assists in the
administration of NCAR's Affirmative
Action Program.

Administration Division Staff

as of 30 June 1975

Manley Bean (Director)
Ronald Cox
Wray Freiboth
Robert Greenwald
Carlos Lucero
Fred Roecker
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Large-Scale Weather Prediction

Extending the range of weather predic-
tion from the present limit of two
days up to about one week is a
formidable problem that is a major
objective not only for NCAR scientists
but also for many of their colleagues
in universities and other institutions in
the United States and around the
world. The lesson of atmospheric
research over the past two decades is
abundantly clear. The future state of
the atmosphere cannot be predicted
unless its present state is known and
capable of being modeled in great
detail. Observational and theoretical
advances both rely upon the tremen-
dous increase in data-handling capabil-
ities afforded by modern computer
science, upon the data-intensive
qualities of collaborative experimental
efforts, and upon the guiding intelli-
gence of individuals and groups who
can plan the necessary next steps,
giving balance and pace to the various
efforts.

The highlights of NCAR's research in
this field during the past year are
numerous. Three major field experi-
ments have been carried on; numerical
modeling work has resulted in several
advances; and new instruments and
instrument systems have become
operational.

GARP

The Global Atmospheric Research
Program (GARP) is the worldwide
meteorological research program led
by the United Nations World Meteoro-
logical Organization and the Inter-
national Council of Scientific Unions.
To improve numerical weather

prediction, GARP subprograms leading
to the First GARP Global Experiment
(FGGE) and FGGE itself are intended
to supply for the first time the
comprehensive global data base
required by prediction models.

Historically, NCAR staff members
have been closely allied with the
initiation and development of GARP,
helping to define and evaluate the
opportunities and limitations of the
various programs. Francis Bretherton
(Director), John Firor (Executive
Director), Douglas Lilly (Small-Scale
Analysis and Prediction Project), and
Cecil Leith (Atmospheric Analysis and

Prediction Division) have served on the
U.S. GARP Committee, helping to
plan U.S. participation in the GARP
Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE)
and other GARP subprograms; Philip
Thompson (Climate Project), Vincent
Lally (Global Atmospheric Measure-
ments Program), Edward Zipser
(GATE Project), and Stanley Rutten-
berg (GATE) are other staff members
active in GARP affairs since the
program's beginnings in the 1960s.
They and other NCAR scientists will
continue to join with national and
international groups in planning and
carrying out the many diverse portions
of the GARP effort.

The calibration tower near Dakar used in
GA TE.
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GATE

The GATE field season in the summer
of 1974 was highly successful in two
senses. The equipment and weather
cooperated, and the scientists came
home with the measurements they had
set out to obtain. And the scientists
cooperated, meshing the schedules,
customs, and habits of the members of
72 nations with the demands of the
overall experimental plan.

The data collected from the vast
complement of meteorological re-
search systems, including satellites,
ships, and aircraft, appear to be of
high quality. They should help signifi-
cantly to elucidate the effects of small
tropical convective systems on the
larger scale tropical atmosphere-a
key for all global weather.

Fifty NCAR staff members partici-
pated in GATE, and the organization
of the effort is detailed in the GATE
Project description earlier in this
volume. Four GATE Project
scientists-Robert Grossman,
Margaret LeMone, William Pennell,
and Edward Zipser--served as
mission scientists. The NCAR
Research Aviation Facility (RAF) flew
three of the dozen aircraft used in
GATE, and the GATE Aircraft Data
Management Program group operated
a calibration tower for all the aircraft
72 km east of GATE headquarters at

Dakar, Senegal. About 30 RAF staff
members took part in one or more of
the month-long field phases. Several
joint NCAR/university investigations
were carried out in the GATE setting,
ranging from studies of Sahara dust
transport to the determination of
radiative fluxes and cooling rates in
the atmosphere.

One noteworthy project was the
archiving of data from commercial
aircraft that flew over the GATE
A-scale area during the 100 days of the
GATE field season. The data were
collected in three separate programs
by researchers at NCAR and NASA, at
Florida State University, and at
Colorado State University; NCAR
took responsibility for collecting,
formatting, and archiving the data
from all three programs. The project
was significant because it showed the
potential yield of commercial aircraft
as a global observational tool--a
potential which is hardly being
realized at the present time. Paul
Julian (Empirical Studies Project) and
Robert Steinberg (NASA/Lewis
Research Center) made arrangements
to collect data recorded on board
wide-body jet airliners carrying an
automated airborne integrated data
system (AIDS). The aircraft belonged
to five airlines-Air Afrique, KLM,
Swissair, UTA, and South African
Airways. Data consisted of position,
altitude, and wind vectors from the

AIDS, air temperature, and Greenwich
time; the sampling rate varied from
airline to airline but was on the order
of one degree of latitude. T. N. Krish-
namurti (Florida State University)
arranged with airport weather centers
to obtain standard air reports
(Al REPs) filed by flight crews from
numerous airlines flying to and from
points in the GATE A-scale area. Willis
Somervell and Elmar Reiter (Colorado
State University) made arrangements
with 18 airlines to obtain more
frequent AIREPs, supplemented by
visual observations and sketches
supplied by flight crews.

All told, the three programs involving
commercial aircraft obtained about
50,000 separate observations of
various kinds. In a study of the data,
Julian found that on a typical day
about ten of the AIREPs filed by
flight crews on commercial aircraft
flying over the A-scale area are eventu-
ally archived in the National Meteoro-
logical Center. He concluded that it is
possible to increase that figure by an
order of magnitude over comparable
areas of the tropics and subtropics, or
even more at higher latitudes. The
possibilities were shown by the effort
during GATE, and Julian believes that
a fairly modest effort to streamline the
conventional AIREP system and to
collect data from such automated
systems as the AIDS--perhaps by
having data transmitted to geostation-
ary satellites--could result in a
tremendous increase in the quantity of
meteorological data available to
researchers. The quality of the data
obtained in GATE is high--the wind
vectors from inertial navigation
systems, for example, appear to be
accurate to within 1.5 m/s. Thus
commercial aircraft may be able to
make a contribution to the data base
in FGGE.

Robert Ellingson of the University of
Maryland (standing), a GA TE investigator,
talks with the crew of the NCA R Electra
before a mission. Left to right, James
Covington, Raymond Feind, and William
Zinser.
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The results of GATE will be forth-
coming gradually over the coming
months as scientists all over the world
use the data in theoretical and
modeling work. Some indication of
what may be expected is contained in
pre-GATE boundary-layer research
carried out by Pennell and LeMone.
They have completed their analysis of
data taken in December 1972 north of
Puerto Rico, where they were investi-
gating the interactions between
cumulus convection and the subcloud
layer.

They looked at momentum flux
profiles taken as the aircraft flew
beneath the cloud base in two regions
where there was little cloudiness and
in one region in which the sky was
half-covered with clouds. In the
regions without clouds, momentum
flux decreased nearly linearly with
height to near zero at cloud base,
while in the cloudy region the flux
showed more scatter, but seemed
larger at cloud base. Humidity fluxes
in the cloudless regions also decreased
to near zero at cloud base. Data taken
under patchy clouds during other
experiments show humidity fluxes
only about 10% smaller near the cloud

Scientists in the NCA R GA TE Project
explain what they saw in the tropics. Left,
Katsuyuki Ooyama. Right, Margaret
LeMone.

base than at the surface, suggesting
that cloudy regions may "make up
for" fair-weather regions in humidity
transport-or that humidity trans-
port also takes place on the cloud
"patch" scale.

Velocity fluxes taken by Pennell and
LeMone were higher under the cloudy
region, indicating greater interchange
of air between cloud and subcloud
layers. Turbulence statistics similarly
suggest that the nature of the coupling
between the cloud and subcioud layers
changes dramatically from very
suppressed conditions to conditions
with more active trade wind cumulus
clouds. The conclusions of their
research will be tested by comparison
with similar data from GATE.

AMTEX

During the winter in midlatitude
regions east of Asia and North
America, a large contrast in tempera-
ture exists between the relatively
warm northward-flowing ocean
currents and outbreaks of cold,
southward-flowing air of continental
origin. As a result, the ocean transfers

a large amount of heat and moisture to
the overlying atmosphere, which fuels
the development of atmospheric
disturbances. Because of the impor-
tance of the relatively small, intense
regions of disturbance as sources of
energy for powering larger scale
motions, as well as the difficulty in
forecasting the sudden development of
the disturbances, an experiment was
conducted over the East China Sea in
the region surrounding the Ryukyu
Islands of Japan to help elucidate the
mechanisms of air mass modification
involved.

The Air Mass Transformation Experi-
ment (AMTEX) is a subprogram of
GARP developed and led by the
Japanese National Committee for
GARP. Australia, Canada, and the
United States have participated in the
two AMTEX field seasons, the latest
of which took place between
14 February and 1 March 1975. To
study the evolution of severe storms
over the East China Sea, the experi-
menters obtained data from observa-
tion platforms on the Ryukyu Islands,
ships, aircraft, balloons, and satellites.
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U.S. participation was coordinated by
Donald Lenschow (RAF). The NCAR
Electra flew 50 h on nine research
flights during the field season. Investi-
gators from Purdue University, the
University of Miami, the University of
California at San Diego, the Desert
Research Institute of the University of
Nevada, and the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution flew with scientists
from NCAR and from several Japanese
institutions.

The researchers made measurements of
boundary-layer structure, mesoscale
cellular convection, frontal structure,
turbulence, surface radiation, and
cloud structure. The data are being
used for a variety of studies, including

numerical models of atmospheric
circulation on various scales, models of
cumulus convection, and studies of the
evolution of the modified layer of air
directly influenced by warm water
surfaces.

At the beginning of the 1975 field
program of AMTEX, a medium-scale
disturbance developed in the region
within a few hours and moved north-
eastward, causing heavy precipitation
and winds along the Ryukyus. The
mechanisms of the development of
such disturbances have been investi-
gated theoretically. Stability studies
have shown a growth-rate peak at
scales of approximately 1,000 km, in
reasonably good agreement with

observations, and a numerical model
of the development of a disturbance in
the region has shown a peak at scales
of 2,000 to 3,000 km. Further
progress in understanding and fore-
casting these disturbances should
benefit from the analysis of the well-
documented example from the field
season.

TWERLE

Another experiment whose results will
have important implications for under-
standing and predicting large-scale
weather is the Tropical Wind, Energy
Conversion, and Reference Level
Experiment (TWERLE), a joint
project of NCAR, the University of
Wisconsin, and the NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center. The experiment is
the outgrowth of several attempts to
produce a low-cost observing system
using a combination of balloons and
satellites, and the TWERLE version of
the system appears to be a great
success. A similar system is planned
for use in FGGE.

TWERLE itself is functioning as part
of the Data Systems Test (DST), a
FGGE precursor experiment. Light-
weight, low-cost balloons carrying
flight trains of sensors are released in
the southern hemisphere, mainly in
the tropics; they send their data to the
Nimbus 6 satellite, which relays the
data to ground stations in the United
States. The science team responsible

Electronics technician Paul Reed checks out
a TWERLE balloon flight train at the launch
station on Ascension Island, a tiny dot in
the A tlantic near the equator.

This special truck for launching TWER LE
balloons was built by the NCA R machine
shop. The crew is preparing to launch a
balloon from Ascension.
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for the development and use of
TWERLE includes Julian, Lally,
William Kellogg (Climate Project),
Verner Suomi (University of Wiscon-
sin), and Charles Cote (NASA). John
Masterson (AAP division office) has
served the team in an advisory
capacity and has helped to organize an
international expendable drifting buoy
program that uses the Numbus 6
balloon data receiver for data
transmission.

By 1 August 1975, 127 TWERLE
balloons had been launched. The
Nimbus 6 balloon location system was
working well and overall sensor perfor-
mance was satisfactory. Interesting
balloon trajectories were observed,
particularly for balloons launched
from Ghana and American Samoa. In a
few cases, pairs of balloons launched
together have circumnavigated the
South Pole several times, remaining
close together. This phenomenon was
also observed once or twice during the
French EOLE experiment several years
ago. Since theories of turbulent

diffusion would appear to rule out
such events, the observations are
intriguing.

Data from TWERLE are transmitted
to the National Meteorological Center
in Washington, D.C., to the DST
archives, and to the World Weather
Watch. They should be formatted and
made available to university re-
searchers in early 1976.

Modeling to Improve Large-Scale
Prediction

The experiments detailed above are all
providing data for the modeling efforts
that are essential to the improvement
of large-scale prediction. Many of
these efforts are centered in NCAR's
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)
Project.

While maintaining the objective of
developing accurate five-day forecasts,
NWP will concentrate during the next
year on understanding the deficiencies
in 24 h forecasts. FGGE's mission to
supply comprehensive worldwide data
is of paramount importance for both
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weather prediction and climatological
studies. But the full benefit of FGGE
data will be realized only when fore-
cast ability has been increased, which
dictates NWP's current effort. The
concentration on short-term predic-
tion has aligned NWP workers with
others at NCAR who are modeling
limited areas in which weather events
change more rapidly. The reliability of
large-scale or global models depends
on correctly modeling the smaller scale
processes that are imbedded in and
mutually interacting with larger
processes.

DST

The GARP Data Systems Test (DST),
in which NCAR is participating, will
yield high-resolution global data sets
for use in forecast studies and other
atmospheric research. FGGE will use
the full global weather observational
capability to produce a series of data
sets characterizing the state of the
global atmosphere, but the size and
complexity of the FGGE system
require a large-scale system test of the
elements that will be involved in
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The skill of operational weather forecasts at
the National Meteorological Center has
gradually risen over the years as models and
data have improved.

A TWERLE balloon lifts off, carrying its
scientific payload up to 150 mb.
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observation, data management, and
data utilization. The DST is a U.S.
effort intended to provide an end-to-
end system test in order to help assure
the success of FGGE.

NASA is the lead agency for DST.
NCAR's part within the overall experi-
ment plan includes the analysis and
evaluation of data to provide impor-
tant feedback for FGGE planning, and
the development of special observing
systems. One, TWERLE, is already
operational. Other participants in the
assimilation, processing, and use of the
data are the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA), the NASA/Goddard
Institute for Space Studies, the NOAA
National Meteorological Center
(NMC), and the University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles.

A preliminary DST observing period
during the last week of May 1974
helped participants to test their
systems. The full-scale observing
periods began when the Nimbus 6
satellite was launched on 12 June
1975 and will continue into 1976.
NWP is receiving data from a variety of
sources: conventional rawinsonde
soundings and aircraft, ship, and
surface station reports come from
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NMC; other data come from TWERLE
and ocean buoys using the TWERLE
system. The NOAA Environmental
Satellite Service is sending data from
operational geosynchronous and
polar-orbiting satellites, and NASA is
contributing Nimbus data.

At NCAR, analysis is proceeding in
several stages. The incoming data are
being checked for vertical and horizon-
tal consistency and sorted by time,
level, and latitude and longitude at
each level. To use the data in numeri-
cal weather prediction in large-scale
computer models, a scheme to
produce best estimates of data values
at the model grid points has been
developed.

Thomas Schlatter and Grant
Branstator (both of NWP) and Linda
Thiel (Computing Facility) have
designed a multivariate statistical
objective analysis program that auto-
mates the specification of initial data
in atmospheric models. The scheme
analyzes the geopotential height (h),
and the horizontal and vertical (u and
v) components of the wind simultane-
ously, using observed values of h, u,
and v. The statistical weightings used
to derive the grid-point values depend
upon covariances among forecast
errors in h, u, and v (differences

FORECAST PERIOD (Days)

between observed and forecast values
of these quantities). The scheme
operates by accessing tapes containing
raw data from NMC, sorting, checking,
and plotting the data. The h, u, and v
values are obtained at grid points on
ten pressure surfaces. The scheme
combines the differences between
observed and forecast values rather
than combining the observations
themselves, so a first guess is needed
(based on climatology, a forecast
model for the NCAR general circula-
tion model, or even persistence) to
initialize the scheme itself.

Schlatter and Branstator have been
testing the sensitivity of the scheme to
various inputs. Analyses based upon
two first guesses--a 12 h GCM fore-
cast and 12 h persistence--fit the
wind and height data equally well, but
an analysis based on a zonal mean first
guess fits the data more poorly,
particularly in areas of large-amplitude
waves. Experiments are in progress to
determine forecast accuracy as a
function of the analysis. Analyses are
insensitive to changes in the assumed
observational error variance, in the
radius of influence from 1,500 to
1,000 km, and in the peakedness of
the height-height correlation
functions.

Branstator and Schlatter have finished
the work necessary to make the
CALCOMP plotting device an integral
part of the objective analysis scheme.
The accuracy of the scheme can be
judged by comparing data plots with
contour and vector plots of analyzed
fields, all procured now by the plotter.
Branstator has also been generalizing

This chart shows the error in weather
forecasts as a function of time up to about
one week. The uppermost curve shows the
error made by a persistence forecast--that
is, by assuming that the initially observed
weather will remain as it is. The lower curve
is an approximate result from theoretical
studies done to show how error would grow
in the best possible forecasts. The hatched
area shows the error growth curve of current
models. They are significantly better than
no model at all, but the task of numerical
prediction research is to close the gap, if at
all possible, between the hatched curve and
the lower curve.
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the objective analysis scheme so that it
will have a variable mesh resolution
and will analyze a limited region.
Presently the scheme is only applicable
to a 2.00 or a 2.50 global grid.

Third-Generation GCM

David Williamson (NWP) has con-
tinued development of an improved
and more flexible third-generation
NCAR GCM, which was begun in
1972. The numerical procedure of
reducing grid points at high latitudes
in the second-generation model results
in low accuracy. Williamson showed
that substantial improvement could be
made by restoring skipped grid points
and eliminating computationally
unstable modes by Fourier filtering.
The new model also uses a fourth-
order finite-difference scheme to
reduce truncation errors. To run
efficiently on the next-generation
computers, the new model adopts
transformed height as the vertical
coordinate.

The program is designed so that with
relatively minor modifications the user
can choose a variable vertical incre-
ment and even select a different vari-
able as the vertical coordinate. Thus
far, the options in the program have
been tested only for geometric height.
Various physical processes in the
third-generation model are essentially
the same as in the second-generation
model. However, the solar and infrared
radiation programs are improved, and
cloudiness can be included at all levels
rather than the two levels in the
second-generation model. A new
boundary-layer treatment is being
developed.

Normal Mode Initialization Procedure

Classical procedures designed to pro-
vide consistent global initial heights
and winds for primitive equation
forecast models such as the GCM often
result in unrealistic, large-amplitude,

high-frequency oscillations during the
initial stages of the forecasts. Robert
Dickinson (Climate Project) and
Williamson have continued develop-
ment of their normal mode initializa-
tion procedure for application to the
NCAR GCM. The method expands
observational, grid-point data into the
free oscillations or normal modes of
the linearized version of the forecast
model. These modes are classified as
Rossby waves, eastward and westward
gravity waves, and computational
modes according to their correspon-
dence with the modes of the atmo-
sphere. Once data are expanded into
these modes, the modal amplitudes
thought to be erroneous can be
reduced or set to zero.

Tests of the method applied to the
global shallow-water equation forecast
model show it to be very effective in
eliminating the unrealistic oscillations
that normally occur in forecasts
starting from observed data. Skill
scores of forecasts produced from the
filtered data show substantial improve-
ment over those for forecasts from
unfiltered data. The improved scores
are a result of smoothing due to the
initial filtering rather than a better
forecast of the modes retained. The

high-frequency waves removed from
the initial data do not interact signifi-
cantly with the lower frequency
Rossby waves during the one-day
forecast.

New Instrument Systems

NCAR has been active in the continu-
ous improvement of observational
capabilities for large-scale weather
research. Three instruments or instru-
ment systems were under development
at NCAR during the past year for use
in large-scale research.

One is the variable-path Lyman-alpha
hygrometer, designed by Arden Buck
of the Research Systems Facility
(RSF). The instrument is extremely
fast, with a response time of a few
milliseconds. The resolution is better
than 0.2% of the absolute humidity
reading (0.020 C dew point). The
accuracy is better than 1°C dew point.
in laboratory tests, the hygrometer
performed well over humidities
ranging from 0.02 g/m 3 (-530 C dew
point) to 30.0 g/m3 (30 0 C dew point)
and temperatures from -60 to 300C
under pressures from 200 to
1,000 mb.

The NCA R wind-finding dropsonde is a
complicated instrument containing tiny
parts designed to be mass produced at low
cost.
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The second is the wind-finding drop-
sonde, used successfully in GATE. A
team of RSF staff members led by
P. K. Govind and including Richard
Barthuly, Harold Cole, Dan Evans,
Robert King, Bryan Lee, Dale McKay,
Kenneth Norris, Julian Pike, and
George Saum developed the sondes. In
28 GATE missions 412 sondes were
dropped from three different aircraft.
The sondes measure winds, tempera-
ture, pressure, and humidity as they
descend. They receive a signal from

the worldwide network of Omega
navigation radio stations and retrans-
mit the signal to the launch aircraft.
Phase differences between signals are
used to compute the horizontal
movement of the dropsondes and
hence wind velocity. The vertical wind
profiles thus obtained are essential to
the GATE objective of studying
convective processes in the tropical
atmosphere. The system won the
NCAR award for technical achieve-
ment in 1974.

Standard weather symbols are used to show
the winds found by 18 dropsondes used on
one GA TE mission from Dakar,
11 September 1974.

CARRIER BALLOON SYSTEM

A third system is the Carrier Balloon
System (CBS) developed by a Global
Atmospheric Measurements Program
team led by project engineer Michael
Olson, an outgrowth of the global
horizontal sounding balloons first
conceived by Lally. A full flight test of
the system was successfully carried out
on 1 July at the National Scientific
Balloon Facility in Palestine, Texas.
CBS will be a key component of the
FGGE array, providing essential
tropical wind data from the surface to
24 km. Each 21 m balloon will drop
100 sondes that will receive Omega
signals and retransmit them to the
balloon, which will send the data on to
a geostationary satellite and thence to
ground stations.

The flight test included launch, receipt
of commands to drop the sondes from
the SMS - II satellite, timed release of
a dropsonde when a satellite command
was not transmitted, and receipt of
data from the sondes that compared
well with wind data obtained from
rawinsonde soundings in the same
area. The command and telemetry
frequencies used by the system experi-
enced some local or regional radio
frequency interference during the test,
but very little such interference is
expected when the system is opera-
tional in equatorial regions during
FGGE.
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Understanding Climatic Trends

The climate changes of the past have
left a dramatic geological record. It is
much more difficult to see climate
changes as they are taking place.
Scientists are just beginning to deter-
mine such changes from long-term
records of precipitation, temperature,
glacial and sea ice statistics, and the
like. Over the short term, unusual
seasonal changes in temperature and
precipitation are also part of the
climatic record: droughts or rainy
seasons or unusually cold or warm
periods can have significant effects on
agriculture and on human activities in
general. Understanding and predicting
such changes are vital to economic
planning on a world scale.

Human impacts on climate may be
significant--many scientists certainly
think they are--but climate theory
has no comprehensive, quantitative
model which takes account of all the
forces at work on the earth's climate
and into which perturbations from
human activity might be introduced to
determine the extent of the impacts.
Many of the physical processes are
well known, but their interactions and
feedbacks are difficult to calculate.

Climate research at present, then,
tends to be concentrated on the
modeling of the most important feed-
backs and interactions. At NCAR,
scientists concerned with climate
change are trying to learn what factors
dominate the operation of the climatic
system.

GCM Experiments

The bulk of NCAR's climate research
centers on numerical experiments
using a hierarchy of mathematical
climate models to test the effects
produced by a variety of natural and
human-induced changes. The recent
development of a formalism for deter-
mining the degree of significance of
any given calculation with the NCAR
general circulation model (GCM) made
it possible this year to begin to test a
long-standing hypothesis about the
role of sea-surface temperature in
determining climatic effects. Since the
ocean changes more slowly than the
atmosphere, its properties at a given
time are expected to be a more
meaningful indicator of climatic trends
after that time than corresponding
atmospheric data would be. What was
required to test this theory was a
reliable means of running NCAR GCM
experiments with varying oceanic
factors and of then determining
whether the results fell within or
outside the model's own inherent
variability.

Using the new sensitivity scheme,
Robert Chervin of the Small-Scale
Analysis and Prediction Project,
Stephen Schneider of the Climate
Project (CP), and Warren Washington
of the GCM Coordination and Opera-

tions Group collaborated on a series of
experiments to test the seasonal
effects of sea-surface temperature
anomalies in the northern Pacific
Ocean. They started with an anomaly
of 12°C--about three times as large
as any that have been observed-and
compared average temperatures in
downwind areas over subsequent
simulated months with mean tempera-
tures from control runs without the
anomaly. To date they have found
resulting differences in temperatures at
an altitude of about 1.5 km and at a
distance of about 1,000 km to the
east, but no significant differences
further downwind.

These results may indicate a limited
possibility for sea-surface temperature
information to be used in seasonal
forecasts for the west coast of the
United States. Inland, the effect is not
seen. Because of the amount of
computer time required for the experi-
ments, the present data are based on
just five simulations for January. More
computations for different seasons will
provide a larger, more representative
sample from which to draw further
conclusions. Chervin and Paul Julian
(Empirical Studies Project) are now
expanding the series by performing
comparable experiments for tropical
latitudes.
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The recently developed formalism for
testing sensitivity levels makes it possible to
use the NCA R GCM with greater confidence
to test the effects of any prescribed change
in initial conditions. In one such experi-
ment, scientists added the sea-surface
temperature anomaly distribution shown in
(a) to the GCM, then computed the
temperature at an altitude of 1.5 km for
simulated days 31 through 120. The
standard deviations of 30-day averages of
temperatures at that altitude had previously

been computed for five simulated
januaries (b). Differences between tempera-
tures in the case of a large anomaly and in
the control cases are plotted in (c); they
have been averaged in time over the interval
between days 31 and 120. The ratios of
those differences to the standard deviations
are shown in (d). It can be seen that the
most significant anomaly-induced changes in
temperature occurred in the immediate
geographical vicinity of the anomaly itself.
(Units are degrees Celsius throughout.)

Radiation Modeling and Theory

Many of the other models with which
climate researchers work consider
fewer processes or smaller areas than
the NCAR GCM, but in more detail. A
number of them focus on radiation
processes. The mean temperature of
the earth-atmosphere system and the
distribution of temperature in thecx/ctpm -;ir,- anvi-miri Id b th,, in nmincy
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solar energy absorbed by the system
and the planetary infrared radiation
emitted to space. While total solar
input and infrared output must
balance over the long term, they are
not necessarily balanced at any given
moment or over a particular region.

James Coakley (CP) has developed a
radiative-convective equilibrium model
for computing the temperature profile
of a vertical column of atmosphere in
response to perturbations in solar
input, carbon dioxide concentrations,
and stratospheric water vapor and
ozone concentrations. The model is an
improvement over previous ones in
that it incorporates Rayleigh
scattering, cloud scattering, and
absorption of incoming solar radiation
by water vapor and ozone. It is not
time-dependent but consists of a set of
simultaneous algebraic equations that
require less than half the computation
time needed for time-dependent
models. The large number of computa-
tions necessary to obtain a complete
profile, however, means that the
model must rely on accurate,parame-
terizations of radiative fluxes in place
of a detailed treatment.

After working out solutions to the
algebraic equations, Coakley used his
model to test the effect of altered
concentrations of stratospheric aero-
sols and ozone on temperatures at the
earth's surface. His findings tend to
corroborate the conclusion from
simpler models that the interaction of
aerosol particles with incident solar
radiation is the primary mechanism
responsible for changes in surface
temperature. By contrast with the
simpler versions, Coakley's model also

includes particle interaction with
radiation from the earth's surface. The

new calculations show that the critical
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scattering cross sections of the
particles (the ratio for which a small
increase in the aerosol concentration
causes no change in surface tempera-
ture) may be smaller than previously
thought; hence the probability that
increased aerosol input from human
activity may contribute to warmer
surface temperatures may be slightly
larger than previously expected.

Warren Wiscombe (CP) adapted a
detailed atmospheric radiation model
called ATRAD, which he developed,
to NCAR's computer system. After
preliminary testing, he performed an
experiment to determine the radiative
impact of sulfuric acid aerosol in the
stratosphere. He learned that the
radiative effects are quite size-
dependent, peaking for particles of
about 0.3 pm in radius, which exercise
the greatest effect on incoming solar
radiation and have an effect four times
smaller on terrestrial infrared radia-
tion. Thus he concluded that the
relative importance of solar input and
terrestrial output is strongly depen-
dent on the size distribution of the
stratospheric aerosol for any given
case.

The results generated by the hierarchy
of models used in climate research
must be validated by comparisons with
data taken in the real atmosphere.
Information may come from large
field projects, such as this year's
GATE or Project DUSTORM (see
Aerosol Project description) or from
smaller efforts, such as the lidar and
balloon measurements of stratospheric
aerosols made by scientists in the
Aerosol and Upper Atmosphere
projects.

Sometimes field observations can be

tapped directly for parameterizations
of the basic physical processes at work

in the atmosphere. Coakley, Gerald
North (visitor), and Petr ChJylek
(visitor) undertook a cooperative
endeavor with satellite researchers at

Colorado State University, for

example, in which the university
scientists obtain monthly measure-
ments of the zonally averaged radia-
tion that the NCAR team uses for
parameterizations in energy-balance
climate models.

Contributions from Other Projects

The work of three other NCAR
projects also contributes to NCAR's
attack on climatic problems. While the
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)
project works most directly to
improve large-scale weather forecasts,
its experiments with the NCAR GCM
extend the GCM's usefulness for
climate modelers. For example,
Richard Somerville (NWP) performed
a study this year to test the effects on
the GCM of parameterized subgrid-
scale diffusion, using variable vertical
eddy viscosity. Experimental results
demonstrated that the GCM is sensi-
tive to the viscosity parameter; by
increasing values of tropospheric
viscosity, Somerville was able to
achieve better simulation of low-
latitude easterlies and midlatitude
westerlies.

In a comparative study, David
Baumhefner and Patrick Downey
(both of NWP) are in the process of
calculating six numerical forecasts
based on a set of initial conditions
which had previously been used for
forecasts on a GCM at the Goddard
Institute for Space Studies (GISS). By
contrasting the NCAR and GISS
forecasts, they should be able to deter-
mine what effects different model
characteristics have on prediction.
Somerville's test of subgrid-scale
diffusion parameterizations has
already revealed one area of sensitivity
that is common to both models.

The diagnostic and analytical studies
of the Empirical Studies Project (ESP)
provide information about the real
atmosphere against which atmospheric
modelers can test their theoretical
formulations. Several of the project's
current research endeavors are explicit-
ly related to climate studies. In one,
Harry van Loon (ESP) and Roy Jenne
(Computing Facility) are compiling
statistical summaries of the persistence
of temperature anomalies from one
season to the next for all areas of the
world with records available for more
than 50 years. They tested three
methods of making predictions from
the assembled information and found
them to yield some improvement over
persistence of observed frequency

distributions. Contingency tables
proved useful in some regions.
Regression equations and the scatter
about the regression line supplied the
same information more precisely and
with a clearer indication of the
probabilities, but the accuracy of
predictions by this method outside
tropical regions does not differ signifi-
cantly from that of predictions using
long-term means. For a limited
number of observing stations, the
mean of the last few decades is quite
different from the known long-term
mean; in such cases, the observed
trend can be used as a basis for
prediction.

Roland Madden (ESP) has examined
temperature measurements made
during eight winters at 30 mb in the
stratosphere. Noting a trend for
temperature oscillations with
frequencies of one to three weeks to
occur around 600N, he found evidence
that they can be attributed to
fluctuations in horizontal eddy heat
transport across 600N. Interactions
between quasi-stationary and transient
planetary-scale waves may produce the
eddy transport fluctuations, which in
turn control variations in zonal mean
temperature during winter.

Formation of the Oceanography
Project (OP) this year filled a gap in
NCAR's climate research capabilities.
Most atmospheric models do not
include the effect of the oceans, but
for climate research it is especially
important to attempt to couple the
atmospheric models with dynamical
models of oceanic processes such as
those now being formulated by OP
scientists.

William Holland (OP) and Liang-Bee

Lin (visitor) added a number of refine-

ments to their primitive-equation
model of a simple two-layer ocean.

The model had shown the importance

of eddies in the wind-driven ocean

circulation. The refinements were

made in an attempt to demonstrate

the behavior of a mid-ocean jet in a

model with fine resolution (grid points

20 km apart). Lin rewrote the model
program to make it compatible with
NCAR's computer system. Holland
and Lin then added bottom topog-
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raphy to the model's original
rectangular basin, together with
bottom friction and irregular lateral
boundaries resembling those of the
North Atlantic. They have recently
begun to examine the role of meso-
scale eddies in this more realistic
simulation of the North Atlantic.
Experiments with the earlier model
indicated a highly geostrophic flow
field, so they have written a quasi-
geostrophic version of the new model.

James McWilliams (OP) completed an
objective analysis mapping of the
entire geostrophic pressure field
derived from measurements of veloc-
ities at a depth of 1,500 m and the
dynamic height integrations to other
levels between 30 and 500 m. The data
were taken during the Mid-Ocean
Dynamics Experiment field season in
1973. McWilliams made maps of the
total stream function to examine the
spatial structure of the eddies, their
evolution in time, and the observed

relation between barotropic and
baroclinic fields. He mapped potential
vorticity to determine whether it is
conserved and to describe parametric
variability as a function of depth and
time. Within the limits imposed by
uncertainties in the data, he was often
able to demonstrate conservation.

Finally, work has been done this year
on the possible connection of solar
activity with climate. Walter Orr
Roberts (UCAR past president and an
NCAR Research Associate) worked
with Roger Olson (University of
Colorado) and Christos Zerefos
(visitor) to analyze stratospheric
observations for correspondence with
solar activity. The researchers found
three correlations. First, the vorticity
area index (the hemispheric sum of all
areas with high positive vorticity),
which indicates the strength of
cyclonic activity at 500 mb over the
northern hemisphere, is statistically
associated with the occurrence of solar

flares. The index, measured for
1946- 1974, appeared to increase in
the two days after a flare and then to
decrease sharply after geomagnetic
storms following flares. Second, the
polarity of the interplanetary magnetic
field, examined for the years
1962 - 1970, exhibits dominant
oscillations near the solar rotation
period up to its second harmonic.
Third, stratospheric temperatures and
ozone concentrations at 10 - 30 mb in
high latitudes varied in rough corre-
spondence with the solar cycle over
the period examined (1951 - 1970).
The scientists suggest that solar radia-
tion causes the production of nitric
oxide above 30 km in the stratosphere,
which leads to the destruction of
ozone and permits ultraviolet radiation
to enter the stratosphere below 30 km,
where ozone production is centered.
This proposed mechanism agrees with
observed temperature changes in the
ozone layer.
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Predicting and Modifying Severe Weather

Floods, drought, hurricanes, torna-
does, and hailstorms have wrought an
almost measureless amount of
suffering during recorded history. No
one really thinks it possible to
completely control nature's most
violent creations. But accurate
warnings and partial control of severe
weather are goals that are both realis-
tic and sensible. A new concern in this
decade is food shortage; protection of
crops from weather damage may be
seen in part as a means to prevent
hunger.

Research on severe storms at NCAR
deals directly with the storms them-
selves and with the small- and large-
scale processes that precede storms or
set the stage for their development.
NCAR's major achievements in severe
storm research during the past year
centered on phenomena occurring on
the mesoscale. Most of these severe
weather events result from convection:
the rising of air, moisture, and energy
as the sun heats the earth's surface.
Convective storms are able within a
few hours to unleash energies sur-
passing atomic blasts or to shed
tonnages of water surpassing Niagara
Falls.

Two NCAR projects have dealt with
convective storms over the U.S.
Midwest, in both field and theoretical
work: the ongoing National Hail
Research Experiment (NHRE) and the
Aerosol Project, which led the four-
week field experiment called Project
DUSTORM. In addition, NCAR
reached a milestone in the develop-
ment of a new data acquisition system
for mesoscale research, the portable
automated mesonet.

Social Impact of Hailstorms

NHRE is a concerted attempt to
understand the fundamental mecha-
nisms of hailstorms, to test practical
methods of hail suppression, and to
evaluate the extent to which society
would profit from operational hail
suppression programs.

The question of societal benefits likely
to result from hail suppression pro-
grams has been the province of the
Environmental and Societal Impacts
Group (ESIG), which is part of
NCAR's Advanced Study Program.
ESIG has a staff of five, led by Allan
Murphy and Stewart Borland.
Research during the past year has
made it clear that a socially beneficial
suppression program on the Great

Plains must not reduce growing-season
rainfall but must be able to mobilize
sufficient resources to treat adequately
almost every threatening storm that
occurs in the damage-sensitive months
of June and July.

ESIG studies have emphasized the
necessity to develop better relation-
ships between physical parameters of
the hailfall and resulting crop damage
(both by crop and by stage of growth)
and have confirmed the need to
investigate further the characteristics
of the relatively few large storms that
account for more than 75% of the
total hail damage to crops. In connec-
tion with the first point, ESIG is
seeking answers through its extensive
hail-damage reporting network,
composed of more than 200 farmers
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and residents in the NHRE area, and
through cooperative studies with the
Illinois State Water Survey and
Panhandle State College in Oklahoma.
The second problem is being attacked
by means of a study of some 25 storm
days which caused the largest dollar
losses during the last 15 years in
central Oklahoma. Keith Browning
(NHRE) is involved in this work also.
The researchers have found a sur-
prisingly close correlation between
radar reflectivity levels and the inten-
sity of crop damage on the ground.

In the area of severe storm forecasting,
the ESIG staff, in collaboration with
scientists at Indiana University and the
National Severe Storms Forecast
Center (NSSFC) in Kansas City, began
designing several experiments in which
NSSFC forecasters will attempt to
quantify the uncertainty inherent in
tornado and severe thunderstorm
watches. One or more of these experi-
ments will be conducted during the
1976 severe weather months--from
February through September.

Types of Hailstorms

Midwest convective storms are of
several morphological and functional
varieties; each type must be under-
stood differently, and modification
attempts applicable to one type may
produce quite different effects in
other types. In a review article
completed at the end of the year,
Browning synthesized existing
knowledge about the structure and
mechanisms of hailstorms in various
classifications. He discussed alternate
classification systems, the visual
appearance of storms, their radar
structure, airflow in and around
storms, and the nature and distribu-
tion of precipitation within storms. He
presented a model of the airflow and
hailgrowth in two main types of
storm: "supercell" and "ordinary
multicell" storms.

A detailed study of a northeast
Colorado supercell storm was done by
Browning and G. Brant Foote (NHRE)
and published as an NHRE technical
report in May 1974; it serves to illus-
trate the importance of the distinction
between the two storm types.

The researchers explain that most hail
suppression efforts are based on the
notion that hailstone growth can be
inhibited by creating more incipient
hail particles--called embryos--to
compete for the cloud's available
water; if seeding can add enough
embryos, none should grow to large
hail. The study points out that,
although seeding undoubtedly
generates more potential embryos, it
may not necessarily produce them in
the right place to promote effective
competition. Indeed, it is not known
where natural embryos are produced
and where or how they grow to
mature hailstones. A storm may
produce large hail although it may
have a sufficient number of competing
embryos because it may fail to circu-
late the majority of those embryos
through the regions of the updraft
where growth can occur. To refine
suppression hypotheses, more must be

learned about the growth history and
trajectories of precipitation particles
to determine precisely where to
attempt to stimulate the growth of
additional embryos.

Browning and Foote developed a
kinematic model of the airflow and
precipitation trajectories within the
supercell storm they studied. They
note that supercell storms are distin-
guished from ordinary multicell storms
by the presence of an updraft-
downdraft system so vigorous that the
storm can maintain a steady state for a
long period of time. Radar observa-
tions of supercell storms often reveal a
distinctively shaped region, devoid of
detectable radar echoes, that looks like
a vault within the cloud, penetrating
upward into the core of the storm.
This "echo-free vault" is thought to
contain updrafts so strong that large
precipitation particles can neither
form there nor fall into it from other
generating sources. The
Browning/Foote model is based on a
damaging supercell storm that
occurred in June 1972, producing
giant hail at Fleming, Colorado.
During the storm, four research
aircraft, three ground-based radars,

A severe thunderstorm on 21 June 1972 instrument systems. The wealth of data
produced large, damaging hail at Fleming, gathered provided the basis for a case
Colorado. It was observed in extensive detail history study leading to a new hypothesis
by NHRE radar, aircraft, and ground-based about hail production in a supercell storm.
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and one airborne radar gathered data.
Rawinsondes and aerial and ground-
based cloud photography provided
additional data, and surface reports of
rain and hail, together with crop
insurance claims, established the
extent of the hailswath and typical
hailstone sizes.

From their analysis, Browning and
Foote proposed a three-stage process
for hail growth in supercell storms.
Small particles grow in the first ascent
of the updraft; a small fraction of
these then travel within weak updrafts
around the perimeter of the main
updraft and reenter the main updraft
as embryos with diameters of several
millimeters. The "recycled" embryos
are then large enough to grow into
mature hailstones during a simple up-
and-down trajectory in the updraft.
Unlike ordinary multicell storms in
which cumulus congestus clouds on
the flanks of the most intense updraft
provide secondary updrafts that
"feed" the main updraft with hail
embryos, the supercell Fleming storm
appeared to have no discrete feeder
clouds.

The researchers noted that a number
of natural selection processes in the
storm favor the growth of only a small
portion of all potential hail embryos;
the storm's hail production showed a
correspondingly low efficiency.
Applying their findings to methods of
hail suppression by cloud seeding,
Browning and Foote suggested that
seeding in or near the main updraft of
a supercell storm to generate addi-
tional competing embryos may be
ineffective. Like the majority of
natural embryos, the seeded particles
will rise through the storm and leave
the storm in the anvil outflow. An
alternative seeding approach would be
to promote competition during the
growth of the embryos themselves by
seeding the embryo source region.

Project DUSTORM

The influence of aerosols on the
severity of convective storms that
develop in the midwestern United
States during the spring was tested by
Project DUSTORM, a combined
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A pair of schematic diagrams showing
hailstone trajectories within a supercell
storm along a vertical section (a) and in a
planar view (b). Trajectories 1, 2, and 3
represent the three stages in the growth of
large hailstones; the transition from stage 2
to stage 3 corresponds to the re-entry of a
hailstone embryo into the main updraft
prior to a final up-and-down trajectory
during which the hailstone may grow large,
especially if it grows close to the boundary
of the vault. Less favored hailstones growing
farther from the edge of the vault may
follow trajectories resembling the dotted
path. Cloud particles growing within the
updraft core are carried rapidly up and out
into the anvil along trajectory 0 before they
can attain precipitation size.
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Project DUSTORM tested the hypothesis
that large amounts of dust transported from
arid regions of the U.S. Southwest can
influence the severity of storms in the
Midwest.
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aircraft and field experiment that took
place between 7 April and 4 May
1975. The severity of spring storms,
the production of large quantities of
rain and damaging hailstones, and the
incidence of tornadoes may all be
influenced by the aerosol particles
picked up over the arid Southwest and
transported behind major storm
fronts.

Unique topographic features of the
North American continent, including
the extensive western mountain
barriers, the arid soil over the high
plains, the gradual descent of the
terrain to the Mississippi River basin,
and the low-level moisture source of
the Gulf of Mexico all contribute in
springtime to a higher probability of
severe convective storms in the
Midwest than in any other region of
the world.

Numerical models developed by Edwin
Danielsen (Aerosol Project) indicate
that the rate at which water droplets
coalesce within a cloud in the first few
moments of a storm can influence how
severe the storm will be and how much
hail or rain it will produce. One aim of
DUSTORM was to clarify the role of
aerosol particles in forming rain
droplets and hailstones. The rate of
hail growth, its final size and distribu-
tion, and the downdrafts created by
the falling rain and hail may depend
directly on the amount of clay and
organic aerosol particles entrained by a
storm. Aerosol particles originating in
the stratosphere may also affect the
amount of water vapor contained in a
cloud, controlling the release of heat
and the updraft speed.

Field measurements for DUSTORM
were made at ground stations set up
by Dale Gillette and Gerald Dolan
(both of the Aerosol Project), two in
the dust-generating region of northern
Texas and two downwind of the
region in Texas and Oklahoma.
Gillette made measurements to deter-
mine the size, number distribution,
and vertical flux of dust for different
wind speeds and soil conditions,
testing the hypothesis that wind
erosion causes the breakup of soil
aggregates and measuring the transport
of dust from the soil. In addition to

Months of preparation to design, test, and device for sampling dust-laden air during
install special instruments preceded the flights of the NCA R Sabreliner jet aircraft.
four-week DUSTORM field program in The sampling tube is fed from an air inlet in
April 1975. Shown here is a large filtration the top of the fuselage.

On the arid plains of Texas two NCA R staff
members tend field measurement equipment
during Project DUSTORM. Ground station
equipment included wind-measuring
instruments and special devices to collect
dust and to measure optical properties of
the atmosphere that reveal atmospheric dust
concentrations.
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Gillette's sampling, meteorological
measurements for DUSTORM were
made from a 500 m tower operated by
the National Severe Storms Labora-
tory (NSSL) of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) at Norman, Oklahoma.
Eugene Walker (University of Okla-
homa) made sonic anemometer
soundings at Oklahoma City, where
the NCAR vertically pointing lidar was
operated by Frederick Fernald of the
Upper Atmosphere Project (UAP) and
Charles Frush (Field Observing
Facility). Forecast assistance came
from the NOAA National Severe
Storm Forecast Center at Kansas City,
which was the base for John Marwitz
(University of Wyoming), who moni-
tored severe storms with the assistance
of the 22.5 cm radar of the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). Rain
droplet size distributions were
measured and rain samples were taken
at Urbana, Illinois, and St. Louis,
Missouri, by Stanley Changnon and a
team from the Illinois State Water
Survey. Charles and Nancy Knight
(NHRE) collected hail samples
throughout the project, using a mobile
unit. In addition, hail samples were
gathered by local citizens in 11
midwestern states during a number of
severe storms in an effort coordinated
by county agricultural agents together
with the Aerosol Project and the
NCAR Information Office.

Aircraft measurements for DUSTORM
were made by four research aircraft,
which collected aerosols on impactors
and filters and measured aerosol
parameters and meteorological vari-
ables. NCAR's Sabreliner jet, the four-
engine Electra, and a Queen Air flew
along with a Queen Air from the
University of Wyoming. Aircraft
researchers included Gerald Grams and
Howard Moore (both of UAP);
Anthony Delany and Arthur Wartburg
(both of the Aerosol Project); Russell
Schnell (ASP); Volker Mohnen, Frank
Grahek, and Austin Hogan (State
University of New York at Albany);
Vinod Saxena (Denver Research Insti-
tute, University of Denver); and
Donald Veal, William Cooper, and
Gabor Vali (University of Wyoming).

During the four-week project, fore-
casts were made at NCAR by
Danielsen, Philip Haagenson, and
Dennis Deaven (all of the Aerosol
Project) to predict severe storm
outbreaks two to three days in
advance. The NOAA Severe Storm
Forecast Center in Kansas City
supplied weather satellite pictures to
assist in the forecasts, and the FAA
tracking radar used by Marwitz
supplied real-time information on
severe storm development. Both dust
storms and tornado-producing
thunderstorms occurred in the study
area. A large dust storm on 23 April
was followed by a severe storm in
Missouri that produced baseball-size
hail and damaging tornadoes. A larger
dust storm on 27 April carried such
immense quantities of dust into the
atmosphere that satellite pictures
clearly revealed the dust drifting
eastward. A convective storm that
followed produced irregularly shaped
hailstones and no tornadoes.

A preliminary conclusion from the
field work, according to Danielsen, is
that large quantities of dust entrained
in a storm may "overseed" the storm,
suppressing the formation of tornado-

like effects. Storms not entraining
enough dust may be more severe in
their effects. The validity of such
correlations will depend upon data
analyses to be performed by the
various cooperating scientists during
the coming year.

Life Cycles of Aerosols

Other research during the year also
dealt with particulate matter in the
atmosphere. Some studies bore closely
on the physical processes that can
influence severe storms, while others
related to the overall spectrum of
processes that affect both short-term
weather and long-term climatic
change.

A number of studies focused on the
conversion of trace gases in the strato-
sphere into liquid and solid particles
and their subsequent nucleation of
precipitation.

Danielsen and C. S. Kiang (visitor)
determined that sulfate aerosols may
exert some influence on severe storms.
Gaseous sulfur dioxide in the strato-
sphere, from both industrial and

Vinod Saxena of the Denver Research
Institute and two assistants check equip-
ment aboard the NCA R Electra aircraft
during Project DUSTORM.
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natural sources, may react to form
sulfate particles when stratospheric air
is injected into the lower atmosphere
by the mechanism (discovered by
Danielsen) called "tropopause
folding," by which the sulfur dioxide
is exposed to increased humidity. The
sulfate aerosol thus formed is an
extremely effective nucleant for
precipitation development within
clouds.

In several papers published during the
year, Kiang and various coworkers
reported advances in understanding
the chemical mechanisms for sulfate
aerosol formation within the strato-
sphere itself. In collaboration with
Richard Cadle (UAP), Kiang compared
two mechanisms: homogeneous
heteromolecular nucleation and
heterogeneous nucleation. The sizes
and surface areas of preexisting
particles determine which mechanism
will dominate, they concluded, and
the conditions may vary locally.

In another study, Kiang, Cadle, and
Glenn Yue (State University of New
York at Albany) determined that a
still more effective sulfate aerosol
production process may occur when
nitric acid is also present. The three-
way chemical system reacts consider-
ably faster than the two-way sulfur
dioxide/water system. More experi-
mental measurements will determine
whether vapor pressure and surface
tension requirements are met in the
stratosphere for the three-way reaction
system and whether stratospheric
sulfate particles do indeed contain
nitric acid.

Additional work on reactions leading
to the conversion of trace gases to
particles was completed by Kiang,
Cadle, Patrick Hammill (Clark College,
Atlanta), Yue, and Volker Mohnen
(also of the State University of New
York at Albany). Since about a third
of all atmospheric aerosols are pro-
duced by chemical conversion of
gaseous constituents--often of
human orgin--such research is closely
linked to the evaluation of human
influences on the atmospheric
environment.

Acidic Rain

Collaborating with Yue and Mohnen,
Kiang proposed a theoretical model to
describe the general interactions
between trace gases (such as sulfur
dioxide, ammonia, carbon dioxide,
and nitrogen dioxide) and precipita-
tion particles that produce hydrogen
chloride (HCI) in nonprecipitating
clouds. Most free HCI in the atmo-
sphere is the end product of inter-
actions between trace gases and
precipitation particles. Acidic
precipitation from clouds over
polluted areas has detrimental effects
on forests, agriculture, and the fishing
industry.

According to the study, positive ions
containing ammonia in the tropo-
sphere and lower stratosphere may
react with HCI, leading to absorption
of ammonium chloride by cloud
droplets; the HCI can subsequently be
released in gaseous form and the
process begun anew. Kiang and his
coworkers presented a model to
estimate the amount of HCI produced
in such a cycle.

Ice in Winter Clouds

In a paper awarded the NCAR publica-
tion prize for 1974, William Cooper, a
postdoctoral Fellow in the Advanced
Study Program who is now on the

faculty in the department of atmo-
spheric sciences of the University of
Wyoming, examined theories of ice
formation in winter clouds. Since ice
crystal formation is the seminal
process in nearly all precipitation
growth, meteorologists have taken
pains to explain its microphysical
details.

In the absence of a solid impurity,
water can be "supercooled" to
temperatures far below 0°C without
freezing. In clouds, supercooled
droplets have been found to persist at
temperatures as low as -20 to -300C.
Aerosol particles provide the necessary
solid objects on which ice crystals can
begin to grow. Crystals eventually
grow large enough to fall, and condi-
tions in the cloud determine whether
rain, hail, or snow will be the end
product.

Working with a team of researchers
from the University of Wyoming,
Cooper analyzed aircraft measure-
ments and data collected on the
3,048 m summit of Elk Mountain in
southern Wyoming. This isolated peak
of the Medicine Bow range is obscured
at times during the winter by a dense
cap cloud caused by moisture conden-
sation as prevailing winds climb its
west flank. Aircraft measurements
revealed that ice crystals appear to
originate in the leading edge of the
orographic (mountain-induced) cloud.
Though they change in size, their
origin is confined to a small region
where conditions tend to rule out ice
formation by any of the three
theoretical mechanisms of nucleation:
contact nucleation, deposition, or
immersion nucleation. Moreover, most
of the usual ice crystal multiplication
schemes--such as fragmentation of
large, colliding ice crystals--were
ruled out for the observed cloud
conditions, since the schemes depend
on higher temperatures and the
presence of larger water droplets than
were observed. Cooper suggested that
researchers look to the leading edge of
orographic clouds for important clues
to mechanisms of nucleation perhaps

Edwin Danielsen briefed Project DUSTORM
researchers before the field season began.

as yet unknown.
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Portable Automated Mesonet

The portable automated mesonet
(PAM) is a joint development of
NCAR's Research Systems Facility
(RSF) and Field Observing Facility
(FOF). It has been designed to have
wide applicability for mesoscale and
severe storm research. PAM is a
network of remote stations that
collect data simultaneously and tele-
meter them to a mobile base station
where a minicomputer provides
automatic data logging, data quality
checks, and real-time data display and
analysis.

Standard field measurements, such as
temperature, pressure, and humidity,
have usually been gathered by arrays
of sensors that record data on strip
charts. But the lack of synchronous

data and the consequent data
processing delays have hampered
scientific analysis. The experience of
NCAR and university scientists in large
mesoscale field projects like NHRE led
to the PAM idea, and members of the
meteorological research community
have been involved in the development
and have watched it with interest.

The NCAR development team has
been led by Fred Brock of RSF.
T. Michael Duncan (RSF) designed
hardware and software for the base
station. George Saum and Richard
Barthuly (both of RSF) designed and
built the radio transmission system.
Julian Pike (RSF) worked on micro-
processors that combine and average
information at the remote stations; he
also worked on sensors for the remote
stations. Kenneth Norris (RSF)

worked on modulator/demodulator
units for the radio system. Scott
Wilson (RSF) worked on construction
and testing, and P. K. Govind worked
on experimental design problems and
data analysis. David Call and Edward
Elsberry (both of FOF) worked to
build prototype remote stations, three
of which are now operating. Approxi-
mately 15 stations are slated for
construction over the winter of
1975 - 76. The system will receive a
thorough field shakedown during the
1976 field season of NHRE.

PAM is expected to be a powerful tool
in the solution of some of the pressing
meteorological problems of the day as
it is used in collaborative projects
among NCAR scientists and their
university colleagues.
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Understanding Solar Processes and Their Influences

In the broadest sense, all weather owes
its origin to the sun, which drives the
atmosphere's general circulation. But
there is more than this to connect the
communities of atmospheric science
and solar research. Physics in
general--not only astronomy and
"astrophysics--owes much to the solar
scientists, the astronomers on the "day
shift." The sun exhibits the laws of
physics in action; complex physical
interactions take place there under
conditions that cannot be simulated in
terrestrial experiments. And since the
sun--or even a tiny piece of it--
cannot be transported to the labora-
tory for study, solar physicists have
had to devise ways of sensing what is
happening on the sun. Methods
devised by solar astronomers have
become well-known analytical
methods in many of the physical
sciences.

During the past year, NCAR's High
Altitude Observatory (HAO) has made
a number of contributions to the
understanding of processes on the sun
and the way in which solar energy

propagates outward to influence
processes taking place in the earth's
atmosphere. They have sought
observational and theoretical answers
to a variety of questions. How is the
corona heated? What is the connection
between transient events in the
corona, underlying solar activity, and
disturbances in the solar wind? What
do solar magnetic fields look like--
what is their shape, strength, and time
evolution--and what influence do
they exert on solar activity? What
about magnetic fields in the corona?
How does the solar wind propagate
outward, and what influence does it
exert on the earth's magnetosphere?

Answers to questions about the corona
constitute one of the important high-
lights of HAO research this year.
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Skylab Results

More than a decade of planning,
observation, and testing preceded the
flight of HAO's white light corona-
graph aboard Skylab's Apollo Tele-
scope Mount (ATM) in 1973 - 74. The
coronagraph was part of a battery of
telescopes that constituted one of the
most sophisticated solar observatories
ever launched. It brought back nearly
36,000 photographs of the solar
corona taken over a period of eight
and a half months--more good
observations of the sun in "eclipse"
than in all the previous history of
ground-based eclipse observation.

The photographs cover a wavelength
band in the visible from 3700 to
7000 A and a distance from 1.5 to
6 Ro (solar radii). One picture-taking
mode cycled three linear polarizing
filters across this field of view to aid in
determination of line-of-sight electron
densities in the corona.

The HAO team responsible for corona-
graph development and data analysis is
led by Robert MacQueen and
currently includes John Gosling,
Ernest Hildner, Richard Munro,
Arthur Poland, and Charles Ross. They
have been studying the pictures with
the aid of a microdensitometer and

White light coronagraph photo of the
coronal transient of 10 lune 1973.



computer image enhancement and
analysis.

One immediate result from the corona-
graph was the determination that
coronal transients--vast, outward-
moving loops of matter traveling
through the corona--are both larger
and more numerous than previously
suspected. Close study of a number of
typical transients became the first
order of business for the HAO team.
They correlated their coronagraph
data with data from the other ATM
experiments, from other satellites, and
from ground-based observations.

The totality of ATM observations,
with their high angular resolution and
coverage of the solar atmosphere over
a broad temperature range (104 to
107 K), permit the analysis of the heat
budget of the solar atmosphere to be
confronted in a realistic way for the
first time. The HAO researchers have
been studying mass and energy fluxes,
temperature and density structures,
and indications of magnetic field
configuration in transient events. In
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addition, they have looked for
evidence of connections between
events in the corona and eruptive
prominences and flares occurring
lower in the solar atmosphere.

One well-observed loop transient, on
10 June 1973, apparently resulted
from the eruption of a quiescent
prominence. The leading edge of the
transient traversed the distance from
3.6 to 5 Ro at a speed of about
500 km/s. The team estimated the
mass ejected into the corona above
2R atabout1.8X 1016 g. The
potential energy associated with the
ejected transient material was at least
2.4 X 1024 J, and the kinetic energy
was estimated at 5.6 X 102 3 J. These
numbers represent a sizable fraction of
the material and energy available in
the overall coronal expansion. While
the 10 June transient was one of the
largest observed, it was in many other
respects typical of the majority of
transients seen.

Less typical was an event directly
related to a flare and to an interplane-
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tary shock wave disturbance observed
at the distance of the earth by
Pioneer 9. Estimates of the mass and
energy content of the coronal distur-
bance were made by the HAO team
and were found to be in good agree-
ment with estimates of the mass and
energy content of a solar wind distur-
bance inferred from the Pioneer 9
observations of the shock wave,
Although large, flare-associated
coronal mass ejection events are
believed to be the logical coronal
counterparts of major solar wind
disturbances, the HAO study is the
first demonstration of the correlation.

Future plans for studying and inter-
preting the wealth of Skylab ATM
data go considerably beyond these
studies. The effective utilization of all
the ATM data by a broad group of
scientists concerned with the physics
of the sun is seen as a necessity by
HAO, by the other ATM teams, and
by the solar physics community. HAO
will be hosting a series of Skylab Solar
Workshops over the next two years,
bringing together solar scientists to

The progression of events above the
northeast solar limb on 10 june 1973. The
hydrogen-alpha eruption, radio burst, and
coronal transient are associated, but not
identical, disturbances. The hydrogen-alpha
and transient source heights are measured;
the radio source heights are estimated. For
the coronagraph observations, N and S refer
to the northern and southern portions of
the transient's leading edge (referred to the
plane of the sky), and I refers to an interior
bright knot. The early hydrogen-alpha data
points derive from the work of O. Engvold
and P. M. Rustad (Solar Phys. 35, 409-417,
1974); the other hydrogen-alpha and the
radio data were provided to E. Hildner in
private communications (1974) by
N. Olander and U. Kusoffsky, by H. Urbarz,
and by L. Krivsky and colleagues.

The time evolution of the mass density of
the 10 june 1973 transient, integrated along
the line of sight. A coronal streamer is seen
ahead of the transient at first, but later it
appears to be swept away by the transient.
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select and solve problems that require
many different approaches and that
are thus beyond the resources of a
single scientist or experiment team.
The ATM was an outstanding example
of the power of a concerted approach
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applied to the technical and observa-
tional aspects of scientific investiga-
tion. The solar workshops should
provide a mechanism for a similar
approach to interpretation.
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9 SEPTEMBER 1973

Various parameters of the solar wind shock
wave disturbance observed by Pioneer 9 on
9 September 1973 and associated with a
coronal disturbance seen from Skylab on
7 September.
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HA 0 has two observational systems in
operation at the Sacramento Peak Observa-
tory's Big Dome. The observatory is north
of El Paso in a New Mexico mountain range.
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Stokes Polarimeter

One of the most difficult questions in
contemporary solar physics concerns
the role played by magnetic fields in
solar activity. The magnetic field of
the sun as a whole, averaged over the
solar disk, is very weak. But magneto-
grams of active regions (such as plages,
sunspots, or prominences) show
significant field strengths--in spots,
fields can reach 4,000 G, which is as
large as fields produced by some
strong laboratory magnets. These
fields can extend over regions
comparable to the size of the earth.
The manner in which the magnetic
fields on the sun interact with the
solar material has been the subject of a
great deal of study.

A difficulty in these studies is the fact
that the traditional magnetograph
measures only one component of the
magnetic field, namely, that along the
line of sight of the observer. Thus little
is known about components of the
magnetic field in other than the
longitudinal direction--that is, in
directions transverse to the line of
sight. While some information about
the three-dimensional structure of the
magnetic fields can be obtained by
taking successive measurements as the
sun rotates, the time scales on which
the fields themselves may vary can be
so short as to render such long-term
measurements questionable. Ideally,
solar physicists would like to measure
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vector fields over specific regions on
the sun on shorter time scales.

The Stokes polarimeter, built by HAO
and operating at the Sacramento Peak
Observatory, New Mexico, under the
direction of HAO scientist Lewis
House, is capable of measuring these
vector fields. The first magnetic field
measurements of a sunspot made with
the HAO polarimeter were made by
House, Thomas Baur, and Howard
Hull in November 1974; a period of
observation, analysis, and instrumental
shakedown has begun.

The polarimeter operates by going
several steps beyond the traditional
magnetograph. That instrument
normally determines the longitudinal
field strength by measuring the
circular polarization of incoming light
in particular spectral lines whose

polarization is strongly influenced by
magnetic fields. If the direction of
vibration of a light wave is not
random, the light is said to be
polarized. The polarization may be
linear (in a fixed plane) or circular
(propagating in a helical or corkscrew
fashion). Light propagating through a
medium (such as the solar atmosphere)
in the presence of a magnetic field will
be polarized. A nineteenth-century
British scientist, Sir George Gabriel
Stokes, first wrote the four expres-
sions that describe the intensity, two
kinds of linear polarization, and the
circular polarization of light. These
four Stokes parameters express almost
all the information that can be
squeezed out of the photons. Thus an
instrument to measure all four
parameters simultaneously can be used
in deriving transverse as well as line-
of-sight magnetic field strengths.

The modulation and calibration package of
the Stokes polarimeter. Shiny half-circle at
right is a heat shield. The calibration wheel
is in the circular black housing; other optics
are in the rectangular box at the bottom, to
the left of the calibration wheel.

The problem of actually creating such
an instrument was twofold. There was
the technical problem of designing an
instrument to measure all the Stokes
parameters, and there was the theoreti-
cal problem of interpreting such
measurements in terms of vector
magnetic fields.

The instrument was built by Baur,
Hull, and HAO machine and elec-
tronics shop personnel. The develop-
ment effort began in 1969, and many
members of the HAO scientific staff
contributed to the work. The optical
scheme was suggested by Jacques
Beckers (Sacramento Peak
Observatory).

The polarimeter measures all Stokes
parameters simultaneously across a
line profile for any spectral line from
the sun in the range from 4000 to
7000 A. The instrument is placed in
the 40 cm coronagraph at Sacramento
Peak, and is used in conjunction with
that observatory's 13 m Littrow
spectrograph. The heart of it is the
modulation and calibration package,
mounted at the prime focus of the
coronagraph. Two electro-optic
crystals (KD*P), an achromatic
quarter-wave plate, and a calcite
rhomb in combination modulate the
intensity of the incoming light beam in
a manner that is dependent on the
polarization of the beam. The light
leaving the modulator has the polariza-
tion description encoded into these
intensity modulations. The intensity
of the incoming light is proportional
to the dc level of the exit beam, and
the values for the other three Stokes
parameters are proportional to the
strength of the light modulation at
three specific frequencies. After
passing through the spectrograph, light
of the chosen wavelength, fully
encoded with polarization informa-
tion, is detected by two photomul-
tiplier tubes. The intensity modulation
of the light due to polarization is
contained in the difference signal from
the photomultipliers, and the total
light intensity is contained in the sum.
When the difference signal is further
decoded electronically, all four Stokes
parameters are sampled and digitized.The optical scheme for the Stokes polarim-

eter was suggested by Jacques Beckers, an
astrophysicist at the Sacramento Peak
Observatory.
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A calibration wheel containing 32
ports permits light of known inten-
sities and polarizations to be intro-
duced into the polarimeter in order to
check the measurements. The
instrument is controlled by a Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP/11
minicomputer. The interactive elec-
tronic configuration was designed by
Hull, and the routines for observation,
calibration, and testing are written as
they are needed by HAO's resident
observer at Sacramento Peak, David

The two charts of part (a) show raw and
filtered Stokes scans of a sunspot that
appeared in November 1974. Part (b) is a
computer plot of the vector magnetic fields
in the same sunspot. The umbra of the spot
is the inner circle; the penumbra is the ring
around that.
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Elmore. The data are processed and
analyzed with the aid of NCAR's
Control Data 7600 computer.

The problem of interpreting the
measurements involves gaining an
understanding of how magnetic fields
polarize light and hence produce the
observed Stokes scans. The way in
which a spectral line is formed under
the influence of a magnetic field must
therefore be modeled theoretically in
order to provide a basis for inter-

With the heat shield and wheel housing
removed, the optics of the calibration wheel
are checked for alignment by HA 0 scientist
Thomas Baur.

Howard Hull, engineer in charge of the HA O
electronics shop, at the terminal of the
PDP/11 minicomputer that runs both HA 0
instruments at Sacramento Peak,

(a), RAW DATA
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preting the data. A hierarchy of
modeling schemes has been developed
by House and James Heasley (visitor)
for use in interpreting the Stokes
polarimeter data, and the models have
been used with real data from
sunspots. While many refinements
remain to be made, the first results are
promising. With the Stokes polarime-
ter, it should be possible for the first
time to understand the actual shape of
magnetic fields on the sun.
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KELP

The problem of deriving the shape of
magnetic fields in the sun's tenuous
outer atmosphere--the corona--is
much more difficult than on the solar
disk. The reasons include the lower
density of the material and the higher
temperatures of the corona.

The coronal emission line polarimeter
(abbreviated KELP for ease of
pronunciation) is a second HAO
instrument operating at the Sacra-
mento Peak Observatory. Also
computer-controlled, this instrument
is a telescope polarimeter system
designed to scan the corona below
3 Ro and measure the degree of linear
polarization in the coronal emission
line of Fe XIII at 10747 A.

The development of KELP is under
the direction of HAO scientist Charles
Querfeld. Accurate detection of this
line in the infrared region has been a
thorny problem. With the installation
of better detectors in May 1975, the
first measurements began to be taken.
Interpretation of the measurements in
terms of coronal magnetic fields is

dependent upon a theoretical
modeling effort, as is the
interpretation of Stokes data.

Coronal Dynamics Project

In addition to the Stokes polarimeter
and KELP, another instrument
complex is in the early stages of
development. Because Skylab and
other measurements have revealed the
great variability of the solar corona,
the study of coronal dynamics in
relation to activity lower in the solar
atmosphere is important. Roger Kopp,
Richard Hansen, and Robert Lee (all
of HAO) are therefore developing two
new instrument systems, an updated
K-coronameter and a prominence
tachometer. The K-coronameter will
cover the area from 1.1 to 3.0 Ro
with an angular resolution of
10 arcsec, completing a coronal scan in
1 min. It will use an array of light-
sensitive silicon diodes to take
measurements at all heights in its range
simultaneously. The prominence
tachometer will record emissions from
eruptive prominences over a broad
(±20 A) but finely discriminable (1 A

The spar in the Big Dome at the Sacramento
Peak Observatory supports several solar
telescopes. The telescope in the foreground
is HA 0 's coronal emission line polarimeter
(KELP); to its right is the 40 cm corona-
graph in which the Stokes analyzer package
is placed.

HAO scientist Charles Querfeld puts a light
source in the KELP above the main optical
package as observer David Elmore checks to
see if the electronics equipment detects the
light.

bandpass) range of wavelengths about
the hydrogen-alpha spectral line at
6563 A. Thus the equipment will
permit accurate determination of
prominence doppler velocities.
Prominence activity over about 80% of
the solar surface can be recorded at
one time.

Thus the system will be capable of
making frequent high-resolution
observations of prominence eruptions
and accompanying coronal transients
simultaneously. Both instruments will
be controlled by a single minicom-
puter. Collaborative observations will
be undertaken with a number of
university investigators when the
equipment goes into operation at the
time of the next maximum activity
phase of the solar cycle in 1979.

OSO - 8 and Joint Rocket Experiment

While expanding their ground-based
observational capabilities, HAO scien-
tists are continuing to take advantage
of the opportunities afforded by space
platforms. Oran White and R. Grant
Athay are collaborating with Elmo
Bruner of the Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Physics
(LASP) of the University of Colorado
in directing the experiments being
made with the LASP spectrometer
aboard OSO - 8, the eighth orbiting
solar observatory (see HAO project
description). Results are now coming
in from that experiment.

Also aboard OSO - 8 is a French multi-
channel ultraviolet photometer
designed to observe the Ca II H and K
lines, Lyman-alpha and Lyman-beta,
and the Mg II lines at 2759 and
2802 A. Andrew Skumanich (HAO) is
principal co-investigator with Roger
Bonnet of the Laboratoire de Physique
Stellaire et Planitaire, France. Both
this instrument and the LASP spec-
trometer can be pointed at the sun
from OSO - 8 independently of the
satellite's position.

An experiment in the planning stages
is a joint rocket experiment to be
carried out by MacQueen, Munro, and
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Ross with a team from the Harvard/
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics.
A single rocket payload will contain
two instruments, a white light corona-
graph to be built by HAO and a
Lyman-alpha (ultraviolet) coronagraph
to be built by the Harvard team. The
objective will be simultaneous observa-
tion of the intensity and polarization
of coronal light, both electron-
scattered and neutral hydrogen-
scattered, to determine the tempera-
ture, density, and outflow velocity of
coronal material into the solar wind. A
proposal to NASA to conduct the
experiment has been approved, and
flight hardware will be constructed in
fiscal 1976. The rocket will go up
sometime in 1977.

Advances in Modeling and
Theoretical Interpretation

The signatures of the sun and all
astronomical objects are written in the
spectrum of radiation they emit. Much
can be learned about the distribution
of the physical properties of the sun
from the properties of radiation
emission, absorption, and scattering
within the solar atmosphere.
Computer modeling to solve problems
of radiative transfer is a significant
part of the theoretical effort at HAO.

In the observed spectrum of the sun
there are many absorption lines, called
Fraunhofer lines, that appear as sharp
dips in intensity. The study of these
lines yields a wealth of detailed
information about the solar
atmosphere--information about
temperature, pressure, composition,
dynamics, and magnetic field. But
accurate interpretation of the observa-
tions proves to be a complex problem,
very much dependent on the theoreti-
cal picture of the way in which a
particular line is formed in the solar
atmosphere.

The Ca II H and K lines are the
strongest lines in the visible solar
spectrum, containing much informa-
tion about the physical conditions in
the solar photosphere and chromo-
sphere, where they are formed. Dimitri
Mihalas (HAO) has worked with
Robert Milkey (Kitt Peak National
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Observatory) and Richard Shine
(LASP) to calculate the profiles of
these lines with a scheme that
accounts for the partial frequency
coherence of scattered photons. Most
analyses of solar and stellar Ca II H
and K lines have been based on the
assumption of complete frequency
redistribution in the scattering of line
photons. The method developed by
Mihalas and his colleagues treats the
process in a more physically realistic
way. The team compared their calcu-
lated profiles with calculations made
using identical atomic and atmospheric
models but assuming complete redis-
tribution, and they found that the
results based on partial redistribution
were in substantially better agreement
with the profiles actually observed
from the sun, in several ways.

Their results appear to be significant,
in part because they imply a higher
value for the chromospheric tempera-
ture minimum than is usually assumed.
Obtaining the exact value of this
temperature minimum is important
because it is the discriminant of
mechanical energy dissipation upward
or downward in the solar atmosphere.
A difference of 2 - 3% (about 100K)
can have extremely significant implica-
tions for the energy deposited in the
solar corona. The extension of these
results to solar-type stars shows that
the effect of using the partial-
redistribution scheme is even larger for
giant stars of lower gravity than the
sun.

The solar wind, the interplanetary
medium, and thus the immediate
environment of the earth in space are
determined largely by processes and
events occurring in the inner solar
corona. A major effort at HAO, under
the leadership of Arthur Hundhausen,
is aimed at modeling the corona and
the solar wind expansion, a basic need
when it comes to understanding and
predicting sun-earth effects.

The difficulty in this work is the lack
of an adequate theory explaining the
mechanisms by which the solar corona
is heated and the lack of a model of
temperature distribution in the inner
corona. A new attack on this problem
was undertaken by Kopp and Frank

Orrall (visitor), who calculated
temperature and density models of the
corona out to 3 Ro by integrating the
full energy equation with heating and
radiative loss terms included. The
unknown mechanical heating term was
parameterized by two physical
quantities: the mechanical energy flux
incident upon the model base of the
corona and a characteristic scale length
for the dissipation of this flux. For
each of the calculated coronal models,
the expected extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) and soft X-ray spectra were
computed and compared with coronal
spectra from the OSO satellites. Model
results agree well with quiet sun
spectra from the Harvard EUV spec-
trometers aboard OSO - 4 and
OSO - 6. Kopp and Orrall are refining
their models and comparing them with
later data. The process should yield a
definition of the basic physical
parameters that characterize the
coronal heating function.

A model of the expansion of the solar
wind in three dimensions was devised
by Bernard Durney (Climate Project)
and Gerald Pneuman (HAO). The
model specified the magnetic field
configuration for the corona, incor-
porating real data from Mt. Wilson
magnetograph observations. The
modelers then looked at the velocity,
density, and magnetic field strength of
the modeled solar wind at the distance
of the earth. While they obtained
qualitative agreement with the
observations, the model showed that
the theory by which coronal magnetic
fields are derived from observational
data needs refinement, as does the
theory of the thermal conductivity of
the solar wind plasma.

The interaction of the solar wind and
interplanetary magnetic field with the
earth's magnetosphere and ionosphere
is a subject of study at HAO. One of
the important problems in magneto-
spheric physics is the modeling of
magnetospheric convection over time,
which will aid in the understanding of
magnetic storms and substorms. A
contribution to the solution of this
problem was made this year by
Thomas Holzer (HAO) and George
Reid (National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration). They devised



a simple model of magnetospheric
response to changes in the tangential
stress applied by the solar wind at the
magnetospheric boundary (the
magnetopause).

They represented the dayside
magnetosphere-ionosphere system by
an equivalent electric circuit in which
the magnetosphere has capacitive and
inductive properties and the iono-
sphere behaves like a resistance with a
generator (associated with the
tangential stress applied by the solar
wind) across it. An increase in the
tangential stress (i.e., in the field-line
reconnection rate) applied at the
magnetopause charges the magneto-
spheric capacitor (that is, increases the
convection electric field) and gradually
increases the voltage across the
generator. The charge is drained off
the magnetospheric capacitor by a
field-aligned current closing through

the ionosphere, and the electric fields
and currents in the magnetosphere-
ionosphere system thus oscillate with a
characteristic frequency. When the
mean magnetospheric electric field is
less than the field applied at the
magnetopause, the magnetopause on
the dayside moves inward. The
Holzer/Reid model predicts steady
inward and outward motions of the
magnetopause that are in good agree-
ment with satellite observations.

The results of these and similar studies
were reported at a conference on
recent advances in the physics and
chemistry of the E region of the
ionosphere, held in Boulder, Colorado,
in August 1974. The conference was
sponsored by the International Union
of Radio Science and hosted by HAO
and the University of Colorado.
Sadami Matsushita (HAO) served as a
co-chairman of the conference and

edited the proceedings, which were
published by NCAR.

Finally, a theory of the structure of
the solar wind at large heliocentric
distances received some experimental
confirmation this year. The theory and
observations near the orbit of the
earth both suggested that high-speed
solar wind streams (composed of
lighter, faster moving material) would
steepen and evolve as nonlinear waves
in moving outward from the sun;
beyond 1 AU (astronomical unit--
about the distance from the sun to the
earth) shock fronts would form at the
leading edges of the streams, remaining
prominent far out into the solar
system. Hundhausen and Gosling
examined data from Pioneer 10, which
traveled to Jupiter and beyond, to test
this theory. They found that large
fluctuations in solar wind speed
observed at the distance of the earth,
such as might be identified with the
passage of a high-speed solar wind
stream, could be characterized at
distances beyond 4 AU by an abrupt,
shock-like rise in speed at the leading
edges. Hundhausen, Gosling, and S. J.
Bame (Los Alamos Scientific Labora-
tory) used near-earth observations and
a model to predict the stream struc-
ture observed at greater distances by
Pioneer 10, and they find the
Pioneer 10 observations consistent
with their concept of solar wind
stream propagation and evolution.

f

In their studies of solar wind streams HA O
scientists Arthur Hundhausen and John
Gosling used these data taken by Pioneer 10
when it had reached a distance of 4 - 5 A U
from the sun--approximately as far out as
the planet Jupiter. The vertical lines drawn
through the measurements indicate the
positions of shock fronts.
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Determining Trends of Upper Atmosphere Air Quality

The stratosphere is a calm region of
the atmosphere. Its base, the tropo-
pause, varies in altitude from 8 km at
high latitudes to 16 km over the
equator; the layer extends to about
80 km. Because its temperature
increases with height, convective
motions of the air are suppressed. The
stratosphere is cloudless and, by
comparison with the troposphere
beneath, tranquil.

The dynamics, physics, and chemistry
of this region have long been of
interest to scientists. In the past
decade, research into the region has
accelerated as new techniques for
sampling and sensing it have been
developed.

As a result of the research, interest in
the stratosphere now extends well
beyond the scientific community. The
controversy over the possible impact
of fleets of supersonic transports
(SSTs) brought stratospheric issues
before the public. As sophistication on
environmental issues has increased,
awareness has grown that human
activities might present a threat to
stratospheric processes that are
extremely important for life on earth.
During the past year, a need has arisen
for more information about the strato-
spheric ozone layer because of
theoretical predictions of ozone
reduction from fluorocarbons. Govern-
ment policy issues have been raised
and demands have been made for
legislatures to take action to regulate
human impacts on the stratosphere.
Some states have already enacted
legislation. Numerous scientific
committees have been formed.

Although the issues are complex, and
perhaps confusing, continuing research
is beginning to clarify the questions.
NCAR scientists involved in this

research are optimistic. They point out
that the questions are being raised just
when methods and means are being
developed to answer them. The scien-
tists and their university colleagues
have done much this year to begin
getting needed answers.

The ozone layer of the stratosphere is
formed continuously by the action of
solar ultraviolet radiation on oxygen in
the atmosphere. Ozone is produced
mainly in the tropics at about 25 km
and carried to lower altitudes and
higher latitudes by normal strato-
spheric dynamical processes. It
protects life on earth from harmful
ultraviolet radiation at wavelengths
shorter than 3100 A. The possibility
that human activities will reduce this
shield and cause damage to the
biosphere has led to the intense
research effort now in progress. The
main loss of ozone in the natural
stratosphere occurs by means of two
catalytic reactions involving nitrogen
oxides. Research has been carried out
on the effect on ozone of the release
of nitrogen oxides in the stratosphere
by SSTs. Other studies are directed at
determining the effect of industrial
and agricultural activities, especially
the increasing use of nitrogen
fertilizers.

Another means of reducing ozone
involves a pair of reactions between
ozone and chlorine and between
oxygen and chlorine oxide.
Researchers are looking at the effects
of the growing industrial use of a
number of stable chlorine compounds
that diffuse upward into the strato-
sphere, where they are converted into
chlorine and chlorine oxide. They are
also studying chlorine in the
unpolluted background atmosphere, as
released into the troposphere from the
seas or injected by volcanoes, to see

whether chlorine from these sources
reaches the stratosphere in significant
concentration.

A recent study by the National
Academy of Sciences warned that a
significant decrease in total ozone
could cause increased incidence of skin
cancer. And scientists are studying the
possibility that plankton, plants, and
insects--the organisms at the very
bottom of the food chain--may be
adversely affected by changes in ultra-
violet radiation. They are particularly
interested in finding out whether such
fast-reproducing species have devel-
oped defenses against ultraviolet
radiation.

NCAR scientists have been modeling,
sampling, and sensing the stratosphere
in a broad-based attack on the ques-
tions of stratospheric dynamics,
physics, and chemistry that underlie
the ozone question.

Modeling Studies

Paul Crutzen of the Upper Atmo-
sphere Project (UAP) and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

Paul Crutzen has modeled the effects of
fluorocarbons on the ozone layer.
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tion (NOAA) worked with Ivar Isaksen
(University of Oslo, Norway, and
visitor at NOAA) to model the present
and possible future impact of the
chlorocarbon industry on the ozone
layer. They used a one-dimensional,
photochemical, diffusive model in
which the vertical distributions of a
large number of stratospheric con-
stituents could be calculated. They
estimated that the chlorocarbon
industry may now be responsible for a
2% reduction in the global total ozone
content. They also estimated the
reduction in total ozone from methyl
chloride, a nonindustrial compound,
to be 1%--less than the effect of the
chlorocarbon industry. The model-
calculated distributions of these
compounds were in good agreement
with observations.

They also used the model to study
nonchlorine compounds, including the
oxides of nitrogen, and again found
good agreement with a number of
observations. Rocket-borne sampler
observations made with an early
version of the NCAR cryogenic
sampler were used in the construction
of the model. For nitric acid, they
compared their model profiles with
measurements made by Allan Lazrus
and Bruce Gandrud (UAP) and a
University of Denver team led by
David Murcray.

The model extends from the ground to
65 km and has a vertical resolution of
1 km. It makes a variety of calcula-
tions considering vertical eddy trans-
port and photochemical processes to
end up with the time variation of the
concentration of a species or group of
species over the range of altitude.

After modeling the present effects of
the chlorocarbon industry, Crutzen
and Isaksen focused on the history of
release to the atmosphere of two
fluorochlorocarbon compounds,
CFCI 3 and CF2 CI2 . The first of these
is used extensively as a coolant in
refrigerators and air conditioners and
the second is used as a propellant in
spray cans; both are used in a variety
of industrial processes, such as the
production of Styrofoam, as well.
Crutzen and Isaksen considered two
hypothetical future scenarios: a
complete halt in the worldwide
production of the compounds either at
the end of 1975, or at the end of
1978, with a 10% annual increase in
their output until termination. Using
their model, they calculated the
resulting future reduction in ozone. In
the worst case, they found, these
compounds alone could account for an
ozone reduction of as much as 4%.

Sampling

Two methods of direct sampling of the
stratosphere are being used by NCAR
scientists to determine the concentra-
tions of various compounds, their
transport, and their evolution over
time.

Since the models suggest that the
chlorine atoms that reduce ozone are
produced by the photodissociation of
organic halogen compounds, it is
important to be able to trace the
further history of the chlorine. The
chlorine atoms eventually form
hydrogen chloride, obtaining hydrogen
atoms from methane, molecular
hydrogen, hydrogen peroxide, or
hydrogen peroxy radicals. There is
thus a reservoir of inorganic chlorine
in the stratosphere in the form of
hydrogen chloride, which can be
converted back to chlorine atoms by
reaction with hydroxyl radicals.

Lazrus, Gandrud, and Robert Woodard
(UAP) worked with William Sedlacek
(Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory) to
make direct measurements of strato-
spheric chlorine and bromine. They
used their direct sampling method to
demonstrate the existence of strato-
spheric hydrogen chloride, to observe
its distribution in both latitude and
altitude, to detect seasonal variability,
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and to test the possibility of alternate
sources of chlorine such as volcanoes
or sea salt.

Their method is to capture the hydro-
gen chloride from stratospheric air
passed through a filter impregnated
with an alkaline compound, tetrabutyl
ammonium hydroxide. The filters are
flown on aircraft and balloons in
sampling systems developed by the
Atomic Energy Commission for
monitoring stratospheric radioactivity.
When the filters are returned to the
laboratory, the chlorine is chemically
extracted and its concentration
measured by colorimetric analysis.
Neutron activation analysis is also
performed as a check on the colori-
metric analysis.

Flights of balloon-borne samplers were
made in October 1974 and April and
July 1975. Four vertical profiles of
chlorine were obtained, from the
tropopause to 27.5 km. Filters were
also flown simultaneously with the
balloons in October 1974 and July
1975 on Air Force WB - 57 aircraft.
The aircraft flights at lower altitudes
gave data on the latitudinal distribu-
tion of hydrogen chloride. The
balloons were flown as part of a joint
research venture with the Division of
Biomedical and Environmental
Research of the Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA)
from Holloman Air Force Base at
White Sands, New Mexico. The studies

Unimpregnated
Sample

CH)4 N OH
(C4H9)4 N OH

Impregnated
Control

are also part of the Climatic Impact
Assessment Program of the Depart-
ment of Transportation, which
sponsored the aircraft flights.

The measurements of hydrogen
chloride correspond closely to the
predictions of several models (Crutzen,
Molina and Rowland, Cicerone and
Stolarski, and Wofsy and McElroy). In
addition, Lazrus and his co-workers
looked for hydrogen bromide, which
may be more efficient than chlorine in
catalytically destroying ozone, and
found it in low concentrations.
Comparison of the hydrogen chloride
concentrations in October 1974 with
those of April 1975 suggest a seasonal
variability. Further measurements are
planned to distinguish between
seasonal variability and concentration
changes resulting from stratospheric
circulation.

The evidence also suggests that sea salt
aerosol and volcanic eruptions are not
principal contributors to total organic
halogens in the stratosphere. If that
proves to be the case, the most
important sources will be industrial
output and natural methyl chloride
and carbon tetrachloride. Lazrus plans
further sampling flights to measure
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Schematic diagram of the filters used by
Lazrus' team.

carbonyl halides that are the photo-
dissociation residues of the fluoro-
carbons.

Ultimately, the NCAR team hopes to
obtain hemispheric cross sections
(from 10°S to 750 N, up to 36 km) for
hydrogen chloride, hydrogen bromide,
chloride and bromide aerosols, sulfuric
acid aerosol, and nitric acid vapor,
using the combination of balloons and
aircraft flights. The filters will be
flown from Holloman in the fall of
1975 at 30 and 34 km on the
Stratcom experiments sponsored by
the Sandia Laboratories
(Albuquerque).

The second direct sampling method
devised at NCAR is a balloon-borne
cryogenic sampler (see the UAP
project description). In a program
directed by Leroy Heidt and Richard
Lueb (UAP), the cryogenic sampler
has retrieved fluorocarbons from the
stratosphere in concentrations that
agree well with model predictions. The
sampler freezes 10 Q samples of air in
tubes submerged in liquid neon (28K);
analysis by gas chromatography and
mass spectroscopy can detect trace
gases occurring in concentrations as
small as one part per trillion.

VOLUME MIXING RATIO (1975)

Results of model calculations by Crutzen
(curves) compared with the first measure-
ments of the stratospheric mixing ratio of
hydrogen chloride (crosses). The model
calculation includes contributions from all
sources, including industrial halocarbons,
carbon tetrachloride, and methyl chloride.
The measurements were taken by Lazrus'
team from filters flown on balloons.
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A balloon flight on 3 June 1975 from
Palestine, Texas, took the sampler to
35 km, and the system took 16
samples at various altitudes as it
descended. The samples are being
analyzed for hydrogen, neon,
methane, carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, nitrous oxide, water vapor,
CFCI3 , CF2 C12, carbon tetrachloride,
sulfur hexafluoride, and methyl
chloride. Both of the fluorochloro-
carbons have been found in samples
taken from previous sampler flights at
altitudes up to 32 km. The June
sample will assist in determining the
concentrations of the fluorocarbons at
various heights, permitting estimation
of the rates at which the substances
travel upward into the stratosphere.
The latitudinal variation of the
distribution of chlorine constituents
should be determined from a flight of
a smaller version of the sampler in
August 1975 from Yorkton,
Saskatchewan. The smaller sampler is
lighter and can be flown to greater
heights. If the dissociated fluoro-
carbons are acting in the reduction of
ozone, no fluorocarbons should be
found above the ozone layer, and this
will be checked in the Yorkton flight.

Remote Sensing

Another means of investigating the
stratosphere and its natural and

artificial constituents is provided by
satellite remote sensing instrumenta-
tion. When the Nimbus 6 satellite was
launched on 12 June, a new kind of
satellite instrument designed by an
NCAR/university team was aboard,
and it is now providing high-resolution
global data on temperature, ozone,
and water vapor distribution.

The instrument is called the limb
radiance inversion radiometer (LRIR).
It scans vertically across the earth's
horizon to measure infrared radiation
originating in the stratosphere. The
instrument has four channels: two in
the 15 pm carbon dioxide band, one in
the 9.6 pm ozone band, and one in the
rotational water vapor band between
23 and 27 pm.

Most satellite infrared instruments
operate by looking downward through

the earth's atmosphere. The limb-
scanning method of the LRIR has
several advantages over the nadir
method. It has high inherent vertical
resolution, because most of the signal
originates from a layer above the
tangent height of the ray path. There
is no background radiation to be
subtracted from the measurements
because all radiation received
originates in the atmosphere, and all
variations in signal are due to the
atmosphere because the radiation is
viewed against the cold background of
space. Moreover, there is about 60
times more emitting gas along a
horizontal viewing path grazing the
surface than there would be along a
vertical path to the surface, so the
atmosphere can be sampled to high
altitudes.
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The Nimbus 6 satellite as it looks in space. Schematic drawing of the limb radiance inversion radiometer aboard Nimbus 6.

Schematic drawing of the limb radiance\ inversion radiometer aboard Nimbus 6.
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One disadvantage of the method is
that a cloud along the viewing path
will act as a body of infinite opacity,
which means that reliable operation is
limited to the upper troposphere and
above, where clouds are few.

Members of the LRIR team meet at NCA R.
Left to right: Bang- Yaw Chin (Computing
Facility), Richard Craig (Florida State
University), John Gille (UAP), Paul Bailey
(UAP and Florida State), Frederick House
(Drexel University), William Mankin (UAP),
and Jo Walsh (Computing Facility).

200 210 220 250 240
TEMPERATURE (K)

The principal investigator for the
NASA-sponsored LRIR project is John
Gille (UAP); his co-investigators are
Richard Craig (Florida State Univer-
sity), Frederick House (Drexel Univer-
sity), John Thomas (Honeywell
Radiation Center), and Paul Bailey
(visiting UAP from Florida State
University).

The infrared sensors aboard the instru-
ment operate at very low tempera-
tures, and thus the LRI R contains the

first two-stage cryogenic cooler to fly
in the civilian space program. The
cooler is a double thermos bottle:
solid methane in the inside container
vaporizes to keep the detectors cooled
to 64K, while solid ammonia in the
outer container prolongs the life of the
methane.

Data on the observed radiance from
each channel are recorded on tape
aboard Nimbus 6 and dumped to the
ground nine or ten times a day when
the spacecraft passes within range of
the Fairbanks, Alaska, ground station,
and two or three times a day when it is
within range of the Rosman, North
Carolina, station.

The data are then sent to the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, where
they are recorded, and the tapes are
shipped to NCAR for reduction and
analysis. A process of inversion of the
measured radiances yields a tempera-
ture profile. The solution to the
temperature inversion problem is then
used with the consituent limb radiance
profiles to determine gas concentra-
tions for water vapor and ozone as a
function of altitude.

The LRI R calibrates itself during four
out of every 32 operating seconds. The
instrument should remain operational
for about seven months, until the
methane for the cooler runs out. The
detectors are more sensitive and have
lower noise levels in the space environ-
ment than preflight ground tests
indicated. In the fall of 1975, NCAR
will begin receiving LRIR data in near
real time from parts of three orbits per
week via the data line for the Tropical
Wind, Energy Conversion, and
Reference Level Experiment (also
aboard Nimbus 6). The quick-look
data will be used by Karin Labitzke
(Frei Universitat, Berlin) to make
operational predictions of the
phenomena known as "sudden
warmings" of the stratosphere so that

The solid line is the inverted profile of

temperature obtained at 30oN by the LR/R

aboardNimbus6 
thedashedlineisarocket

250 260 270 280 sounding made six weeks earlier at the same
latitude. Crosses are LRIR data points.
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intensive rocket studies can be made.
All the data will be useful in studies of
stratospheric climatology, sudden
warmings, stratospheric dynamics,
diurnal variations, atmospheric tides,
and the upper atmosphere radiation
budget, in addition to providing
information about variations in the
ozone layer.

A capability for remote sensing of the
stratosphere from high-flying aircraft
is being developed by William Mankin
(UAP). Mankin has made a number of
flights with two interferometers. One,
a far-infrared interferometer, senses
the spectra of atmospheric species
between 200 and 600 pm. It is used to
detect the pure rotation absorption
spectra of water vapor, ozone, oxygen,
and nitrous oxide. The other instru-
ment operates in the near infrared,
between 2 and 17 pm, and detects the
vibration/rotation spectra of methane,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
water vapor, nitrous oxide, hydrogen
chloride, ozone, and nitric acid vapor.

The instruments have been tested in
flights aboard the NCAR Sabreliner. A
Digital Equipment Corporation
PDP/8L computer is used to control
the instruments in flight. Most of the
species sought can be detected in
concentrations as small as several parts
per billion.

In contrast to the satellite instruments,
which have distinct, narrow-bandpass
channels, the interferometers pass a
broad band of wavelengths, but the
output varies in frequency with
wavelength. Computer analysis of the
overlaid spectra thus obtained is used
to sort out the spectra of the different
species.

In sum, the NCAR scientists have
developed a wide variety of comple-
mentary methods for attacking the
problems of stratospheric
composition.

Other Upper Atmosphere Studies

One question that has arisen together
with that of human impact on the
ozone layer is the possible impact of
volcanic eruptions. Richard Cadle
(UAP) has modeled the impact, and he
and Lazrus will be checking the model
against recent data from the October
1974 eruption of Volcan de Fuego in
Guatemala. Initial evaluations of these
data suggest that particulate chlorine
injected into the troposphere by
volcanic processes may be largely
removed by rainout processes before it
mixes upward into the stratosphere.
Some investigators have suggested that
a single extreme volcanic eruption, like
that of Krakatoa in 1883, could inject
sufficient chlorine into the strato-
sphere to cause a reduction in total
ozone by a factor of two. Attempts
are being made to correlate volcanic
episodes with changes in the
biosphere, and the NCAR scientists
will coordinate their work in this area
with the work of their colleagues
elsewhere.

The impact of volcanic aerosols in
general on the radiation budget of the
stratosphere is the subject of studies
being carried out by Gerald Grams and
Edward Patterson (UAP) and Giorgio
Fiocco (visitor). Grams and Fiocco
have developed a model of the radia-
tive effects of atmospheric aerosols
that uses detailed information on the
absorption properties of aerosol
particles like volcanic ash in calcu-
lating the amount of energy absorbed
by the particles from solar radiation
and from the terrestrial infrared radia-
tion field, the amount of energy
emitted by the particles as infrared
radiation, and the amount of energy
lost or gained by the particles through
collisions with air molecules.

The last big volcanic eruption to affect
the concentration of particles in the

stratosphere was that of the Agung

volcano in Bali in 1963. Until the
Fuego eruption in 1974, particle
concentrations in the stratosphere as
measured by lidar had been steadily
decreasing from the peak reached after
the Agung eruption. Within weeks
after the Fuego eruption, lidars began
to pick up increased stratospheric
particle concentrations. Frederick
Fernald (UAP) used the NCAR lidar to
measure concentrations over Boulder.
In connection with their balloon and
aircraft flights, Lazrus' team obtained
the first hemispheric distributions of
sulfate aerosol resulting from a major
volcanic eruption. Cadle has worked
with C. S. Kiang (visitor) on the
mechanisms whereby sulfur dioxide
injected into the stratosphere by the
volcano is converted by chemical
reactions and nucleation into sulfuric
acid droplets that make up much of
the particulate material in the strato-
sphere. They are determining the
extent to which droplets are formed
by nucleation of sulfuric acid vapor
(homogeneous heteromolecular
nucleation) rather than by condensa-
tion of the vapor on already existing
particles (heterogeneous nucleation).
The two mechanisms produce differing
size distributions and may have quite
different effects on the stratospheric
radiation budget and hence the earth's
climate.
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Other Highlights of NCAR Research

The interaction of university and
NCAR scientists has a formal expres-
sion in the Advanced Study Program
(ASP). A review of the activities of the
scientists who came to NCAR this past
year under the auspices of ASP is
presented below. Also reported in this
section are a number of studies carried
on by NCAR scientists that attracted
some public attention or that will be
the subject of expanded effort in the
coming year or two.

Advanced Study Program

In the course of a year, ASP brings
perhaps 20 scientists to NCAR for
long visits. A summary of their
activities in the past year shows the
range and breadth of their interests.
Since July 1974, 25 new postdoctoral
Fellows (including 12 senior Fellows)
and two appointed a year earlier
joined the program. Eleven of these
were supported in part by their home
institutions.

In the field of atmospheric dynamics,
Maurice Blackmon and John Wallace
examined statistically the ten-year
history of the 500 mb geopotential.
The data were analyzed into frequency
bands and spherical harmonics, and
maps of each of the root-mean-square
fields displaying each domain of
frequency and wave-number space
were systematically compiled.
Features such as blocking highs and
synoptic-scale storms were found to
contribute to low-frequency and
midfrequency maps, respectively.
Wan-Cheng Chiu has examined the
relationship between momentum and
energy transports in the tropical
atmosphere and in El Nino (the warm
current that wreaks havoc on the
fishing industry off the west coast of

South America). His study makes use
of the meteorological data banked at
NCAR. Eric Pitcher has created an
efficient barotropic spectral model and
used it to examine two aspects of the
short-range forecasting problem: the
improvement in forecasting skill
accrued from incorporating statistical
constraints imposed by climatology
and the implications of model resolu-
tion for predictability. J. Dana
Thompson has examined three
research topics: coastal upwelling and
mixed-layer dynamics, mesoscale
air-sea interactions, and the develop-
ment of improved numerical tech-
niques for large-scale ocean circula-
tion. Kenneth Torrance has developed
numerical models to examine the
effects of heat release from urban
regions (and electric power parks) on
the submesoscale environment. John
Wallace devoted most of his stay to
preparation of a textbook, an intro-
ductory survey of the atmospheric
sciences intended for students
concentrating in the field and graduate
students entering from other
disciplines. Christos Zerefos collabo-
rated with Walter Orr Roberts (NCAR
research associate) and Roger Olson
(University of Colorado) in a study of
the evolution of hemispheric vorticity
patterns at 500 mb and their possible
connection with geomagnetic activity
and the passage of solar sector
boundaries during the period
1946 - 1974. They found that on a
long time scale, the integrated
hemispheric vorticity and the geomag-
netic Ap index were significantly
anticorrelated. Richard Zurek has
studied the atmospheric diurnal tides
in the Martian atmosphere. The
possible connection of these tides to
observed global dust storms was
examined. He also examined the
vertical transport of energy and

momentum into the stratosphere by
planetary waves.

In statistical turbulence theory,
Thomas Lundgren has examined the
statistical mechanics of a system of
point vortices, using the concepts of
equilibrium statistical mechanics.
Numerical studies were conducted that
verify certain predictions of the statis-
tical theory. Annick Pouquet has
continued her studies in the area of
magnetohydrodynamic turbulence,
which involve a comparison of statisti-
cal turbulence simulations. The
comparisons confirm the validity of
the particularly simple eddy-damped
turbulence model. Both magnetic and
kinetic helicity were incorporated in
the study. Harvey Rose has developed
and applied a variational approach to
statistical turbulence theory that
should be of use in reducing the
necessary numerical computations for
a given turbulent flow. He is also
examining the possible improvement
in existing theory produced by using
the methods of vertex renormaliza-
tion. Ulrich Schumann used the
spectral methods of Steven Orszag
(Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy) and G. Stuart Patterson
(Computing Facility) in studies of
homogeneous turbulence with
emphasis on relating models of
turbulent flows to basic physical
knowledge. Of particular importance,
he found, are pressure fluctuations
and their isotropizing effects on the
flow field. He has collaborated with
Patterson and Jackson Herring (ASP)
in part of this work.

In climate research, Terence Hughes
investigated the problem of glacial
stability in relation to the problem of
the dynamics of climate change.
Hughes contends that the ice sheets
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are the first causes of climate change,
in that instabilities that lead to climate
change originate in the (unstable) ice
sheets. Gerald North has produced an
analytic climate model using a
diffusive heat transport. The analytic
character of the model permits a
stability study of different static
solutions. The principal result of the

study is that three equilibrium solu-
tions may be obtained from the
present external conditions: the
present climate, an unstable intermedi-
ate solution, and an ice-covered earth.

Jill Williams has investigated the
influence of snow cover on the atmo-
spheric circulation using the NCAR

general circulation model (GCM) as
the basis of her analysis. She found
results consistent with many of the
atmospheric circulation features in the
northern hemisphere associated with
extensive snow cover. She also carried
out a zonal harmonic analysis of the
NCAR GCM (with and without
terrestrial orography) to ascertain the
influence of orography and the top
boundary condition on low-order
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zonal harmonics. A third area of study
was carried out in collaboration with
Harry van Loon (Empiricial Studies
Project), using temperature and
pressure trends since 1900 in an
attempt to find their relation to
changes in atmospheric circulation.

In astrophysics, Richard Klein has
investigated the coupling of nonlocal
thermodynamic equilibrium radiative
transfer with hydrodynamics by
solving the coupled nonlinear partial
differential equations for a radiating
fluid flow associated with a nonsteady
shock. The calculations may shed light
on pre-main-sequence stellar evolution,
on time-dependent solar atmospheric
phenomena, and on the heating of the
lower chromosphere of the sun.
Michael Hart has constructed an evolu-
tionary model of the chemical
composition of the earth's atmosphere
from the earliest phase, when there
was no substantial atmosphere, to the
present. The study treats comprehen-
sively the various chemical, biological,
and geophysical processes thought to
be important in determining the
present atmospheric composition and
abundance. Hirokazu Yoshimura has
found numerical solutions of the
magnetohydrodynamic equations for
solar convection zone conditions,
including global convection and
rotation. Oscillatory solutions were
obtained with a period within reason-
able range of the solar cycle average.

Top, a plot of temperature changes in winter
seasons from 1942 to 1972 used in research
by Jill Williams (visitor) and Harry van Loon
(ESP). Temperature in the shaded areas is
rising; in other areas it is falling. Bottom,
the same data plotted against latitude.
Williams and van Loon used the data to
connect temperature trends with changes in
atmospheric circulation; they made similar
plots of pressure changes and compared
these with the temperature plots.- -- --



In addition, the evolution of the
toroidal component of the magnetic
field was similar to that observed
(butterfly pattern).

In ecology, Jane Bunin has collected
biological information on wheat with
the objective of improving the fore-
casting of annual crop yields from
climatic data. She collaborated in this
project with William Parton. They are
using a computer model to simulate
the growth of wheat and its depen-
dence on climatic factors. Parton has
also studied the impact of potential
weather modification schemes on
natural ecosystems, investigating
possible interactions between the
atmosphere and biosphere, using a
natural ecosystem computer model
under the different climatic regimes
that might result from weather modifi-
cation projects.

In social and political science, Michael
Glantz has organized two interdisci-
plinary panels on climate change and
the future of the African Sahel region,
one for the African Studies Associa-
tion on 1 November 1974 and one for
the American Geophysical Union on
12 December 1974. He was selected to
author a study for the International
Federation of Institutes for Advanced
Study on the political, economic,
moral, and legal implications of a
reliable and credible climate forecast
system.

In atmospheric physics, Terence
Ashworth, in collaboration with
Charles Knight (National Hail
Research Experiment--NHRE), has
grown artificial hailstones and
analyzed their crystal structure in an
effort to clarify the dependence of size

and air bubble density on growth
environment. He is also analyzing
doppler radar data from hail-producing
line storms with the aim of deducing
convergence patterns in the storms, in

collaboration with Keith Browning
and Ronald Rinehart (both of NHRE).

Douglas Kendall worked with the

cryogenic sampling group of Leroy

Heidt (Upper Atmosphere Project--

UAP) in experiments to test the
feasibility of cryogenic sampling
techniques for measuring the concen-
tration of odd nitrogen species
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(principally NO, NO2 , and HNO 3 ).
Dennis Kried has developed a new
laser doppler velocimeter and a
continuous-wave lidar technique for
measuring atmospheric visibility. He is
currently conducting experimental
tests of these devices. William Macklin
is studying the growth environment of
hailstones by coordinating three
independent measurements of hail-
stone properties: isotopic composi-
tion, size and orientations of hailstone
ice crystals, and the concentration of
entrapped air bubbles. Any of these
parameters taken separately is insuffi-
cient to specify the growth environ-
ment, but together they may eliminate
ambiguities. This work is being carried
out in collaboration with Knight.
Ronald Pinnick has made measure-
ments of the scattering properties of
nonspherical aerosol particles using the
NCAR polar nephelometer developed
by Gerald Grams (UAP). The purpose
of the experiments is to relate particle
physical properties (distribution,
shape, refractive index) to the optical
parameters of the scattered light. Clive
Rodgers is investigating the effects of
pressure narrowing and line overlap on
the infrared transmission of atmo-
spheric trace gases. Russell Schnell has
investigated the source, composition,
and effects on precipitation of
naturally occurring ice nucleants. He
has found substantial evidence that
over both land and sea nucleants active
above -10°C are almost exclusively
biological in origin. He has also
collected Sahelian vegetation and soil
samples in studies of drought
initiation.

Low-Level Alpha Emitters

Edward Martell (Aerosol Project) has

continued studies he began last year

with investigations of radioactive
particles in cigarette smoke. His

finding that radon daughters in the

atmosphere falling on the tiny hairs

(trichomes) of tobacco leaves are

concentrated in the tobacco curing

and smoking process, resulting in the

eventual deposition in the bronchi of
insoluble alpha-emitting particles that
may be an agent of cancer, was
extended and generalized this year on
the basis of new experimental evidence

developed by medical workers
pursuing a similar line of inquiry.
Evidence for alpha radiation-induced
cancer in animals and humans is
consistent with the two-mutation
theory of cancer: a malignant cell is
the result of two very specific changes
in cell structure, and internal alpha
emitters are effective agents of such
changes. Martell explains that
insoluble alpha-emitting particles of
moderate-to-low activity per particle,
irregularly distributed in tissue, result
in a high tumor risk because of the
lengthy residence time of insoluble
particles (soluble particles of the same
activity are sloughed off) combined
with the low activity (high activity
would kill cells to a given radius rather
than occasionally inducing a mutation
in a nearby cell not irradiated enough
to be killed).

Martell's hypothesis implies a high
carcinogenic risk not only for smokers
but for anyone chronically exposed to
low air concentrations of insoluble
alpha-emitting particles of respirable
size--for example, for persons in
range of fission reactors used to
produce electric power. He believes
that concentrations of respirable
plutonium particles from such reactors
would be unacceptably high, in view
of his theory, at concentrations 1,000
times lower than present standards
allow.

Edward Radford (Johns Hopkins
University School of Hygiene and
Public Health) is collaborating with
Martell in testing the hypothesis
through tissue studies of the distribu-
tion of insoluble alpha emitters in
lungs and other organs of smokers and
nonsmokers. If the studies indicate

that the hypothesis may be valid, the

implications for public health will be

far-reaching.

Archaeoastronomy and Astrohistory

John Eddy of the High Altitude

Observatory (HAO) extended his

archaeoastronomical studies this year

when he received a grant from the
National Geographic Society
Committee for Research and Explora-
tion to study the astronomical align-



ment of Canadian cairns and
"medicine wheels," structures left by
Indians on the North American
continent before the arrival of
Europeans.

Last year he published an article in
Science detailing his study of the stone
medicine wheel in the Bighorn
Mountains of northern Wyoming. The
wheel is a pattern on the surface of the
ground made up of a circle of stones
about 25 m in diameter with a central
cairn about 4 m in diameter from
which 28 unevenly spaced spokes
radiate to the rim. Five smaller cairns,
each an open circle about 1 m in
diameter, are placed at irregular inter-
vals around the wheel, and a sixth
cairn lies beyond the rim to the south-
west. Eddy theorized that the stone
alignments of the medicine wheel
might have been used by the Indians as
horizon markers to identify the
direction of rising or setting of some
celestial bodies. Because the wheel is
located at an elevation of 2,938 m
(9,640 ft), Eddy checked for align-
ments with the sun and bright stars at
the summer solstice, when the wheel
would have been most accessible, and
found alignments with the heliacal
rising of Aldebaran, Rigel, and Sirius.
The alignments help to date the
construction of the medicine wheel as
about the year 1700, which agrees
with dating by other methods.

A number of the Canadian structures
appear to have similar alignments. If

Eddy's measurements indicate that the
astronomical alignments are likely to
have been the aim of the construction
of the medicine wheels, the study of
pre-European cultures on the
continent will be given another tool to
use in dating settlements, testing
patterns of migration, and determining
the level of science and the arts within
the various Indian societies.

Another study by Eddy was in the
field of astrohistory. Although Galileo
discovered sunspots in 1610, it was
not until 1843 that the solar sunspot
cycle was announced by an amateur
astronomer from Germany. Eddy was
curious about the reason for a gap of
230 years between the discovery of
sunspots and the discovery of the solar
cycle. In searching the literature, Eddy
found that only two astronomers had
asked the same question: Gustav
Sporer in 1889 and E. W. Maunder
(the Royal Astronomer) in 1894. Both
had searched the historical records of
sunspots and come up with a
surprising answer: that the solar cycle
had not been discovered earlier
because for many years after Galileo's
discovery it may have been entirely
absent. Maunder found a 70 - year
period between 1645 and 1715 when
the records show practically no
observations of sunspots.

Eddy developed an interest in what he
calls the "Maunder minimum" in the
sunspot cycle and decided to go over
the literature himself. He found that

many observers were at work after the
invention of the telescope, but that
none recorded spots during the
minimum. When sunspots began to
reappear, the astronomers of the day
were very much excited by them: "At
Paris the Excellent Signior Cassini hath
lately detected again Spots in the
Sun," exulted a scientific journal in
1671, "of which none have been seen
these many years that we know of."
Eddy correlated the European lack of
observations with records obtained
from Japan and Korea and even with
tree-ring studies that illustrate a
correlation with the solar cycle for the
length of the records. He found no
evidence to contradict the European
records; the dearth of sunspot observa-
tions appears to have been universal.

Eddy presented a paper detailing the
probable existence of the Maunder
minimum at the Solar Physics Division
meeting of the American Astronomical
Society. Ever since Rudolf Wolf began
to diagram the ups and downs of the
11 - year sunspot cycle in 1848,
astronomers have tended to extend the
cycle backward into history. The
evidence of a long period during which
sunspots were not evident is
interesting from two points of view.
First, there is a correlation between
the solar minimum and the period
climatologists know as the Little Ice
Age. The Maunder minimum falls in
the middle of that period. Second, it is
a striking demonstration that major
change can occur on the sun in historic
time.

Another scientific foray into the past
was conducted by Thomas Holzer
(HAO) together with Paul Crutzen
(UAP) and George Reid and Ivar
Isaksen (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration). They
looked at the evidence from fossil
records that worldwide extinctions of
faunal species occurred in the past in
conjunction with reversals in polarity
of the earth's magnetic field. The
evidence is particularly clear in the
case of certain species of marine

A 1926 photograph of the Bighorn Medicine
Wheel in Wyoming, studied by John Eddy
of HA O.
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microorganisms, and attempts to
explain the correlation by the lethal
effects of increased cosmic ray fluxes
or climatic changes have not been
generally accepted. The researchers
proposed instead the effect of very
intense solar proton events causing
major depletions of the ozone layer
and consequent increases in ultraviolet
flux, which might occur when the
protons gain access to the earth during
the periods of weak geomagnetic field
that accompany polarity reversals.

Forecasters and Forecasting

Allan Murphy (Environmental and
Societal Impacts Group, ASP) collabo-
rated with Robert Winkler (Indiana
University) in conducting a nationwide
survey of National Weather Service
forecasters. The survey gathered
information about probability fore-
casting of weather in an operational
setting from a large sample of fore-
casters who make forecasts on a
regular basis. The researchers wanted
information about the process by
which the probability of precipitation

forecasts are formulated; about the
judgments of the forecasters relative to
the definition, interpretation, and
evaluation of their forecasts; and
about the forecasters' opinions of the
need for and use of probability
forecasts by the general public and by
specific user groups.

The survey results indicated that most
forecasters prefer to obtain a general
overall picture of weather situations,
past and present, before making
probability forecasts. They do not rely
exclusively upon guidance forecasts
produced by the National Meteorologi-
cal Center. Moreover, most forecasters
do not appear to think in probabilistic
terms; rather, they formulate a
categorical forecast and let the
probability express their "confidence"
in their forecast. Different forecasters
prefer different definitions of a
precipitation event and of precipita-
tion probability, and they use the
varying definitions in connection with
their forecasts.

The variation from forecaster to fore-
caster could clearly present potential

users of many forecasts with difficult
problems. The forecasters themselves
believe that the public interprets
forecasts correctly but uses them
improperly. They believe that categori-
cal forecasts accompanied by verbal
modifiers, when appropriate, are most
suitable for the general public, while
probability forecasts accompanied by
categorical forecasts would be useful
to specific groups (air controllers, for
example).

The survey reveals a need to train
forecasters in the use of probabilistic
and statistical concepts related to
forecasting, as well as a need for public
education relating to the purposes,
meaning, and proper use of probability
forecasts. Murphy and Winkler recom-
mended encouraging forecasters to
think and speak in probabilistic terms
on a day-to-day basis, giving them the
ability to converse in the "language of
uncertainty." The formulation of
forecasts in probabilistic terms should
precede translation into categorical
terms for dissemination to the public.
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AA Atmospheric Aerosol Project
AAP Atmospheric Analysis and

Prediction Division
ADMN Administrative Division
AQM Atmospheric Quality and

Modification Division
ASP Advanced Study Program
ATD Atmospheric Technology

ATM
Division
Apollo Telescope Mount

CF Computing Facility
CIAP Climatic Impact Assessment

Program (U.S. Department of
Transportation)

CIRES Cooperative Institute for
Research in the Environmental
Sciences (University of
Colorado and NOAA, q.v.)

COS PAR Committee on Space Research
(of ICSU, q.v.)

CP Climate Project
CSU Colorado State University,

Ft. Collins

ESIG Environmental and Societal
Impacts Group

ESP Empirical Studies Project

FAA Federal Aviation
Administration

FGGE First GARP Global
Experiment

FOF Field Observing Facility

GADMAP GATE Aircraft Data
Management Program

GAMP Global Atmospheric
Measurements Program

GARP Global Atmospheric Research
Program

GATE GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment

GCM General Circulation Model
GCMCOG GCM Coordination and

Operations Group

HAO High Altitude Observatory

IAMAP International Association of
Meteorology and Atmospheric
Physics

ICAS Interdepartmental Committee
on Atmospheric Science

ICSU International Council of
Scientific Unions

JILA Joint Institute for Laboratory
Astrophysics (University of
Colorado and National Bureau
of Standards)

LASP Laboratory for Atmospheric
and Space Physics (University
of Colorado)

LRIR Limb Radiance Inversion
Radiometer

LTE Local Thermodynamic
Equilibrium

LSMAG Large-Scale Modeling and
Analysis Group

MHD
MIT

Magnetohydrodynam ics
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

NESS National Environmental
Satellite Service

NHRE National Hail Research
Experiment

NOAA National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration

NSBF National Scientific Balloon
Facility

NWP Numerical Weather Prediction
Project

OP
OSO

PCM

Oceanography Project
Orbiting Solar Observatory

Pulse Code Modulation

RAF Research Aviation Facility
RANN Research Applied to National

Needs (NSF)
RSF Research Aviation Facility

SST Supersonic Transport
SSAPP Small-Scale Analysis and

Prediction Project

TWERLE Tropical Wind, Energy
Conversion, and Reference
Level Experiment

UAP Upper Atmosphere Project
UCLA University of California at Los

Angeles

WHO
WMO

World Health Organization
World Meteorological
Organization
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Directory of NCAR Scientists

General interest areas are denoted by a
single dagger and special interest areas by
double daggers.

MARTIN ALTSCHULER (HAO): tSolar
physics. ttThree-dimensional analysis of
coronal magnetic fields, coronal density,
and temperature; time-evolution studies of
nonequilibrium magnetohydrodynamic
configurations of flare and other accelera-
tion processes in the solar atmosphere.

R. GRANT ATHAY (HAO): tSolar
chromosphere; radiation transfer. ttSpicule
acceleration by radiation pressure; new
formulations of the radiative transfer
problem.

DAVID ATLAS (AQM/NHRE): tRemote
atmospheric probing; radar meteorology;
precipitation physics; weather modification.

ttDoppler radar measurements of turbu-
lence and velocity fields in convective
storms; use of radar and attenuation to
deduce rainfall characteristics; clear air
turbulence; dual-wavelength radar detection
of hail.

HERMAN AXELROD (AQM/Remote
Monitoring Project): tAnalytic chemistry
for measuring atmospheric gases and
aerosols. ttUse of solid adsorbents for
trapping gases; chemical characteristics of
aerosols; development of chromatographic
and fluorimetric techniques for trace gas
analysis.

DAVID BAUMHEFNER (AAP/NWP):
tShort-range numerical weather prediction
of large-scale atmospheric flows. ttPredict-
ability of large-scale atmospheric flows; new
observing systems evaluation; Data Systems
Test.

THOMAS BAUR (HAO): tCoronal heating
mechanisms and solar magnetic fields.
ttSolar spicules; measurement of line
polarization due to solar magnetic fields;
search for wave motions in the corona.

HAROLD BAYNTON (ATD/FOF): tMeso-
meteorology, particularly instrument
development. ttlnstrument calibration;
field experiments.

WILLIAM BERGEN (AAP/SSAPP):
tAnalysis and prediction of severe storms.
ttData handling and analysis for prediction
of damaging windstorms; societal benefit
from severe weather forecasts.

CLEON BITER (AQM/NHRE): tUse of
aircraft in thunderstorm investigations.

RAINER BLECK (AAP/SSAPP): tCom-
puter modeling of large-scale dynamic
processes in the atmosphere. ttThree-
dimensional objective weather analysis
carried out in isentropic coordinates; "real
weather" forecasting with unfiltered and
filtered (potential vorticity) models in
isentropic coordinates.

STEWART BORLAND (ASP/ESIG):
tNatural resource economics; regional
science; technology assessment. ttEconom-
ics of weather modification; location
theory; value of improved weather fore-
casting; food/climate interactions.

RAYMOND BOVET (HAO): tSupport
scientist.

GRANT BRANSTATOR (AAP/NWP):
tAtmospheric dynamics. ttObjective
analysis software.

FRANCIS BRETHERTON (NCAR):
tAtmosphere and ocean dynamics.
ttGravity waves and momentum transfer;
numerical modeling of mesoscale eddies in
the ocean.

FRED BROCK (ATD/RSF): tMeteorologi-
cal measurement systems. ttlmmersion
sensors for surface meteorological measure-
ments; mini- and microcomputer
applications to measurement systems.

KEITH BROWNING (AQM/NHRE):
tCloud physics; mesoscale meteorology;
frontal structure; hailstorm mechanisms.
ttRadar meteorology; clear air turbulence.

RICHARD CADLE (AQM/UAP): tAtmo-
spheric chemistry. ttChemical kinetics and
photochemistry of atmospheric reactions;
atmospheric aerosols; air pollution
chemistry.

THEODORE CANNON (AQM/NHRE):
tCloud physics. ttLaboratory and aircraft
instrument development; experimental
studies of coalescence; cloud particle growth
modeling.

ROBERT CHERVIN (AAP/SSAPP):
tAtmospheric dynamics. ttParameteriza-
tion of clear air turbulence and mountain
wave momentum flux; sensitivity studies
with the NCAR GCM.

JULIANNA CHOW (AAP/OP): tSupport
scientist.

DANIEL CHRISTIANSON (ATD/NSBF):
tSynoptic meteorology. ttStratospheric
wind field, especially midwinter strato-
spheric warmings; low-level jet stream.

JAMES COAKLEY (AAP/CP): tRadiation
codes for global climate models. ttRadia-
tive transfer; theoretical molecular spectros-
copy; climate models.

RALPH COLEMAN (AQM/NHRE):
tSynoptic meteorology. ttSynoptic and
mesoscale conditions favoring severe convec-
tive storms; design and operational conduct
of field experiments in the atmospheric
sciences.

EDWIN CROW (AQM/NHRE): tMathemati-
cal statistics, probability, and their applica-
tions. ttDesign and analysis of hail
experiments; estimating proportions,
especially of communication system errors;
time series analysis.

PAUL CRUTZEN (AQM/UAP): tAtmo-
spheric chemistry and aeronomy. ttNumeri-
cal simulation of photochemical and
transport processes in the atmosphere.

EDWIN DANIELSEN (AQM/AA): tThe
whole atmosphere. ttStructure and
changes, following fluid motions; using
isentropic coordinates to calculate three-
dimensional trajectories; theory and
observation of internal gravity waves;
numerical cloud modeling and mesoscale
modeling; determining the accuracy of
meteorological measurements.
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JAMES DEARDORFF (AAP/SSAPP):
tTurbulence. ttTurbulence and diffusion in
the planetary boundary layer; numerical
methods of treating three-dimensional
turbulence; laboratory modeling of
atmospheric boundary-layer turbulence and
diffusion.

DENNIS DEAVEN (AQM/AA): tAtmo-
spheric analysis and prediction; transport
and diffusion processes. ttDevelopment of
primitive equation model for regional air
pollution; design of transport models
derived from atmospheric observations.

ANTHONY DELANY (AQM/AA): tRadio-
isotopes, cosmo-geochemistry; solar and
galactic cosmic-ray-produced isotopes;
neutron and X-ray activation analytical
techniques. -fX-ray and neutron activation
analysis of atmospheric aerosols; atmo-
spheric geochemical transport.

JOHN DeLUISI (AQM/UAP): tRadiation
balance; heat energy budget of earth-
atmosphere system. ttRadiative transfer;
radiative properties of aerosols and clouds;
remote sensing of atmospheric variables;
lidar sensing of aerosols and vertical
temperature structure; atmospheric ozone
and the transfer of ultraviolet radiation;
modeling the radiation balance of the earth.

ROGER DENNETT (AQM/AA): tNumeri-
cal cloud modeling. -ftNumerical simulation
of stochastic collection processes.

ROBERT DICKINSON (AAP/CP; AQM/
UAP): tAtmospheric dynamics on the
global scale; climate and the upper atmo-
sphere. ttInteraction of dynamics with
chemistry in the terrestrial thermosphere;
dynamics of planetary waves; parameteriza-
tion of eddy transports for climate models.

PATRICK DOWNEY (AAP/NWP):
tSynoptic applications. ttGCM operations.

BERNARD DURNEY (ASP): TSolar and
astrophysical fluid dynamics. ttSolar wind;
differential rotation of the sun;
oceanography.

JAMES DYE (AQM/NHRE): tCloud
physics. ttfDevelopment of precipitation
particles; convection and entrainment in
cumulus clouds; cloud condensation and
giant nuclei; evolution of the droplet
spectrum; coordination of microphysical
measurements with radar.

PETER ECCLES (AQM/NHRE): tRadar
meteorology; remote atmospheric sensing.
tf-Dual-wavelength radar meteorology;
hailswath mapping; evaluation of modifica-
tion attempts; radar and associated numeri-
cal modeling studies of the structure of
hailstorms and the characteristics and
development of precipitation; severe storms;
design and operation of remote meteorologi-
cal observing field sites.

JOHN EDDY (HAO): tSolar physics.
ttTemperature structure of the solar
atmosphere; history of astronomy and
archaeo-astronomy; far-infrared solar
spectroscopy.

DAVID ELMORE (HAO): tSupport
scientist.

JAMES FANKHAUSER (AQM/NHRE):
tSevere storms. ttDefining structure and
physical processes of thunderstorms by
direct observation and analysis.

FREDERICK FERNALD (AQM/NHRE):
tRemote optical sensing of atmospheric
parameters. ttLidar probing of tropospheric
and stratospheric aerosols.

JOHN FIROR (NCAR): tRadio and infra-
red emissions from the solar atmosphere.

BENSON FOGLE (NCAR, Executive
Director's Office): tAtmospheric aerosols
and radiation. ttRadiative properties of
aerosols and clouds; remote sensing of
atmospheric trace constituents; noctilucent
clouds.

G. BRANT FOOTE (AQM/NHRE): TCloud
physics and dynamics. tfThunderstorm
dynamics and airflow structure; cloud
precipitation and modeling; drop coales-
cence problems.

BRUCE GANDRUD (AQM/UAP):
tAtmospheric chemistry. ttStratospheric
measurements of trace gases and aerosols.

ROLANDO GARCIA (ASP/ESIG): tHail
suppression; radar meteorology. -ttCrop
damage functions; statistical analysis related
to NHRE.

HENRY GERTZMAN (AAP/GADMAP):
fQuality control and analysis of aircraft
data. tfAnalysis and intercomparison of
GATE tower fly-by test data.

JOHN GILLE (AQM/UAP): tRadiative
transfer, especially in the infrared. ttlnver-
sion of satellite measurements to determine
atmospheric temperature and composition;
dynamics and composition of the strato-
sphere and mesosphere using satellite
measurements; radiative effects on fluid
dynamics and planetary atmospheres;
circulation and observation of radiative
fluxes and heating rates.

DALE GILLETTE (AQM/AA): tAtmo-
spheric aerosols. tfAerosol physics; origin
of aerosols, especially wind erosion of soils;
aerobiology.

PETER GILMAN (ASP): fGeophysical,
solar, and astrophysical fluid dynamics.
ttConvection in rotating spherical shells;
hydromagnetic dynamo theory; solar
general circulation.

SONIA GITLIN (AQM/AA): tElemental
analysis of aerosols. ttAerosols in hail-
stones.

JOHN GOSLING (HAO): tPhysics of the
solar corona and the solar wind.
ttDynamics of transient coronal and solar
wind phenomena; temporal and spatial
evolution of the solar corona and solar
wind.

P.K. GOVIND (ATD/RSF): tSystems
engineering--meteorological measurement
systems; data analysis, evaluation, experi-
mental design. ttResearch and development
in the meteorological instrumentation area.

GERALD GRAMS (AQM/UAP): tRemote
atmospheric probing, with emphasis on laser
applications. ttDevelopment of airborne
laser radar and laser polar nephelometer;
analytic studies of data obtained by such
instruments; laboratory work on optical
properties of atmospheric aerosols.

ADA MAE GREENWOOD (AQM/NHRE):
tAeronautical engineering. ttData pro-
cessing; personnel administration.

ROBERT GROSSMAN (AAP/GATE):
tAircraft observations of the planetary
boundary layer.

PHILIP HAAGENSON (AQM/AA):
tWeather forecasting. ttMesoscale forecast
modeling, both cumulus and pollution;
climatological studies of the planetary
boundary layer.

RICHARD HANSEN (HAO): tSolar
physics. ttSolar corona; solar-terrestrial
relationships.

SHIRLEY HANSEN (HAO): tSolar physics.
ttSolar corona; solar-terrestrial
relationships.

BERNHARD HAURWITZ (ASP):
tDynamic meteorology. ttWaves in the
atmosphere; atmospheric tides.

JACKSON HERRING (ASP): tGeophysical
turbulence. ttStatistical theories of turbu--
lence; numerical simulations; turbulent
convection.

ERNEST HILDNER (HAO): tSolar physics.
ttMorphology and evolution of promi-
nences and coronal structures; thermal
transport of energy into prominences;
coronal transients and their effects on solar
wind; coronal dynamics.

JOAN FEYNMAN (HIRSHBERG) (HAO):
tAstrogeophysics. ttSolar-terrestrial rela-
tionships; effect of disturbances in the solar
wind on the magnetosphere; composition of
the solar wind and corona.
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WILLIAM HOLLAND (AAP/OP): tPhysical
oceanography. ttDynamics of mesoscale
oceanic motions; numerical general circula-
tion models of the ocean; equatorial
dynamics; dynamics of the Antarctic
circumpolar current.

JOSEPH HOLLWEG (HAO): iPlasma
physics; the solar wind. ttStudies of large-
amplitude magnetohydrodynamic waves in
interplanetary space; wave-associated
acceleration of interplanetary media and the
earth's magnetopause; effects of plasma
instabilities on thermal properties of the
solar wind.

THOMAS HOLZER (HAO): tCorona/solar
wind/magnetosphere/ionosphere modeling.
ftSolar-interplanetary modeling; coronal
dynamics; solar wind/magnetosphere/
ionosphere coupling; ionospheric dynamics;
magnetospheric structure.

NEIL HOLZMAN (AQM/NHRE):
tDevelopment and operation of a multi-
variate data base for NHRE; data reduction
techniques and procedures. ttSurface
network analysis and mapping.

LEWIS HOUSE (HAO): TRadiative transfer.
ttMagnetic fields; atomic physics; coronal
emission-line polarization.

ARTHUR HUNDHAUSEN (HAO): tPlasma
and fluid physics. ttPhysics of interplane-
tary plasma; solar-terrestrial physics.

PETER JQHNSON (AQM/NHRE): TCloud
physics. ttData processing; meteorological
instrumentation; cloud dynamics.

PAUL JULIAN (AAP/ESP): tStatistical
meteorology. ttTime series analysis;
tropical meteorology; TWERLE.

AKIRA KASa-HARA (AAP): tDynamic
meteorology; numerical modeling; GARP.
tfNumerical simulation of the annual varia-
tions of the global atmospheric climate;
four-dimensional assimilation of global
meteorological data; dynamics of ultralong
waves.

JEAN KELLEY (AAP/GATE): -Cloud
physics; cloud dynamics. i-Observational
studies of convective systems; analyses of
radar and aircraft data from field programs,
especially of in-cloud parameters.

WILLIAM KELLOGG (AAP/CP): TClimate
theory and climate change. ttEffects of
human activities on climate; thermodynam-
ics of the polar regions; satellite observa-
tions and dynamics of the upper
atmosphere.

PATRICK KENNEDY (AAP/SSAPP):
tTheoretical and observational analysis of
various mesoscale meteorological
phenomena, including airflow over
mountains and frontal zones.

JOSEPH KLEMP (AAP/SSAPP): fGeo-
physical fluid dynamics. -fModeling
mountain lee waves and windstorms; deep
convection model.

CHARLES KNIGHT (AQM/NHRE): flce
physics. ttNucleation of liquid and crystal
phases; formation of hailstones in clouds to
determine the interaction between micro-
physics and cloud dynamics; crystal growth.

NANCY KNIGHT (AQM/NHRE): tlce
physics. ttNucleation of liquid and crystal
phases; formation of hailstones in clouds to
determine the interaction between micro-
physics and cloud dynamics; crystal growth.

ROGER KOPP (HAO): TSolar physics.
ttCoronal dynamics; coronal temperatures;
chromosphere-corona transition region.

THOMAS KYLE (AQM/UAP): tMolecular
spectroscopy; radiative transfer; remote
sensing; cloud physics; optical and elec-
tronic instrumentation.

VINCENT LALLY (AAP/GAMP): tMete-
orological measurements. ttSuperpressure
balloon technology.

GERHARD LANGER (AQM/NHRE):
tAtmospheric nucleation. tfDevelopment
of field and laboratory instrumentation for
detecting ice and condensation nuclei;
improvement of cloud seeding agents,
including testing seeding agents, plume
tracking, and detection of seeding agents;
data acquisition and analysis.

ALAN LAZRUS (AQM/UAP): tAtmo-
spheric chemistry. ttAerosols and trace
gases in the stratosphere and their impact on
climate and environment.

CECIL (CHUCK) LEITH (AAP): tMathe-
matical physics. ttStatistical hydro-
dynamics of the atmosphere; Monte Carlo
forecasts and predictability; statistical
objective analysis methods.

MARGARET LeMONE (AAP/GATE):
tStructure and dynamics of the planetary
boundary layer. ftlnteraction of the plane-
tary boundary layer with moist convection;

structure of the undisturbed trade-wind
boundary layer; aircraft data analysis.

DONALD LENSCHOW (ATD/RAF):
tUnderstanding the structure of the plane-
tary boundary layer. ttAircraft measure-
ments of atmospheric turbulence; air mass
modification measurements; parameteriza-
tion of the unstable planetary boundary
layer; development of instrumentation for
aircraft turbulence measurements.

CARL LILLIEQUIST (HAO): tComputer
magnetohydrodynamic modeling of
sunspots; infrared and white light coronal
studies. ttReduction and analysis of 1973
eclipse data for both inner and outer
corona.

DOUGLAS LILLY (AAP/SSAPP): tSmall-
scale atmospheric dynamics. ttTurbulence,
gravity waves, and thermal convection;
numerical simulation of turbulent flow.

ALEXIS LONG (AQM/NHRE): tCloud
physics; weather modification. ttNuclea-
tion; stochastic theory of droplet collection;
hail suppression concepts and techniques.

ROBERT MacQUEEN (HAO): tSolar
physics. ttSolar corona and chromosphere;
space astronomy; infrared astronomy.

ROLAND MADDEN (AAP/ESP): tTropical
meteorology. tfEmpirical studies of global-
scale atmospheric waves.

WILLIAM MANKIN (AQM/UAP): tAtmo-
spheric physics and astrophysics. ttExperi-
mental and theoretical infrared spectros-
copy; measurement of atmospheric trace
gases; optical instrumentation; temperature
structure of the solar atmosphere.

EDWARD MARTELL (AQM/AA): tAtmo-
spheric geochemistry and radioactivity.
ttRadon daughters as tracers of aerosol
interactions in the atmosphere and
biosphere; aerosol transport; plutonium in
the environment; energy alternatives and
their pollutant aerosols.

JOHN MASTERSON (AAP): in-situ
measurement systems for meteorology and
oceanography. ttOrbiting and geostationary
satellite systems for measuring meteorologi-
cal and oceanographic variables; expendable
drifting buoys for measuring meteorological
variables, and surface and subsurface ocean
temperatures and currents.

SADAMI MATSUSHITA (HAO): tGeomag-
netism; aeronomy; physics of the magneto-
sphere and ionosphere; solar-terrestrial
physics. ttElectric currents, electric and
magnetic fields in the ionosphere through
the magnetosphere; effects of the inter-
planetary magnetic fields on the magneto-
sphere and ionosphere; dynamics of the
upper atmosphere during geomagnetic
storms; ionospheric sporadic E and
geomagnetic micropulsations.

JAMES McWILLIAMS (AAP/OP): tPhysical
oceanography. ffTheories and data analysis
of mid-ocean mesoscale eddies; interaction
of strong ocean jets and eddy processes;
large-scale air/sea interaction.

NELDER (MED) MEDRUD Jr. (ATD/
FOF): tApplied meteorology and
climatology. -ttRadar meteorology.
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DIMITRI MIHALAS (HAO): tTheoretical
astrophysics; radiative transfer. ttTheory of
line formation; stellar atmospheres; radiative
transfer in extended envelopes; velocity
field effects.

ALF MODAHL (AQM/NHRE): tSynoptic
meteorology. ttSynoptic and mesoscale
conditions favoring hailstorm development;
dynamics of convective storms and related
phenomena.

ALVIN MORRIS (ATD/FOF): tScientific
ballooning; applied research. ttPlanning and
management of meteorological field pro-
grams; theory and applications of balloon
technology; applied research in meteorology
and climatology.

RICHARD MUNRO (HAO): tSolar physics.
ttThree-dimensional structure and evolu-
tion of coronal forms; coronal temperatures
and density; physics of the chromospheric-
coronal transition zone.

CLIFFORD MURINO (ATD): tScientific
applications of dynamic and physical
meteorology. ttSevere storms; satellite
meteorology; atmospheric energetics.

ALLAN MURPHY (ASP/ESIG): tStatistical
and applied meteorology; applications of
decision analysis and systems analysis in
meteorology, with particular reference to
weather forecasting and weather modifica-
tion; Bayesian inference and decision.
ttProbability forecasting; forecast evalua-
tion; value and use of forecasts; evaluation
of weather modification experiments;
societal impacts of weather modification;
decision models in applied meteorology and
climatology; interactions between energy
systems and climate; impacts and implica-
tions of natural hazards.

CLARENCE NAGAMOTO (AQM/NHRE):
flce nucleation processes. ttExperiments
involved in studying the effects of aerosols
in atmospheric nucleation; analysis of
particles in precipitation and air samples.

YOSHINARI NAKAGAWA (HAO): tAstro-
physical fluid dynamics. ttForce-free
magnetic fields; solar flares; non-LT E
radiative flows.

GORDON NEWKIRK(HAO): tSolar
physics. ttSolar corona; solar wind;
magnetic fields.

CHESTER NEWTON (AAP/ESP): tSynop-
tic meteorology. 1-Descriptive aspects of
the atmosphere; fronts, jet streams, and
corresponding features of ocean currents;
cyclones and thunderstorms; global energy
and angular momentum balance.

T. RANDY NICHOLAS (AQM/NHRE):
tChemical engineering and systems analysis.
ttData systems and instruments
management.

MICHAEL OLSON (AAP/GATE):
tCommunications practice and theory;
control systems; systems analysis.

KATSUYUKI (VIC) OOYAMA (AAP/
GATE): tAtmospheric dynamics. ttHurri-
canes; cumulus parameterization; tropical
meteorology; GATE data analysis.

BETTE OTTO (AAP/GCMCOG):
tAtmospheric dynamics. ttProcessing GCM
statistics, and university liaison with GCM
joint projects.

ILGA PALUCH (AQM/NHRE): tCloud
microphysics. tftNumerical modeling of hail
growth and cloud water depletion.

YUNN PANN (AAP/SSAPP): tAtmospheric
analysis and prediction; data analysis.

RANJIT PASSI (AAP/GAMP): tStatistical
applications to problems in meteorology.
ttCarrier balloon project; problems of
deriving winds using Omega signals.

EDWARD PATTERSON (AQM/UAP):
tAtmospheric optics and the effects of
aerosols on optical properties of the
atmosphere. ttDetermination of optical
properties of stratospheric and tropospheric
aerosols; remote sensing of the atmosphere
and of aerosols using lidar; inferences of
aerosol properties from their optical effects;
effect of aerosols on the earth's radiation
balance and on climate.

G. STUART PATTERSON Jr. (ATD/CF):
ttNumerical simulation of turbulence;
stochastic processes.

WILLIAM PENNELL (AAP/GATE):
tObservations of turbulent structure and
transport in the boundary layer using instru-
mented aircraft. ttDevelopment of aircraft
instrumentation.

MICHAEL PERRY (HAO): tMathematical
modeling and programming. ttThree-
dimensional modeling of the solar corona
from two-dimensional projectional data.

JULIAN PIKE (ATD/RSF): tAtmospheric
instrumentation development. ttln-situ
sensors; data encoding, decoding, and
recording; system calibration; electronic
design; microcomputers.

GERALD PNEUMAN (HAO): tMagneto-
hydrodynamics. ttSolar corona and solar
wind; solar-interplanetary modeling.

STEWART POET (AQM/AA): tLong-lived
radon daughters. ttRadium in soils.

ARTHUR POLAND (HAO): tSolar physics.
ttReduction of satellite data on evolution
of coronal structure; coronal temperature
and density; radiative transfer in
prominences.

WALTER POLLOCK (AQM/UAP): tAtmo-
spheric chemistry. ttRadiochemistry; mass
spectrometry; cryogenics.

CHARLES QUERFELD (HAO): tSolar
physics. ttCoronal magnetic fields,
densities, and temperatures; radiative
transfer in scattering atmospheres.

RONALD RINEHART (AQM/NHRE):
tRadar meteorology; weather modification.
ttReflectivity structure of storms; doppler
radar studies; storm kinetics; hail spectra.

WALTER ROBERTS (NCAR, Research
Associate): tResearch in the solar corona.
ttSolar spicules and prominences; origin of
geomagnetic disturbances; influence of
variable solar activity on the earth's
ionosphere and weather.

RAYMOND ROBLE (AQM/UAP):
tAeronomy; atmospheric optics, ttlono-
spheric modeling; thermospheric dynamics;
optical transmission studies.

JAN ROSINSKI (AQM/NHRE): tice
nucleation processes, including the effects
of natural aerosols and seeding agents.
ttRelationship between temperature and
size distribution for natural and artificial
nucleation particles; ice nucleation in the
atmosphere and the laboratory; relationship
between ice nucleation and air pollutants.

STANLEY RUTTENBERG (AAP/GATE):
TSatellite sensing systems. ttGARP
planning; GATE, monsoon, and polar
experiment planning.

LARRY SAPP (AAP/GATE): tTropical
meteorology. ttObjective analysis.

J. DOYNE SARTOR (AQM/NHRE):
tCloud physics. ttAtmospheric electricity;
cloud particle (liquid and solid) mesoscale
interactions; precipitation growth processes;
weather modification and control; atmo-
spheric particle kinetics.

TAKASHI SASAMORI (AAP/CP; AQM/
UAP): tGeophysical fluid dynamics.
ttGeneral circulation of the atmosphere;
parameterization of physical processes in
the atmosphere.

THOMAS SCHLATTER (AAP/NWP):
tlmproving short-range (three-to-four day)
forecasting. ftObjective analysis to use
observed meteorological data in the NCAR
GCM; observing systems evaluation; Data
Systems Test.

STEPHEN SCHNEIDER (AAP/CP):
tTheory of climate. ttMathematical climate
modeling; modeling human influences on
climate; identification of potential climate-
related interstate conflicts.
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AUBREY SCHUMANN (AAP/GAMP):
tApplied meteorology and climatology;
superpressure balloon trajectory analysis.

MELVYN SHAPIRO (AAP/SSAPP):
ttObjective data analysis and numerical
weather prediction in isentropic coordi-
nates; aircraft investigation of frontal-zone/
jet-stream systems and associated clear air
turbulence; application of isentropic
analysis and prediction models to clear air
turbulence; snyoptic case study investiga-
tions of middle-latitude cyclones.

DENNIS SHEA (AAP/ESP): tTropical
meteorology. ttDeveloping software
package and data systems for TWERLE.

ANDREW SKUMANICH (HAO): tRadia-
tive transfer. ttMultidimensional radiative
transfer techniques; mathematical calcula-
tion aspects of radiative transfer coupled to
non-LTE excitation and ionization;
structure of stellar and solar chromospheres.

CLARK SMITH (AAP/GATE): tTropical
meteorology. ttSynoptic and mesoscale
analysis; diagnostic studies of tropical
systems.

DEAN SMITH (HAO): tSolar plasma
physics. ttSolar radio astronomy; dynamics
of magnetic fields and reconnection; particle
acceleration on the sun.

CHARLES SMYTHE (HAO): tSupport
scientist.

JOHN SNYDER (ASP/ESIG): tEcono-
metrics; natural resource economics.
ttEconomics of weather modification;
econometric studies of energy demand.

MARK SOLAK (AQM/NHRE): tSevere
convective storms. ttThunderstorm struc-
ture, circulation; analysis of hail suppression
efforts.

RICHARD SOMERVILLE (AAP/NWP):
tGeophysical fluid dynamics. ttThermal
convection; numerical methods; general
circulation modeling; numerical weather
prediction; parameterization.

PAUL SPYERS-DURAN (ATD/RAF):
tMeteorological instrumentation for
airborne use. ftCloud physics instrument
development; measurement of cloud
condensation nuclei, ice nuclei, cloud drop
distribution, replication of ice crystals,
decelerators; wind tunnel testing and evalua-
tion of sensors; data interpretation.

PAUL SWARZTRAUBER (ATD/CF):
tNumerical analysis. ttElliptic partial
differential equations; finite difference
methods for modeling fluids.

PHILIP THOMPSON (AAP/CP): tAtmo-
spheric dynamics. ttNumerical weather
prediction; climate theory; theory of
turbulence.

DOROTHY TROTTER (HAO): tSupport
scientist.

VIM TOUTENHOOFD (AQM/NHRE):
tField cloud physics program. ttUsing
instrumented sailplane for cloud physics
measurements.

HENRY van de BOOGAARD (AAP/
GATE): tTropical meteorology. t Large-
scale and synoptic scales of motion; Afro-
Asian continent monsoons; NCAR involve-
ment in the GARP monsoon experiment
(MONEX).

HARRY van LOON (AAP/ESP): tClimatol-
ogy. ttOcean/atmosphere interaction.

CHARLES WADE (AQM/NHRE): tSevere
convective storms. ttlntercomparison of
data from airborne meteorological sensing
systems used in NHRE; determination of
thunderstorm inflow and updraft structures
using instrumented aircraft, chaff, and
radar.

ARTHUR WARTBURG (AQM/AA):
tDeveloping instrumentation and tech-
niques for measuring and identifying atmo-
spheric particles. ttStratospheric ozone
measurements.

WARREN WASHINGTON (AAP/
GCMCOG): tAtmospheric dynamics.
ttGeneral circulation studies and models;
NCAR and university global modeling
experiments.

O. RICHARD WHITE (HAO): tSolar
physics. ttSolar spectroscopy; radiative
transfer; empirical determination of solar
models; one- and two-dimensional data
analyses using the fast Fourier transform.

DAVID WILLIAMSON (AAP/NWP):
tDynamic meteorology; numerical solution
of fluid flow. ttNumerical approximations
for fluid flow on a sphere; general circula-
tion modeling and real-data forecasts; four-
dimensional data assimilation; observing
systems simulation experiments;
initialization.

GLORIA WILLIAMSON (ATD/CF):
tGlobal modeling experiments and
operations.

GLEN WILLIS (AAP/SSAPP): tThermal
convection and atmospheric diffusion.
ttLaboratory modeling of turbulence and
diffusion within the convective planetary
boundary layer.

WARREN WISCOMBE (AAP/CP): tTheory
of climate. ttRadiative transfer; numerical
analysis; mathematical modeling of climate-
related processes.

EDWARD ZIPSER (AAP/GATE): tTropical
meteorology; physics of convective and
mesoscale systems. ttObservational studies
of convective and mesoscale systems;
analysis of data from field programs,
especially aircraft data from GATE.
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Directory of NCAR Engineers

General interest areas are denoted by a
single dagger and special interest areas by
double daggers.

DAVID ATLAS (AQM/NHRE): tSystem
conceptual design for remote atmospheric
probing; radar systems; acoustic radars;
lidars; tropospheric scatter; communication
systems. ttRadar polarization methods for
precipitation measurements; doppler radar
techniques for measurement of wind and
turbulence; incoherent radar techniques for
measuring winds and turbulence; dual-
wavelength radar system for hail detection;
troposcatter system for measuring winds;
special radar signal processing and display
techniques.

DAVID BARGEN (ATD/RSF): tlnstru-
ment and instrument system development;
minicomputers and automatic control
systems. ttAdvanced meteorological instru-
ment development; real-time processing and
display of atmospheric data.

THOMAS BAUR (HAO): tPolarization
optics and measurement of polarized light.
ttPolarimeter for solar observations; optical
design of photographic photometer; solar
spicule intensity measurement.

PHILIP BENEDICT (ATD/RAF): tElec-
tronics. ttAnalog and instrumentation
amplifiers; digital and precision bridge
circuits; airborne sensors.

ARTHUR BINKLEY (ADMN): tEngi-
neering service operations. ttProject
planning and financial reporting systems;
office management; drafting and technical
writing of operation and service manuals on
electronic test equipment and photographic
products and of logistics support
documents.

VICTOR BORGOGNO (ATD/RSF):
tAnalog/digital servo design; computer/
peripheral interface design. ttHAO's
K-corona emission-line polarimeter;
electronic balance; digital voltmeter design;
helicopter helmet sighting system; aircraft
radar antenna servos; CP - 3 radar controlle
and microprocessor applications.

JOSEPH BOYAJIAN (ATD/FOF): tDesign
development, and operation of radar
systems. ttActive and passive circuits
covering the range of frequencies from
audio to microwave; radar systems and
components.

FRED BROCK (ATD/RSF): tMeteorologi-
cal measurement and recording systems.
ttAnemometers; mini- and microcomputer
applications to measurement systems.

EDWARD BROWN (ATD/RAF): tAirborne
meteorological instrumentation. ttCloud
physics instrument development; wind-
tunnel/flight-test evaluation; instrument-
aircraft interface analysis.

ARDEN BUCK (ATD/RSF): tInstrumenta-
tion development and electro-optics.
ttLasers and holography; IR and UV
absorption hygrometry.

DAVID CALL (ATD/FOF): tComputer
control; meteorological immersion sensors.
ttMinicomputer programming and interface
design; microcomputer programming and
interface design; direct digital feedback
control; boundary-layer sensing instrumen-
tation; meteorological sensor calibration;
power conditioning-inverters, converters,
and regulation.

THEODORE CANNON (AQM/NHRE):
tMechanical, electrical, and photographic
instrumentation; computer programming
used in cloud physics research. ttLow-
turbulence vertical wind tunnel with
temperature, humidity, velocity, and elec-
tric field control; specialized cameras for
taking in-situ photographs of atmospheric
particles in the laboratory and from aircraft;
techniques for analysis of aircraft particle
camera photographs; droplet generator for
producing droplets of fluid with precisely
controlled time of production, size, and
charge; computer programs for calculation
of the three-dimensional electrostatic fields
and computer programs to calculate particle
sizes and concentrations within a simple
cloud model; instruments for droplet
interaction studies.

HAROLD COLE (ATD/RSF): tSystems
engineering; meteorological instrumentation
development. ttMeteorological instrumen-
tation; atmospheric radiation measurements;
remote sensing; spacecraft instrumentation
for studying planetary atmospheres (Mars).

OSCAR COOPER (ATD/NSBF): tinstru-
mentation for scientific experiments on
high-altitude balloons and sounding rockets.
ttTelemetry, command-control, environ-
mental sensors and equipment interfaces;
data systems, balloon tracking, pressure-
altitude sensors, digital timers, and UHF/RF
systems engineering.

MICHAEL DUNCAN (ATD/RSF): tDigital
data acquisition systems. ttMinicomputer
interfacing and software; microcomputer
hardware and software; computer system
integration; digital communications systems;
logic design.

PETER ECCLES (AQM/NHRE): tSpecifica-
tion, design, construction, and testing of
electrical, electronic, and microwave
systems, -tlnterface between a commercial
averager and a nine-track 45 ips tape
recorder (T2 L logic); high-speed four-
channel radar data acquisition system (T2 L,
PMOS, Tristate, and linear circuits); hail and
liquid water content processor for a mete-
orological radar; Grover dual-wavelength
radar system.

MICHAEL EXNER (AAP/GAMP): tMete-
orological and satellite data communications
systems. ttMicrocomputers; doppler wind-
finding systems.

JACK FINK (AQM/NHRE): tAerospace
airborne RF systems and ground tracking
stations. ttElectronic systems of the sail-
plane The Explorer; RF telemetry,
communications systems, and circuit design.

RICHARD FRIESEN (ATD/RAF): tAir-
craft instrumentation and instrumentation
system development. ttOn-board data
acquisition systems; analysis of aircraft data;
inertial and doppler navigation systems;
project planning and support.

CHARLES FRUSH (ATD/FOF): tData
processing system design; laser-related sys-
tems and optics; refrigeration, servo
systems, ttHigh-speed, low-level analog
signal recovery; optimizing op-amp fre-
quency compensation networks;
temperature-regulated baths; photomul-
tiplier detectors; digital methods of data
handling; FORTRAN programming.
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JACK GATHRIGHT (AQM/NHRE):
1-Design and project management for digital
systems. ttDesign, fabrication, and test of
digital processors for control systems and
signal analysis; fast Fourier transform and
recursive digital filters; special-purpose
digital arithmetic processors using micro-
programmed control; interface with
general-purpose computing machines and
peripherals; budgets and manpower
estimates.

MACK GORE (ATD/NSBF): 1-Mechanical
design; mechanical design of balloon pay-
loads. ttPyrotechnic devices for cable
separation and termination of balloon
flights; hardware interface between balloon
payload and balloon launch vehicles;
letdown reels (lightweight to 544 kg and
610 m); balloon launch equipment.

GRANT GRAY (ATD/FOF): tDigital data
acquisition and processing system design.
ttDigital reflectivity and doppler pro-
cessors; minicomputer applications in
control and data management; interactive
displays; multicolor display/recording
system for reflectivity, mean doppler, and
doppler variance.

RICHARD GRAY (ADMN): tBuilding
design and construction (registered
architect, Illinois and Colorado). ttFacility
space planning, analysis, and allocation.

EDWIN HARPER (HAO): tDigital systems
design. --tHardware and software design and
application of microcomputer systems;
hardware logic design of interfaces for
minicomputer peripherals; minicomputer
software system design, large instrument
controls systems software, magnetic-tape-
based editors, CRT terminal editor;
modifications to existing systems software
such as editors, assemblers, and BASIC.

MICHL HOWARD (ATD/RSF): tMechani-
cal design; mechanical-electro design,
layout, and development for aircraft,
balloon, radar, optic, and specialized
research equipment.

PAUL HOWES (AAP/GAMP): tCircuit
design of digital and linear systems (particu-
larly those interfacing the physical world
with electronic systems). ttControl and
servo systems; detection of distant storm
systems by sensing moving charged masses;
electronic and IR thermometry.

HOWARD HULL (HAO): t-Design of
optically coupled measuring instruments,
photosensitive transducers, servomecha-
nisms, and digital and analog data pro-
cessors. -tt-Instruments using synchronous
modulation and demodulation processes;
hardware or software control loops.

H. PAUL JOHNSON (ATD/RSF):
tMechanical and machine design.
ttMaterials selection and strength of
materials; fluid mechanics and heat transfer;
radar drives and control systems, and servo
system design; aircraft-mounted instrumen-
tation and structural appendages; optical
instruments and electronics packaging;
balloon launch and upper air sampling
equipment; small rocket trajectories and
payloads; machine shop practice and
fabrication techniques.

NEIL KELLEY (ATD/RAF): tMeteorologi-
cal instrumentation and data recording and
processing; aircraft meteorological systems;
planning and supervision of field investiga-
tions. ftNCAR Electra programs and data-
management systems, and other instru-
mented aircraft; inertial navigation systems;
M33 radar research and operations;
meteorological sensing and telemetry
packages; micrometeorological field
investigations.

LEON LACEY (HAO): tMechanical design
of instrumentation for solar observations
and related equipment. tfPhotographic
systems for field observations; photo-optical
systems and problems; accurate mecha-
nisms; solar eclipse expedition support.

VINCENT LALLY (AAP/GAMP): tMete-
orological measurement systems. ttSuper-
pressure balloon design.

EDWARD LAMBDIN (ATD/RSF):
tMechanical design. -tMechanical designs
for research apparatus as needed; descriptive
idea artwork; apparatus fabrication
coordinating and expediting.

GERHARD LANGER (AQM/NHRE):
tAtmospheric nucleation of water drops
and ice crystals as related to precipitation
formation. tfMonitoring of ice condensa-
tion nuclei; evaluation of cloud seeding
devices; development of instrumentation
and evaluation of the data collected.

LOREN LARAMORE (HAO): tDesign of
mechanics for the union of optics and
electronics in scientific research instrumen-
tation. tfDesign of mechanisms; packaging

of instrument components; weldment
design.

ROBERT LEE (HAO): tElectronic and
electro-optic portions of equipment used in
solar research. ttOptical polarimeters
(K-coronameters and solar magnetographs);
airborne far-IR scanning Michelson inter-
ferometer; servo systems applied to solar
guiders; recovery of small signals from high-
noise background; minicomputer applica-
tions to measurement and control.

DONALD LENSCHOW (ATD/RAF; AAP/
SSAPP): tMeteorological sensors for
aircraft, ttlnertial navigation systems,
gyro-stabilized platforms, and gust probe
sensors for air motion sensing; airborne
measurements of temperature, humidity,
and pressure; computer processing of
aircraft measurements.

ERNEST LICHFIELD (AAP/GAMP):
tInstrumentation for constant-level
balloons; logic systems design; meteorologi-
cal sensors. ttBalloon location systems;
magnetic sensors and cutdown devices; air
temperature and pressure measurements;
techniques for designing lightweight elec-
tronics that present a low-impact hazard to
aircraft; thermal design of balloon flight
packages.

CARLOS LUCERO (ADMN): tComputer-
controlled systems and product develop-
ment; instrumentation, test equipment, and
computer peripherals. ttMagnetics and
photometrics standards laboratories;
computer test systems for real-time test and
analysis of peripheral components; read/
write, data formatting, and servo and
control electronics for tape drives.

RICHARD LUEB (AQM/UAP): -Vacuum
cryogenics and instrumentation. f•1ENCAR
rocket-borne air sampler and launch support
systems; balloon-borne cryogenic air
sampling system; ultra-clean air sampling
systems.

PAUL MOORE (ADMN): tElectrical,
plumbing, heating, ventilating, and air-
conditioning systems for buildings.
ftMechanical and electrical systems for the
Control Data 7600 computer; installation of
particle control chamber.

CLAUDE MOREL (AAP/GAMP): tBalloon
instrumentation and data analysis.
ttBalloon instrument packaging; tempera-
ture and pressure sensor design and develop-
ment; balloon data analysis; field
operations.

ALVIN MORRIS (ATD/FOF): tPlanning
and management of meteorological field
projects and scientific ballooning projects.

ttScientific ballooning theory, planning,
and execution; engineering applications of
meteorology and climatology, and opera-
tional forecasting; gas and electric demand
studies; air pollution studies; boundary-layer
measurements; acoustic echo sounding.

MICHAEL OLSON (AAP/GAMP): tV LF,
RF, UHF analog and digital communica-
tions; data management and minicomputer
systems; automatic control systems.
ftCarrier balloon system; sensing and relay
of meteorological data from high-altitude
superpressure balloons and Omegasondes via
satellite to a ground station for data
processing.
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MICHAEL PAVEY (ATD/NSBF): tProgram
management and engineering for all aspects
of ballooning. ttLong-duration and strato-
spheric balloons; superpressure balloons;
captive balloons; plastic film technology and
material testing.

JULIAN PIKE (ATD/RSF): tAtmospheric
instrumentation development. f1FIn-situ
sensors; data encoding, decoding, and
recording; system calibration; electronic
design of microcomputers.

MALLIK PUTCHA (ATD/NSBF):
tCommunication system design; ultrasonic
simulation of radar problems. ttPCM
command and data systems; telemetry
instrumentation; data and signal analysis.

DANIEL REX (AAP/GATE): tPhysics and
engineering of vacua and multiphase very
high-capacity rectifiers.

MATTHEW REYNOLDS (ATD/RAF):
JDigital circuitry design and minicomputer
programming; installation, testing, and
operation of airborne research platforms.

ttDigital interfacing to Nova computers;
Nova computer programming (machine
language, FORTRAN, BASIC); display
circuits.

ALFRED RODI (ATD/RAF): tAircraft
instrumentation; data recording, real-time
display, processing. tfMeteorological
application of inertial and doppler naviga-
tion radar technology; aircraft temperature
sensor time response; millipore filter ice
nucleus counting techniques.

RONALD RUTH (ATD/RAF): tMeteoro-
logical instruments and instrumentation
systems, ft Radiosondes and automatic
ground stations; computer programs for
digital data acquisition systems and for
Loran C and Omega navaid signal analysis;
radiosonde oscillator/commutator using
bipolar and CMOS circuitry; precipitation
yes/no indicator; Sabreliner gust probe and
experimental determination of its response.

GEORGE SAUM (ATD/RSF): tCommuni-
cations and radar circuit design. ttAntenna
design; data communications; RFI/EMI
problems; television; analog circuit design;
radar transmitter and receiver systems.

ROBERT SERAFIN (ATD/FOF): tTheo-
retical system aspects for radar, radar signal
processing, and applications to radar
meteorology. ttAirborne reconnaissance
systems; synthetic aperture radar systems;
theory of random signals and their pro-
cessing; doppler processing of radar
meteorological signals; radar turbulence
detection; minicomputer applications to
radar signal processing; spectrum analysis of
random signals; pulse compression filter
design; pseudo-random signal design and
analysis.

CLAIRE SHELDEN (HAO; AQM/UAP):
-tnstrumentation. ttAerobee sun-seeker

servo; sound and pressure level measure-
ments; vibration analysis and data
processing and reduction system; Aerobee-
borne solar constant radiometer; Lyman-
alpha spectrophotometer; digital control
and optical design of UV double mono-
chromator; rotating mirror, filter-wheel
radiometer (IR) system.

JUSTIN SMALLEY (ATD/RSF): tAero-
nautical engineering and balloon systems.
ttBalloon shape and stress determination;
engineering for balloon systems; subsonic
wind tunnels; low-speed aerodynamics.

ACKLEY SMITH (AQM/NHRE): tDigital
and analog circuit design; diagnostic pro-
gramming; active network synthesis.
ttlnterfacing radars, scan converters, tape
recorders, etc., with minicomputers;
Nova 800 computer; assembly languages.

STEVE SMITH (ATD/NSBF): tAero-
dynamics; polymeric and composite
materials. ttSuperpressure balloon design;
materials testing.

W. JACK SNIDER (ATD/NSBF): tElec-
tronic instrumentation; system and circuit
design, integration, and test; program
coordination. ttPCM data systems and
telecommand; digital circuit design; instru-
mentation interface and package design;
minicomputer interface and operation.

PAUL SPYERS-DURAN (ATD/RAF):
tMeteorological instrumentation for air-
borne use. ttCloud physics instrument
development; measurements of cloud
condensation nuclei, ice nuclei, cloud drop
distribution, replication of ice crystals,
decelerators; wind tunnel testing and evalua-
tion of sensors; data interpretation.

SIGVARD STENLUND (AAP/GAMP):
tSuperpressure balloon systems. ttBalloon
materials, films, fabrics, and adhesives;
balloon launching equipment; balloon
valves, cutdowns, and rigging.

JACK TEFFT (AAP/GAMP): tlmplementa-
tion of scientific balloon flight programs
from conceptual design to hardware
procurement, satellite interface, launch, and
data-collection phases. ttProgram manage-
ment with emphasis on program coordina-
tion and interagency planning; budgetary
and manpower forecasting; field-site
selection and architectural, mechanical, and
electrical development; monitoring procure-

ment; development of logistics support
systems; completion of projects on time and
within budget period.

VIM TOUTENHOOFD (AQM/NHRE):
tCloud physics field experiments.
ttPiloting gliders for atmospheric research
projects; airborne instrumentation platform
design (in particular, self-launching sail-
planes); design of operation plans for field

experiments; data processing.

JACK WARREN (AAP/GAMP): tAero-

statics and balloon design; administration.
ttPlanning and management of field
operations for instrumented and manned
balloon flights.

ROBERT WENDLER (HAO): 1Design and

construction of precision instrumentation.
tfSmall mechanisms; airborne and ground-

based observing instruments and their
accessories; other precise measurement and

display devices.

NORMAN ZRUBEK (ATD/RAF): tAero-

nautical engineering. ttAircraft structures,
aerodynamics, and design; new aircraft
acquisition; instrumentation and calibration;
aircraft modification; FAA regulations.
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Directory of Visitors to NCAR

Scientific visitors and students who spent
one month (20 working days or more) at
NCAR during fiscal year 1975 are listed
below with their home affiliations, the dates
of their visits, and their fields of interest.
Summer visitors to NCAR are listed only for
the fiscal year in which their visits began.

MARCUS AGUILAR, Rice University: ASP,
summer fellowship program for minority
students and faculty, May to August 1975;
laboratory spectroscopy and introduction to
atmospheric sciences.

MORRIS AIZEMAN, JILA: ATD/CF, July
to September 1974; propagation of
disturbances in stellar atmospheres.

JAMES ALLENDER, University of Michi-
gan: ATD/CF, October to November 1974;
numerical simulation of circulation and
dispersion.

TERRY ASHWORTH, South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology: ASP,
senior postdoctoral Fellow, August 1974 to
August 1975; thermodynamic properties of
ice.

SUSAN AVERY, University of Illinois:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1975; stratosphere and mesosphere.

THOMAS AYRES, JILA: ATD/CF, Febru-
ary to June 1975; partial redistribution
profiles of Ca II K for a grid of model
chromospheres.

RANDOLPH BANK, Harvard University:
ATD/CF, July 1974; fast direct methods for
solving Poisson's equation.

B. BATES, Queens University, Belfast,
Ireland: ATD/NSBF, September to October
1974; optical and ultraviolet astronomy.

KENNETH BATTY, Pennsylvania State
University: ATD/CF, June to August 1974;
summer fellowship program.

ROBERT BENOIT, McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada: AAP/SSAPP,
July 1973 to present; parameterization of
planetary boundary layer in NCAR's general
circulation model.

RANDALL BENSCH, University of Okla-
homa: ASP, UCAR Fellow, June to August
1975; severe storms.

PENELOPE BERNAL, Florida State Univer-
sity: ATD/CF, September to December
1974; tropical dynamics.

ROBERT BESSEY, University of Wyoming:
ATD/CF, October 1974 to January 1975;
solar transition region problems.

MAURICE BLACKMON, Syracuse Univer-
sity: ASP, senior postdoctoral Fellow,
August 1974 to August 1975; large-scale
atmospheric motions.

DONNA BLAKE, Florida State University:
AQM/UAP, June to August 1974; dynamics
of the stratosphere/mesosphere.

WILLIAM BLUMEN, University of Colora-
do: AAP/NWP, May to September 1975;
four-dimensional data assimilation.

DANIEL BOCHSLER, Silverton High
School, Silverton, Oregon: HAO, Skylab
student investigator, June through August
1974; intermercurial objects.

A. BOKSENBERG, University College,
London, England: ATD/NSBF, September
to October 1974; optical and ultraviolet
astronomy.

WILLIAM BOLHOFER, Saint Louis
University: AAP/GATE, April to June
1975; Asian summer monsoon (MONEX).

JOHN BOLKCOM, University of Arizona:
ASP, UCAR Fellow, June to September
1975; measurements of ice nuclei.

CHARLES BRADFORD, University of
Denver: ATD/CF, October to December
1974; distribution of minor constituents in
the atmosphere.

LEE BRANSCOME, Florida State Univer-
sity: ASP, UCAR Fellow, June to Septem-
ber 1975; numerical weather prediction.

WILLIAM BRIGGS, Harvard University:
ATD/CF, July to August 1974; numerical
ocean model.

VISWANATHAN BRINGI, Ohio State
University: ASP, UCAR Fellow, June to
September 1975; radar meteorology.

KEITH BROWNING, Ministry of Defence,
Royal Radar Establishment, Malvern,
Worcestershire, England: NHRE, chief
scientist, October 1974 to October 1975;
cloud physics.

JANE BUNIN, University of Colorado:
ASP, postdoctoral Fellow, December 1974
to December 1975; interactions between
atmosphere and biosphere.

THOMAS BURNETT, Texas A&M Univer-
sity: ATD/CF, June to August 1975;
electron-atom ionization.

WILLIAM BURROWS, University of
Michigan: AAP/LSMAG and ATD/CF,
August to September and November to
December 1974; spectral analysis of the
earth's energy budget, spectral-form
diagnostic study of northern hemisphere
general circulation energetics.

EDWIN BUZZELL, Colorado State
University: ATD/CF, July to September
1974; tropical weather system dynamics.

BRUNO CACCIN, Osservatorio Astro-
nomico, Napoli, Italy: HAO, October
through November 1974; non-LTE analysis
of spectral lines.

GEORGE CAMPBELL, Colorado State
University: ATD/CF, September 1974 to
January 1975; satellite simulation for global
radiation budget studies.

RICHARD CANFIELD, Sacramento Peak
Observatory: HAO, June through August
1974; chromospheric flare spectra, solar
atmospheric heating.

FREDERICK CARR, Florida State
University: ATD/CF, January to March and
May to July 1975; numerical simulation of
mid-tropospheric cyclone.

JEAN-PIERRE CHALON, Ecole de la
Meteorologie Nationale, Paris, France:
NHRE, French fellowship, November 1974
through August 1976; convective storm
studies and analysis of hail growth
mechanisms.

SHAO CHANG, National Central Univer-
sity, Taiwan: HAO, February 1974 to
February 1975; structure of the
interplahetary medium.
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H. CHEN, JILA: ATD/CF, April to October
1975; growth of instabilities in weakly
ionized gases.

ZONESON CHEN, South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology: ASP, May to August
1975; moisture absorption.

ERIC CHIPMAN, LASP: ATD/CF, Septem-
ber to December 1974 and June 1975; data
analysis for the University of Colorado/
HAO OSO-I instrument.

WAN-CHENG CHIU, University of Hawaii:
ASP, senior postdoctoral Fellow, January to
July, 1975; momentum transport in tropical
general circulations and El Niino.

PETR CHYLEK, State University of New
York at Albany: AAP/CP, May to August
1975; atmospheric radiation and climate
modeling.

RALPH CICERONE, University of
Michigan: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1975; stratosphere and
mesosphere.

JOHN CLARK, Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity; ASP, colloquium coordinator, June to
September 1975; stratosphere and
mesosphere.

SONNY CLARK, NOAA: ATD/CF,
September to December 1974 and June
1975; analysis of incoherent scatter data
from Jicamarca, Peru.

STELLA COAKLEY, University of Denver:
ASP postdoctoral Fellow, June 1975 to
June 1976; correlation of crop disease and
climatic fluctuations.

RICHARD CRAIG, Florida State Univer-
sity: AQM/UAP, September 1974 to March
1975; Umkehr measurements of
stratospheric ozone.

DOUGLAS DAVIS, University of Maryland:
AQM/UAP and ATD/RAF, June 1975;
stratospheric measurements; atmospheric
OH profile.

WILLIAM DAVIS, Montgomery College,
Maryland: HAO, summer research associate,
June through August 1975; turbulent
electric fields in solar flares.

RUSSELL DERICKSON, Colorado State
University: ATD/CF, October 1974 to April
1975; cold orographic cloud modeling.

MICHEL DESBOIS, Laboratoire de
Meteorologie Dynamique, Paris France:
AAP/ESP, January 1975 to present; analysis
of constant-level balloon data, EOLE and
TWERLE.

PHILIP DRAZIN, University of Bristol,
England: ASP, senior postdoctoral Fellow,
August 1973 to August 1974; applied
mathematics and geophysical fluid
dynamics.

CLAUDE DUCHON, University of Okla-
homa: AAP/GADMAP, July to August
1974; preparation for GATE data
collection.

GEORGE DULK, University of Colorado:
ATD/CF, June through August 1975; radio
bursts and coronal transients.

MARGARET ECCLES, University of
Colorado: ATD/CF, November to December
1974; rawinsonde data conversion.

REINER EIDEN, Johannes Gutenberg
University, Mainz, Germany: AAP/CP,
September 1973 to July 1974; properties of
atmospheric aerosols.

ARNT ELIASSEN, University of Oslo,
Norway: AAP/SSAPP and ASP, colloquium
lecturer, July to August 1974; subsynoptic
extratropical weather systems.

FRANZ ENDLER, Sacramento Peak
Observatory: HAO, February 1974; solar
activity and radiative transfer.

E. R. ENGDAHL, CIRES: ATD/CF,
February to May 1975; ray tracing.

THOMAS ENGEL, University of Colorado:
ATD/CF, June to August 1975; particle
bombardment of the middle atmosphere.

JAE KYUNG EOM, University of Maryland:
ATD/CF, June to August 1975; summer
fellowship program.

TIMOTHY ERDMAN, Wright-Ingraham
Institute, Colorado Springs, Colorado:
ATD/FOF, February to May 1975; environ-
mental impact against the local ecology.

LARRY ESPOSITO, University of Massa-
chusetts: ATD/CF, June to August 1975;
summer fellowship program.

MARIANO ESTOQUE, University of
Miami: AAP/GATE, June to August 1975;
structure of the maritime intertropical
convergence zone.

JOSEPH ESTRIN, Clarkson College of
Technology: ASP, senior postdoctoral
Fellow, September 1973 to September
1974; nucleation processes.

G. FAZIO, Smithsonian Institution,
Cambridge, Massachusetts: ATD/NSBF,
April to June 1975; infrared and radio
astronomy.

WILLIAM FINGERHUT, Colorado State
University: ATD/CF, July to September
1974 and March to June 1975; tropical
weather system dynamics.

GIORGIO FIOCCO, University of Florence,
Italy: ASP, September to November 1974;
radiative equilibrium of aerosols in
planetary atmospheres.

JUAN FONTENLA, Observatorio Nacional
de Fisica C6smica, Argentina: HAO, Novem-
ber 1974 to May 1975; Stokes parameter
spectroscopy.

JAMES FORS, University of Utah: ASP,
UCAR Fellow, June to September 1975;
numerical weather prediction.

JOHN FREDERICK, University of Colo-
rado: ATD/CF, February to August 1975;
particle bombardment of the middle
atmosphere.

DAVID FRITTS, University of Illinois:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1975; stratosphere and mesosphere.

CHRISTIANE FROESCHLE, Universite de
Nice, France: HAO, March 1975; radiative
transfer.

STEWART FROST, University of Colorado:
ATD/CF, January to April 1975; spectro-
scopic study of O-type stars.

DANIEL FUA, CIRES: ATD/CF, April to
October 1975; generation of gravity waves
in a shear layer.

JAMES FULLMER, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology: ASP, colloquium partici-
pant, June to August 1975; stratosphere and
mesosphere.

SCOTT FULTON, Kalamazoo College:
AQM/UAP, April to June 1975; reduction
of lidar data.

TAKEHIKO FURUKAWA, Meteorological
Research Institute of Japan: AAP/NWP,
February 1975 to February 1976;
dynamical and thermal influences of the
earth's orography on atmospheric motions.

TZVI GAL-CHEN, Columbia University:
ASP, postdoctoral Fellow, October 1973 to
October 1974; climate and convection
modeling.

ANVER GHAZI, Universitat Koln, Federal
Republic of Germany: ASP, colloquium
participant, June to August 1975;
stratosphere and mesosphere.

MICHAEL GLANTZ, Lafayette College:
ASP, senior postdoctoral Fellow, July 1974
to July 1975; political implications of
climate and weather modification.
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JAMES GOERSS, University of Oklahoma:
AAP/GADMAP, June to September 1975;
GATE aircraft data collection.

VINCENT GRANO, Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity: AAP/GATE, July to August 1974;
boundary layer.

RONALD GREENWOOD, Langley
Research Center, NASA: ASP, colloquium
participant, June to August 1975;
stratosphere and mesosphere.

ELIZABETH GUERRA, Del Mar College,
Corpus Christi, Texas: ASP, summer
fellowship program for minority students
and faculty, May to August 1975; climato-
logical data analysis and introduction to
atmospheric sciences.

DALE HAIDVOGEL, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology: ATD/CF, January to
February and April to August 1975; ocean
eddy dynamics.

ITAMAR HALEVY, University of Toronto,
Ontario, Canada; ASP, colloquium
participant, June to August 1975;
stratosphere and mesosphere.

MICHAEL HART, California Institute of
Technology: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow,
September 1974 to September 1975;
chemical evolution of planetary
atmospheres and oceans.

DENNIS HARTMAN, Princeton University:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1975; stratosphere and mesosphere.

STEVE HATCHETT, JILA: ATD/CF, July
to October 1974 and May to June 1975;
thermal instability of a shock.

WILLIAM HEAPS, University of Maryland:
ATD/RAF, June 1975; atmospheric OH
profile.

JAMES HEASLEY, Yale University: HAO,
September 1973 to September 1975;
radiative transfer.

GERALD HEBENSTREIT, Texas A&M
University: ATD/CF, January to February
1975; oceanography.

JEAN-CLAUDE HENOUX, Observatoire de
Paris, France: HAO, May 1975; structure of
coronal active regions.

TADASHI HIRAYAMA, University of
Tokyo, Japan: HAO, November 1974 to
February 1975: flare models, prominences,
solar helium abundances.

GREG HOLLOWAY, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography: ATD/CF, May to June
1975; oceanic mesoscale dynamics.

ALISON HOPFIELD, Princeton Day
School, New Jersey: HAO, Skylab student
investigator, June through August 1974;
lunar libration clouds.

FREDERICK HOUSE, Drexel University:
AQM/UAP, August to December 1974;
LRIR instrument calibration.

GEORGE HUFFMAN, Ohio State Univer-
sity: ATD/CF, June to August 1975;
summer fellowship program.

TERENCE HUGHES, University of Maine:
ASP, senior postdoctoral Fellow, July 1974
to January 1975; coupled atmosphere-
ocean-cryosphere models.

JOHN HUMMEL, Pennsylvania State
University: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1975; stratosphere and
mesosphere.

HARLEY HURLBURT, Florida State
University: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow
January 1974 to January 1975; dynamical
ocean modeling, air-sea interactions.

JOHN HUTCHINGS, Victoria University,
Wellington, New Zealand: AAP/LSMAG,
August 1974 to April 1975; climatological
analysis of the southern hemisphere.

CHARLES JAFFE, JILA: ATD/CF, May to
August 1975; electron-atom ionization.

R. JENNINGS, University College, London,
England: ATD/NSBF, August to October
1974; infrared and radio astronomy.

ANNIE JOHNSON, Prairie View A&M
University, Texas: ATD/CF, June to August
1975; cooperative education summer
program.

KEITH JOHNSON, NESS/NOAA and
University of Maryland: ASP, colloquium
participant, June to August 1975;
stratosphere and mesosphere.

JOACHIM JOSEPH, Tel-Aviv University,
Israel: AAP/CP, April to July 1975; effects
of aerosols on climate.

YOLANTA JONYNAS, Polytechnic
Institute of New York: ATD/CF, June to
August 1975; summer fellowship program.

G. KELLER, Ballistics Research Labora-
tory, Dahlgren, Virginia: ATD/NSBF,
August to October 1974; atmospheric
sciences.

UWE KELLER, Max Planck Institute,
Munich, Germany: HAO, April 1975; comet
Kohoutek Skylab coronagraph observations.

DOUGLAS KENDALL, University of
Michigan: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow, August
1974 to July 1975; stratospheric sampling.

C. S. KIANG, Atlanta University and State
University of New York at Albany:
AQM/AA, July 1974 to June 1976;
nucleation, gas-to-particle conversion, gas-
particle interaction, and aerosol modeling.

K. O. KIEPENHEUER, Fraunhofer Insti-
tute, Freiburg, Germany: ATD/NSBF,
February to May 1975; solar physics.

JOHN KINDLE, Florida State University:
ATD/CF, September 1974 to August 1975;
model of the circulation of the Gulf of
Mexico.

RICHARD KLEIN, JILA: ASP, postdoc-
toral Fellow, January 1975 to January
1976; interaction of dynamics and radiation
field in astrophysics.

JAMES KLETT, New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology: ASP, June to
August 1975; cloud microphysics.

FRANZ KNEER, Fraunhofer Institute,
Freiburg, Germany: HAO, June 1974
through May 1975; non-LTE radiation
transport theory, physics of the solar
chromosphere.

NATHAN KOHN, NOAA: ATD/CF,
February to April 1975; NHRE doppler
radar data.

Y. KONDO, Johnson Space Center, NASA:
ATD/NSBF, January to March 1975; optical
and ultraviolet astronomy.

FRED KOPP, South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology: ATD/CF, July,
November, and December 1974 and
January, April, and May 1975; numerical
simulation of salt seeding.

LOTHAR KOSCHMIEDER, University of
Texas: ASP, senior postdoctoral Fellow,
September 1973 to September 1974; labora-
tory convection, general circulation of
planetary atmospheres.

KENNETH KRALL, University of
Wyoming: ATD/CF, August to November
1974; solar transition region problems.

DENNIS KREID, Tennessee Technological
University: ASP, senior postdoctoral
Fellow, January to September 1975; optical
measurements of visibility and fluid
velocity.

JAN KREIDER, University of Colorado:
ATD/CF, August to November 1974;
balloon trajectory simulation model.

CARL KREITZBERG, Drexel University:
AAP/SSAPP, July, October, and November
1974 and March 1975; supervision of joint
NCAR/Drexel program.
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ARLIN KRUEGER, Goddard Space Flight
Center, NASA: AQM/UAP and AAP/CP,
January to February 1975; atmospheric
ozone measurements, analysis of back-
scattered UV ozone data.

PAUL KUNASZ, JILA: ATD/CF, Septem-
ber to December 1974; excitation and
ionization cross sections of light ions.

D. P. LALAS, CIRES: ATD/CF, May to
June 1975; generation of gravity waves in a
shear layer.

MARTIN LEACH, Drexel University:
AAP/SSAPP, June to September 1975;
severe weather forecasting.

JOHN LEE, Florida State University: ASP,
postdoctoral Fellow, August 1973 to
August 1974; mesoscale circulation
modeling.

JOHN LEIBACHER, HAO: ATD/CF, May
to August 1975; OSO-1 program.

PHILIPPE LEMAIRE, Laboratoire de
Physique Stellaire et Planetaire, France:
HAO, January 1975 to January 1976;
OSO-I program.

D. LEMKE, Max Planck Institute, Munich,
Germany: ATD/NSBF, August to
September 1974; infrared astronomy.

ULRICH LEMMIN, State University of New
York at Albany: AAP/CP, May to August
1975; atmospheric radiation.

JANET LESH, University of Denver:
ATD/CF, July to September 1974 and April
to June 1975; propagation of disturbances
in stellar atmospheres.

CHUN MING LEUNG, Harvard University:
ATD/CF, September to December 1974;
physics of dense interstellar dust clouds.

JURN-SUN LEUNG, North Adams State
College, Massachusetts: HAO, summer
research associate, June through August
1975; radiative transfer.

W. LEWIN, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology: ATD/NSBF, April to June
1975, X-ray astronomy.

JACKIE LEWIS, Utah State University:
ATD/CF, June to August 1975; summer
fellowship program.

TED LI LLEY, Australian National Univer-
sity: HAO, August 1974 to February 1975;
ionospheric physics.

LIANG-BEE LIN, Princeton University:
AAP/OP, November 1974 to present;
numerical modeling of ocean circulation in
closed basins.

KUO-NAN LIOU, University of Washing-
ton: AAP/CP, July 1974; role of radiative
transfer in climate.

EDWARD LORENZ, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology: ASP, June to August
1975; dynamical meteorology.

BOON-CHYE LOW, University of Chicago:
HAO, October 1973 to December 1974;
solar magnetic fields.

F. LOW, University of Arizona: ATD/
NSBF, May to July 1974; infrared
astronomy.

THOMAS LUNDGREN, University of
Minnesota: ASP, senior postdoctoral
Fellow, August 1974 to August 1975; statis-
tical mechanics, modeling of two-
dimensional turbulence.

MARK LUTZ, Drexel University:
AAP/SSAPP, March 1974 to present;
numerical modeling of mesoscale
interactions.

WILLIAM MACKLIN, University of
Western Australia, Nedlands: ASP, senior
postdoctoral Fellow, March 1975 to Febru-
ary 1976; hailstone growth and modeling.

LARRY MAHRT, Oregon State University:
AAP/GATE, December 1974 to March
1975; boundary-layer modeling.

STEVEN MASSIE, University of Colorado:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1975; stratosphere and mesosphere.

J. MATTESON, University of California at
San Diego: ATD/NSBF, November 1974 to
January 1975; X-ray and infrared
astronomy.

DAVID MATTHEWS, Bureau of Reclama-
tion: ATD/CF, July to October 1974;
mesoscale modeling of cumulus clouds.

RICHARD McCRAY, JILA: ATD/CF,
February to May 1975; thermal instability
of a shock.

MARIE McFARLANE, University of
Michigan: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1975; stratosphere and
mesosphere.

THOMAS McGEE, University of Maryland:
ATD/RAF, June 1975; atmospheric OH
profile.

SALLY McVEY, University of Colorado:
ATD/CF, February to June 1975;
rawinsonde data conversion.

PETER McWHIRTER, Culham Laboratory,
England: HAO, July to August 1974;
radiative transfer time-dependent problems.

MICHAEL MEADOWS, JILA: ATD/CF,
May to August 1975; electron-atom
ionization.

PETER MEHLTRETTER, Fraunhofer
Institute, Freiburg, Germany: ATD/NSBF,
February to May 1975; solar physics.

JOSE MELGAREJO, University of Stock-
holm, Sweden: AAP/SSAPP, June to
September 1975; parameterization of
boundary-layer fluxes.

ARMEN MELIKIAN, Ball Brothers
Research Corporation, Boulder, Colorado:
ATD/CF, September to December 1974;
thermal analysis of HAO white light
coronograph on ATM.

DONALD MELROSE, Australian National
University: HAO, December 1974 to Febru-
ary 1975; solar radio astronomy.

KENNETH MITCHELL, Pennsylvania State
University: ASP, UCAR Fellow, June to
August 1975; geostrophic adjustment
problem.

LAURENCE MONTANO, Oregon State
University: ASP, June to August 1975;
stratospheric chemistry.

DAVID MONTGOMERY, University of
Iowa: ASP, May to July 1975; statistical
mechanics of two-dimensional incompres-
sible turbulence.

ANDREW MORIARTY, University of
Maryland: ATD/RAF, June 1975; atmo-
spheric OH profile.

LOUISE MORRISON, Atlanta University
Center: AAP/GCMCOG, June to August
1975; computer applications and pack-ice
modeling.

DUDLEY MOSELEY, Prairie View A&M
University, Texas: ASP, summer fellowship
program for minority students and faculty,
May to August 1975; analysis of GATE data
and introduction to atmospheric sciences.

DAVID MURCRAY, University of Denver:
ATD/NSBF, August to November 1974;
atmospheric sciences.

STEVEN NERNEY, NOAA: HAO, Septem-
ber 1974 to September 1975; models of the
interplanetary medium.

WERNER NEUPERT, Goddard Space
Flight Center, NASA: HAO, July 1974;
evolution of active regions and flares.

GERALD NORTH, University of Missouri
at St. Louis: ASP, senior postdoctoral
Fellow, September 1974 to September
1975; climate modeling.
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ALEKSANDR OBOUKHOV, Institute of
Atmospheric Physics, Moscow, U.S.S.R.:
AAP/CP, May 1975; fundamental studies in
the theory of turbulence.

H. OLTHOFF, University of Groningen,
The Netherlands: ATD/NSBF, September to
October 1974; infrared and radio
astronomy.

STEPHEN O'NEILL, University of Colo-
rado: ATD/CF, May to August 1975;
atomic and molecular photo-ionization.

SAM OUTCALT, University of Michigan:
ATD/CF, March to June 1975; long-term
surface modification simulations.

JAN PAEGLE, University of Utah: AAP/
SSAPP, June to July 1975; mountain-
generated wave problems.

JULIA PAEGLE, University of Utah:
AAP/NWP, June to August 1975; initializa-
tion of the primitive equations.

CLAIRE PARKINSON, Ohio State Univer-
sity: AAP/GCMCOG, June to August 1975;
climatology and pack-ice modeling.

VITHALBHAI PATEL, University of
Denver: ATD/CF, May to June 1975; solar
plasma interaction with the geomagnetic
field.

WILLIAM PARTON, Colorado State
University: ASP postdoctoral Fellow, June
1974 to June 1975; atmospheric and
ecological modeling.

PURNA PATNAIK, University of California
at Berkeley: AAP/SSAPP, June 1974 to
November 1975; atmospheric dynamics.

EDWARD PATTERSON, Georgia Institute
of Technology: ASP postdoctoral Fellow,
January 1974 to January 1975; radiative
processes and remote sensing.

M. P. PAUL, Alcorn A&M College, Missis-
sippi: HAO, summer research associate,
June through August 1975; ionospheric
storms.

M. PELLING, University of California at
San Diego: ATD/NSBF, November 1974 to
January 1975; X-ray and infrared
astronomy.

ROBERT PERRET, Florida State Univer-
sity: ATD/FOF, June to September 1975;
cloud physics and atmospheric electricity.

DONALD PERKEY, Drexel University:
AAP/SSAPP, June 1973 to present; numeri-
cal modeling of mesoscale interactions.

ERIC PETERSEN, Danish Atomic Energy
Commission: AAP/SSAPP, August 1974;
checking clear air turbulence data.

I. PETERSON, University of California at
San Diego: ATD/NSBF, November 1974 to
January 1975; X-ray and infrared
astronomy.

WILLIAM PERRIE, University of California
at Berkeley: AQM/AA, June to August
1975; weather predictability.

LEONHARD PFISTER, University of
Washington: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1975; stratosphere and
mesosphere.

JOHN PINKERTON, Drexel University:
AAP/SSAPP, July 1974 to July 1975;
mesoscale boundary-layer parameterization.

RONALD PINNICK, University of
Wyoming: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow,
December 1974 to December 1975; angular
scattering from nonspherical particles.

ERIC PITCHER, University of Michigan:
ASP, postdoctoral Fellow, July 1974 to
July 1975; statistical-dynamical techniques
for large-scale atmospheric flow.

YVES POINTIN, University of Minnesota:
ASP, August 1974 to July 1975; vortex
statistics.

ANNICK POUQUET, Observatoire de Nice,
France: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow,
September 1973 to September 1974 and ad
hoc visitor, September 1974 to May 1975;
magnetohydrodynamic turbulence.

PAUL POWNALL, University of Wyoming:
ATD/CF, April to June 1975; Knollenberg
probe data analysis.

ERIC PRIEST, St. Andrews University,
Scotland: HAO, August and September
1974; solar flares.

G. V. RAO, Saint Louis University: AAP/
GATE, August 1974; Asian summer
monsoon (MONEX).

JOHN REID, Colorado State University:
ATD/CF, February to May 1975; transport
and dispersion in mountainous terrain.

ARTHUR RICHMOND, Laboratoire de
Physique de I'Exosphire, France: HAO,
September 1974 to September 1976;
magnetosphere and ionosphere.

DEREK ROBB, JILA: ATD/CF, May to
August 1975; electron impact excitation of
atomic hydrogen and the helium positive
ion.

CLIVE RODGERS, Oxford University,
England: ASP and AQM/UAP, April 1975
to January 1976; upper atmosphere remote
sensing.

JUAN ROEDERER, University of Denver:
ATD/CF, July to September 1974 and May
to July 1975; magnetospheric particle
motion and precipitation into the
atmosphere.

HARVEY ROSE, Harvard University: ASP,
postdoctoral Fellow, January 1975 to
January 1976; turbulence theory.

ARTHUR ROSENTHAL, Harvard Univer-
sity: ATD/CF, June to August 1975;
summer fellowship program.

STEPHEN ROUNTREE, JILA: ATD/CF,
May to August 1975; accurate calculations
of electron-atom ionization.

JAMES RUSSELL, Langley Research
Center, NASA: AQM/UAP, June to August
1974; LRIR instrument calibration.

SURINDER SAHAI, University of
Wyoming: ATD/CF, August to November
1974; solar transition region problems.

JEAN-PIERRE ST.-MAURICE, University
of Michigan: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1975; stratosphere and
mesosphere.

RALPH SAUNDERS, University of Denver:
ATD/CF, March to June 1975; magneto-
spheric particle motion and precipitation
into the atmosphere.

ROBERT SCHIFF, University of Maryland:
ATD/RAF, June 1975: atmospheric OH
profile.

EDWARD SCHMAHL, Harvard College
Observatory: ATD/CF, January and March
to April 1975; solar atmosphere, extreme
ultraviolet.

RUSSELL SCHNELL, University of
Wyoming: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow,
August 1974 to August 1975; biogenic ice
nuclei.

V. SCHONFELDER, Max Planck Institute,
Munich, Germany: ATD/NSBF, May to July
1974; gamma-ray and X-ray astronomy.

ULRICH SCHUMANN, Institut fur
Reaktorentwicklung, Karlsruhe, Federal
Republic of Germany: ASP postdoctoral
Fellow, July 1974 to July 1975; modeling
of the turbulent planetary boundary layer.

WILLIAM SHACKELFORD Jr., Clark
College, Atlanta, Georgia: ASP and AQM/
AA, summer fellowship program for
minority students and faculty, June to
August 1975; nucleation theory as applied
to atmospheric pollution, aerosol forma-
tion in the stratosphere, introduction to
atmospheric sciences.
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NAGAMBAL SHAH, Spelman College,
Atlanta, Georgia: ASP, summer fellowship
program for minority students and faculty,
May to August 1975; statistical
meteorology.

RICHARD SHINE, JILA and LASP: ATD/
CF, July to October 1974; radiative transfer
calculations.

DAN SHAW, Florida State University:
ATD/CF, March to June 1975; tropical
dynamics.

ARUN SHENDRIKAR, Louisiana State
University: ASP, senior postdoctoral
Fellow, September 1973 to August 1974;
analytical chemistry of trace gases.

MARTIN SMITH, CIRES: ATD/CF,
September to November 1974 and March to
May 1975; normal modes of a rotating
earth.

MARY SMITH, University of Chicago: ASP,
colloquium participant, June to August
1975; stratosphere and mesosphere.

ROLAND SMITH, Macquarie University,
Australia: ASP, senior postdoctoral Fellow,
January 1974 to January 1975 (spent May
1974 to January 1975 in residence at
Pennsylvania State University); laboratory
and atmospheric photochemistry.

RONALD SMITH, University of Colorado:
AAP/SSAPP, June to July 1975; continuing
work on mountain waves.

SHELIA SMITH, Spelman College, Atlanta,
Georgia: ASP, summer fellowship program
for minority students and faculty, May to
August 1975; analysis of tropical wind data
and introduction to atmospheric sciences.

GILLES SOMMERIA, Centre Nationale de

la Recherche Scientifique, Paris, France:
AAP/SSAPP, May 1975 to present;
modeling of tropical boundary layer.

PIERRE SOUFFRIN, Observatoire de Nice,
France: ASP and HAO, October to Novem-
ber 1974; solar/stellar atmosphere.

ANDREW SOWARD, University of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England: ASP, July
to September 1974; geophysical and astro-
physical applications of dynamo models.

JOHN SPARKMAN, Boulder, Colorado
(independent): ATD/CF, September to
December 1974; geomagnetic changes and
pressure changes.

JOHN STANFORD, Iowa State University:

ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1975; stratosphere and mesosphere.

R. STAUBERT, Astronomisches Institut,
Tubingen, Germany: ATD/NSBF, January
to March 1975; gamma-ray and X-ray
astronomy.

ROBERT STEINBERG, Lewis Research
Center, NASA: AAP/ESP, July to Septem-
ber 1974; GATE, commercial aircraft.

RICHARD STEINOLFSON, NOAA,
Boulder, Colorado: ATD/CF, February to
May 1975; force-free magnetic field.

JAMES STERKEN, University of Michigan:
AAP/LSMAG, July to August 1974;
diagnosis of kinetic energy budget in NCAR
GCM.

PHI LIP STICKEL, University of Oklahoma:
AAP/GADMAP, June to September 1975;
GATE aircraft data collection.

MICHAEL STIX, Universitats-Sternwarte,
Gottingen, Federal Republic of Germany:
HAO, November 1974 to November 1975;
solar dynamo problem.

ROBERT STOCKER, University of Denver:
ATD/CF, August to October 1974 and
February to August 1975; distribution of
minor constituents in the atmosphere.

C.-H. SU, Brown University: ASP, senior
postdoctoral Fellow, September 1973 to
September 1974; applied mathematics,
atmospheric waves.

TOMOSHIGE SUDA, Meteorological
Research Institute of Japan: AAP/GAMP,
August 1973 to November 1975; carrier
balloon program.

WEN-YIH SUN, University of Chicago:
ATD/CF, August to September 1974;
thermal convection in the atmosphere.

C. SWIFT, Ames Research Center, NASA:
ATD/NSBF, March to April 1975; infrared
and radio astronomy.

TSUTOMU TAKAHASHI, University of
Hawaii at Hilo: NHRE, July 1974 to August
1975; cloud modeling in dynamics and
cloud physics.

ALAN TENCH, National Bureau of
Standards, Boulder, Colorado: ATD/CF,
June to November 1974; structure
determination of benzo (a) pyrene, a
carcinogenic air pollutant.

DANA THOMPSON, Florida State Univer-
sity: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow, July 1974
to July 1975; ocean circulation models.

ABDOULAYE TINGA, Niamey University,
Niger: AQM/AA, July to September 1975;
aerosol physics.

KENNETH TORRANCE, Cornell Univer-
sity: ASP, senior postdoctoral Fellow, July
1974 to July 1975; climatic impact of cities
and power plants.

GEORGE TREVINO, Del Mar College,
Corpus Christi, Texas: ASP, senior post-
doctoral Fellow, May 1975 to May 1976;
statistical modeling of the power spectrum
of nonhomogeneous atmospheric
turbulence.

CARLTON ULBRICH, Clemson University:
NHRE, June to August 1974; analytical
radar studies.

JOHN VanALLEN, University of Denver:
ATD/CF, July to September 1974 and
February to July 1975; distribution of
minor constituents in the atmosphere.

JOHN WALLACE, University of Washing-
ton: ASP, June to August 1974, lecturer for
the summer fellowship program for
minority students and faculty, and Septem-
ber 1974 to September 1975, senior
postdoctoral Fellow; introduction to
atmospheric sciences and tropical general
circulation and climate.

GRAYSON WALKER, Clark College,
Atlanta, Georgia: ASP, summer fellowship
program for minority students and faculty,
July to August 1974; preparation of samples
in an infrared spectrophotometer.

STACY WALTERS, University of Michigan:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1975; stratosphere and mesosphere.

WILLIE WATERS, Prairie View A&M Uni-
versity, Texas: ATD/CF, June to August
1975; cooperative education summer
program.

BOB WATSON, University of Wyoming:
ATD/CF, October 1974 to January 1975;
solar transition region problems.

RONALD WEAVER, University of Colo-
rado: ATD/CF, November to December
1974; rawinsonde data conversion.

W. ROY WESSEL, Florida State University:

AQM/UAP, September 1974 to September
1975; numerical modeling of fluid dynami-

cal systems, especially planetary
atmospheres.

JOHN WHEALTON, JILA: ATD/CF,
September to December 1974 and April to
October 1975; growth of instabilities in

weakly ionized gases.

GLENN WHITE, State University of New

York at Albany: ASP, colloquium partici-

pant, June to August 1975; stratosphere and

mesosphere.
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JILL WILLIAMS, University of Colorado:
ASP, postdoctoral Fellow, July 1974 to
July 1975; diagnosis of the general circula-
tion and climate modeling with the GCM.

JOSEPH WROBLEWSKI, Florida State
University: ATD/CF, April to May 1975;
simulation of mesoscale patchiness during
upwelling off Oregon.

HIROKAZU YOSHIMURA, University of
Tokyo, Japan: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow,
August 1973 to August 1974, and HAO,
June 1975; solar convection and dynamo
theory.

KENNETH YOUNG, University of Arizona:
NHRE, July to August 1974; numerical
modeling.

SEAN YOUNG, Queen Mary College,
London, England: ASP, June to July 1975;
theory of turbulent flows.

CAIRL YOUNGBLUT, University of Illinois:
AT D/CF, June to August 1975; summer
fellowship program.

GLENN YUE, State University of New
York at Albany: AQM/AA, July 1974 to
June 1976; gas-to-particle interactions.

R. ZANDER, University of Liege, Belgium:
ATD/NSBF, August to September 1974;
solar physics.

JAMES ZARICHNY, Florida State Univer-
sity: ATD/CF, July to October 1974 and
January to August 1975; M-mode numerical
simulation of vacillation in a rotating
annulus.

SEYMOUR ZENCHELSKY, Rutgers
University: ASP, senior postdoctoral
Fellow, August 1973 to August 1974;
organic aerosol chemistry.

CHRISTOS ZEREFOS, National Hellenic
Research Foundation, Athens, Greece: ASP,
January to June 1975; solar-weather
relations.

JOHN ZIRKER, University of Hawaii:
HAO, June 1975 to June 1976; Skylab solar
workshop.

RICHARD ZUREK, University of Washing-
ton: ASP, postdoctoral Fellow, July 1974
to July 1975; Martian tidal motions.
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PUBLICATIONS OF
CALENDAR YEAR 1974

Submitted publications of both staff and
visitors for calendar year 1974 are listed;
1973 papers that appeared too late to be
included in last year's report are also given.
Theses based on research performed in
cooperation with NCAR are included in this
publications list. Informal papers, internal
reports, abstracts, and papers presented at
meetings are not included. An asterisk
before a name indicates a non-NCAR
coauthor.

ABBOTT, C.E.: Experimental cloud droplet
collision efficiencies. j. Geophys. Res.
79 (21), 3098- 3100, 1974.

- --- : Charged droplet collision effi-

ciency measurements. J. Appl. Meteor.
14 (1), 87 -90, 1974.

ADAMS, J.C.: Rings with a finitely gener-
ated total quotient ring. Can. Math. Bull.
17 (1), 1 - 4, 1974.

----- , and J.M. GARY: Compact

representation of contour plots for phone
line transmission. Commun. ACM 17 (6),
333 - 336, 1974.

ALTSCHULER, M.D.: Magnetic structure
responsible for coronal disturbances:
Observations. In Coronal Disturbances
(G. Newkirk, Ed.), IAU Symposium No. 57,
D. Reidel Publ. Co., Dordrecht-Holland and
Boston, 3- 33, 1974.

---- , D.E. TROTTER, G.A. NEWKIRK,
and *R. HOWARD: The large-scale solar
magnetic field. Solar Phys. 39, 3 - 1 7, 1974.

*ANDERSON, D.N., and S. MATSUSHITA:
Seasonal differences in the low-latitude F - 2
region ionization density caused by E X B
drift and neutral wind. J. A tmos. Terr.
Phys. 36, 2001 -2011, 1974.

-- , and R.G. ROBLE: The effect of
vertical E X B ionospheric drifts on F-region
neutral winds in the low-latitude thermo-
sphere. j. Geophys. Res. 79 (34),
5231 -5236, 1974.

ANDRE, J.-C.: Irreversible interaction
between cumulants in homogeneous,
isotropic, two-dimensional turbulence
theory. Phys. Fluids 17 (1), 15 - 21, 1974.

ATHAY, R.G.: Radiation pressure in stellar
atmospheres with application to solar
spicules. Astrophys. J. 184, 605, 1973. Also
in Chromospheric Fine Structure, IAU
Symposium No. 56, Pt. I, 1974.

ATLAS, D., and C.W. ULBRICH: The
physical basis for attenuation-rainfall
relationships and the measurement of rain-
fall parameters by combined attenuation
and radar methods.]. Rech. Atmos.
8 (1 -2), 275 -298, 1974.

BARKSTROM, B.R.: An exact expression
for the temperature structure of a homo-
geneous planetary atmosphere containing
isotropic scatterers. Astrophys. j. 190,
225 - 235, 1974.

*BARNES, A., and J.V. HOLLWEG: Large-
amplitude hydromagnetic waves.
j. Geophys. Res. 79 (16), 2302 - 2318,
1974.

BAUMHEFNER, D.P.: Initial value
approach to observing systems simulation
experiments. In Publication in Meteorology
No. 111, Proc. Tenth Stanstead Seminar,
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, 8- 13, 1974.

BERGEN, W.: Potential accuracy and social
impact of the Klemp-Lilly downslope
windstorm models. In Subsynoptic Extra-
tropical Weather Systems: Observation,
Analysis, Modeling, and Prediction, Vol. II,
Proc. ASP/SSAPP Summer Colloquium,
NCAR, Boulder, Colo., 661 - 669, 1974.

BLECK, R.: Short-range prediction in
isentropic coordinates with filtered and
unfiltered numerical models. Mon. Wea.
Rev. 102, 813 -829, 1974.

----- : A potential vorticity numerical
weather prediction model in isentropic
coordinates. In Subsynoptic Extratropical
Weather Systems: Observation, Analysis,
Modeling, and Prediction, Vol. II, Proc.
ASP/SSAPP Summer Colloquium, NCAR,
Boulder, Colo., 324 - 338, 1974.

BLIFFORD, I.H., J.W. BURGMEIER, and
*C.E. JUNGE: Modification of Aerosol Size
Distributions in the Troposphere. Technical
Note TN/STR - 98, NCAR, Boulder, Colo.,
64 pp., 1974.

BORLAND, S.W.: Short-Run Forecasting
with Regional Input-Output Tables. Ph.D.
thesis, University of Washington, 341 pp.,
1974.

----- : Recommendations relating to the
development of tanker facilities in Puget
Sound. In joint Hearings of the Subcom-
mittee on Deepwater Ports, Pt. II, U.S.
Senate Serial No. 9359, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
pp. 1062 ff., 1974.

--- -, W.J.D. KENNEDY, A.H.

MURPHY, and J.J. SNYDER: Organiza-
tional and Operational Characteristics of
Hail Suppression Programs on the Great
Plains. Report to USDA-ERS, NCAR,
Boulder, Colo., 172 pp., 1974.

*BRAHAM, R.R. Jr., and P.A. SPYERS-
DURAN: Ice nucleus measurements in an
urban atmosphere. ]. Appl. Meteor. 13,
940 - 945, 1974.

BREYFOG LE, L.D., T.W. CANNON, and
J.D. SARTOR: The NCA R Vertical Wind
Tunnel: A Vertical Wind Tunnel for
Controlling the Motion and Environment of
Atmospheric Particles. Technical Note
TN/EDD - 102, NCAR, Boulder, Colo.,
42 pp., 1974.

BROCK, F.V.: Portable automated
mesonet. A tmos. Technol. 6, 21 - 25, 1974.

BROWN, R.A.: Analytic Methods in Plane-
tary Boundary Layer Modeling. Adam
Hilger, Ltd., London, England, 150 pp.,
1974.

*BURKHALTER, J.E., and E.L. KOSCH-
MIEDER: Steady supercritical Taylor
vortices after sudden starts. Phys. Fluids
17 (11), 1929 -1935, 1974.

BUSHNELL, R.H.: Vertical winds in thun-
derstorms measured by dropsondes. In
Preprint Vol., Eighth Conference on Severe
Local Storms, Denver, Colo. American
Meteorological Society, Boston, Mass.,
10- 13, 1973.

---- , and V.M. GLOVER: A dropsonde
for measuring vertical wind in thunder-
storms. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 45 (6), 781 - 788,
1974.
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CADLE, R.D.: Aldehydes; Ammonia and
volatile amines; Nitrogen oxides; and Sulfur
oxides. Series of four articles in Environ-
mental Engineers' Handbook (B.G. Liptak,
Ed.), Chilton Book Company, Philadelphia,
Pa., 1974.

.---- : Discussion of chemical tests for
individual submicron aerosol particles.
Atmos. Environ. 8, 869, 1974.

- : Book review of Advances in
Aerosol Physics by V.A. Fedoseev, John
Wiley and Sons, New York, N.Y. Bull.
Amer. Meteor. Soc. 55, 326, 1974.

.----- : Photochemical smog. In McGraw-
Hill Encyclopedia of Environmental
Sciences (D.N. Lapedes, Ed.), McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York, N.Y.,
524 -526, 1974.

---- , *H.H. WICKMAN, *C.B. HALL,
and *K.M. EBERLE: The reaction of
atomic oxygen with formaldehyde, croton-
aldehyde, and dimethyl sulfide. Chemo-
sphere 3, 115 - 118, 1974.

----- , E.F. DANIELSEN, A.L.
LAZRUS, *B.G. SCHUSTER, and J.P.
SHEDLOVSKY: Recent studies of the
stratospheric aerosol layer. In Proc. Inter-
national Conference on Structure, Composi-
tion, and General Circulation of the Upper
and Lower A tmospheres and Possible
Anthropogenic Perturbations, Vol. I,
Melbourne, Australia. IAMAP, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, 161 - 174, 1974.

*CANFIELD, R.C., and R.G. ATHAY:
Theoretical chromospheric flare spectra.
1. Hydrogen equilibrium for the kinematic
flare-shock model of Nakagawa et al.
(1973). Solar Phys. 34, 193 - 206, 1974.

CANNON, T.W.: Black and white trans-
parencies for making projection slides.
Photomethods 17, 39, 1974.

----- : A camera for photography of
atmospheric particles from aircraft. Rev.
Sci. Instrum. 45 (11), 1448- 1455, 1974.

----- : Cloud and precipitation element

studies using an airborne particle camera. In
Preprint Vol., Cloud Physics Conference,
Tucson, Ariz. American Meteorological
Society, Boston, Mass., 292 - 293, 1974.

----- , and J.D. SARTOR: Ice phase
propagation and modification in developing
continental clouds. In Preprint Vol., Fourth
Conference on Weather Modification,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. American Meteorologi-
cal Society, Boston, Mass., 125 - 132, 1974.

----- , J.E. DYE, and V. TOUTEN-
HOOFD: The mechanism of precipitation
formation in NE Colorado cumulus.
II: Sailplane measurements. ]. A tmos. Sci.
31 (8), 2148- 2151, 1974.

*CARLEY, W.J., C.C. LOVELL, and C.G.
WADE: The impact of storm conditions on
cloud seeding in the NHRE. In Preprint
Vol., Fourth Conference on Weather Modifi-
cation, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. American
Meteorological Society, Boston, Mass.,
108- 113, 1974.

CESELSKI, B.F., and L.L. SAPP: Objective
wind field analysis using line integrals. In
Subsynoptic Extratropical Weather
Systems: Observation, Analysis, Modeling,
and Prediction, Vol. II, Proc. ASP/SSAPP
Summer Colloquium, NCAR, Boulder,
Colo., 797 - 821, 1974.

CHEN, C.-J.: A graphical method for
estimating overshoot in convective stellar
atmospheres. Astrophys. Space Sci. 27,
303 -305, 1974.

*CHEN, Y.G., R.M. CHERVIN,
*S. ROBERTSON, and *R.T. TAUSSIG:
Magnetic field annihilation in a reversed-
field current layer. Phys. Fluids 17,
2014- 2018, 1974.

CHERVIN, R.M., *W.L. GATES, and S.H.
SCHNEIDER: The effect of time averaging
on the noise level of climatological statistics
generated by atmospheric general circula-
tion models.]. Atmos. Sci. 31 (8),
2216-2219, 1974.

CHYLEK, P., and J.A. COAKLEY Jr.:
Aerosols and climate. Science 183, 75 - 77,
1974.

COAKLEY, J.A. Jr., and S.H.
SCHNEIDER: Possible climatic effects of
supersonic transports. In Proc. Second Inter-
national Conference on the Environmental
Impact of Aerospace Operations in the High
Atmosphere, 120 - 1 27, 1974.

*COOPER, C., *P.J. DEPETRIS,
*J. EHLERINGER, *R. FISHER,
*S. HURLBERT, S. SCHNEIDER, and
*J. ZIEMAN: Impacts of regional changes
on climate and aquatic systems. In Fragile
Ecosystems (E.A. Farnsworth and F.B.
Golley, Eds.), Springer-Verlag, New York,
N.Y., 183-224, 1974.

COOPER, W.A.: A possible mechanism for
contact nucleation.]. Atmos. Sci. 31 (7),
1832-1837, 1974.

CRUTZEN, P.: Estimates of possible future
ozone reduction from continued use of
fluoro-chloro-methanes (CF2 CI, CFCI 3 ).
Geophys. Res. Lett. 1, 205 - 208, 1974.

----- : Estimates of possible variations in
total ozone due to natural causes and
human activities. Ambio 3, 201 - 210, 1974.

----- : A review of upper air chemistry.
Can. j. Chem. 52, 1569- 1581,1974.

---- : Photochemical reactions initiated

by and influencing ozone in unpolluted
tropospheric air. Tellus 26, 47 - 57, 1974.

----- : Artificial Increases of the Strato-

spheric Nitrogen Oxide Content and
Possible Consequences for the A tmospheric
Ozone. Institute of Meteorology Report
AP - 15, Arrhenius Laboratory, Stockholm,
Sweden, 9 pp., 1974.

CURTIS, G.W.: High Altitude Observatory.
Bull. Amer. Astron. Soc. 6 (3) Pt. 2,
395 - 398, 1974.

DANIELSEN, E.F.: Review of trajectory
methods. In Advances in Geophysics,
Vol. 18B, Academic Press, Inc., New York,
N.Y., 73 - 94, 1974.

----- : The relationship between severe

weather, major dust storms, and rapid large-
scale cyclogenesis, I and II. In Subsynoptic
Extratropical Weather Systems: Observa-
tion, Analysis, Modeling, and Prediction,
Vol. II, Proc. ASP/SSAPP Summer Collo-
quium, NCAR, Boulder, Colo., 215 - 241,
1974.

----- , and D. DEAVEN: Methods for

deriving a two-dimensional transport model.
In Proc. International Conference on
Structure, Composition, and General
Circulation of the Upper and Lower
A tmospheres and Possible Anthropogenic
Perturbations, Vol. II, Melbourne, Australia.
IAMAP, Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
835 - 848, 1974.

DEARDORFF, J.W.: Differences between
eddy coefficients for instantaneous and
continuous vertical diffusion into the
neutral surface layer. Boundary-Layer
Meteorol. 5, 451 - 457, 1974.

----- : Three-dimensional numerical

study of the height and mean structure of a
heated planetary boundary layer.
Boundary-Layer Meteorol. 7, 81 - 106,
1974.

----- : Three-dimensional study of
turbulence in an entraining mixed layer.
Boundary-Layer Meteorol. 7, 199 - 226,

1974.

----- : Means by which the planetary

boundary layer affects the free troposphere.
In Subsynoptic Extra tropical Weather
Systems: Observation, Analysis, Modeling,
and Prediction, Vol. II, Proc. ASP/SSAPP
Summer Colloquium, NCAR, Boulder,
Colo., 670 - 682, 1974.

----- , and G.E. WILLIS: Physical

modeling of diffusion in the mixed layer. In

Proc. Symposium on A tmospheric Diffusion
and Air Pollution, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
1974.
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---- , and ----- : Computer and

laboratory modeling of the vertical diffusion
of non-buoyant particles in a mixed layer.
In Advances in Geophysics, Vol. 1 8B,
Academic Press, Inc., New York, N.Y.,
187 -200, 1974.

----- , ---- , and D.K. LILLY:
Comment on a paper by A.K. Betts, "Non-
precipitating cumulus convection and its
parameterization." Quart. J. R. Met.
Soc. 100, 122- 123, 1974.

DELANY, A.C., J.P. SHEDLOVSKY, and
W.H. POLLOCK: Stratospheric aerosol: The
contribution from the troposphere.
J. Geophys. Res. 79 (36), 5646 - 5650,
1974.

DICKINSON, R.E.: Climatic effects of
stratospheric chemistry. Can. j. Chem.
52 (8), 1616-1624, 1974.

---- : Book review of Physics and
Chemistry of Upper Atmospheres (B.M.
McCormac, Ed.), D. Reidel Publ. Co.,
Dordrecht-Holland and Boston, 1973. Bull.
Amer. Meteor. Soc. 55 (8), 1025 - 1026,
1974.

DRAKE, R.L., P.D. COYLE, and D.P.
ANDERSON: The effects of nonlinear eddy
coefficients in rising line thermals. J. A tmos.
Sci. 31, 2046- 2057, 1974.

DRAZIN, P.G.: Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
of a slowly varying flow. J. Fluid Mech. 65,
781 -797, 1974.

DURNEY, B.R.: On the sun's differential
rotation: Its maintenance by large-scale
meridional motions in the convective zone.
Astrophys. j. 190, 211 - 221, 1974.

----- : On the sun's differential rotation:
Implications of the difference in angular
velocity between the sunspots and photo-
sphere. Solar Phys. 38, 301 - 309, 1974.

----- , and A.J. HUNDHAUSEN: The
expansion of a low density solar corona: A
one-fluid model with magnetically modified
thermal conductivity. j. Geophys. Res.
79 (25), 3711 -3716, 1974.

DYE, J.E.: Observations of precipitation
development in cumulus congestus clouds
on July 9, 1973. In Preprint Vol., Cloud
Physics Conference, Tucson, Ariz. American
Meteorological Society, Boston, Mass.,
148-151, 1974.

----- , and W. TOUTENHOOFD:
Measurements of the vertical velocity of the
air inside cumulus congestus clouds. In
Preprint Vol., Eighth Conference on Severe
Local Storms, Denver, Colo. American
Meteorological Society, Boston, Mass.,
33-34, 1973.

----- , C.A. KNIGHT, and T.W.
CANNON: The potential for rainfall modifi-
cation in some Great Plains cumuli. In
Preprint Vol., Fourth Conference on
Weather Modification, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
American Meteorological Society, Boston,
Mass., 13- 15, 1974.

----- , ----- , V. TOUTENHOOFD,
and T.W. CANNON: The mechanisms of
precipitation formation in NE Colorado
cumulus. III: Coordinated microphysical
and radar observations and summary.
]. Atmos. Sci. 31 (8), 2152- 2159, 1974.

ECCLES, P.J.: Dual-wavelength observa-
tions of a hailstorm. In Preprint Vol., Eighth
Conference on Severe Local Storms, Denver,
Colo. American Meteorological Society,
Boston, Mass., 52 - 56, 1973.

----- : Radar echo movement within a
hailstorm. In Preprint Vol., Eighth
Conference on Severe Local Storms, Denver,
Colo. American Meteorological Society,
Boston, Mass., 61 -62, 1973.

----- : Developments in radar meteorol-
ogy in the National Hail Research Experi-
ment to 1973. Atmos. Technol. 6, 34 - 45,
1974.

----- : Cell genesis, movement, and hail-
falls of July 9, 1973. In Preprint Vol., Cloud
Physics Conference, Tucson, Ariz. American
Meteorological Society, Boston, Mass.,
283 -286, 1974.

EDDY, j.A.: A nineteenth-century coronal
transient. Astron. Astrophys. 34, 235 - 240,
1974.

---- : Astronomical alignment of the Big
Horn medicine wheel. Science 184,
1035 - 1043, 1974.

----- : The sun from Skylab. New
Scientist (21 March), 738 - 741, 1974.

EHHALT, D.H.: Sampling of stratospheric
trace constituents. Can. j. Chem. 52 (8),
1510- 1518, 1974.

----- : The atmospheric cycle of
methane. Tellus 26 (1 - 2), 58 - 70, 1974.

----- : Vertical Profiles of HTO, HDO,
and H"O in the Troposphere. Technical
Note TN/STR - 100, NCAR, Boulder, Colo.,
131 pp., 1974.

----- , and L.E. HEIDT: Vertical profiles
of molecular H2 and CH4 in the strato-
sphere. AIAA journal 12 (6), 822 - 825,
1974.

--- )- _---, R.H. LUEB, and

N. ROPER: Vertical profiles of CH4 , H2 ,
CO, N2 0, and CO in the stratosphere. In
Proc. Third Conference on Climatic Impact
Assessment Program (A.J. Broderick and
T.M. Hard, Eds.), DOT-TSC-OST- 74- 15,
Cambridge, Mass., 153- 160, 1974.

FANKHAUSER, J.C.: The derivation of
consistent fields of wind and geopotential
height from mesoscale rawinsonde data.
j. Appl. Meteor. 13 (6), 637 -646, 1974.

----- : Subcloud air mass and moisture
flux attending a northeast Colorado hail-
storm. In Preprint Vol., Cloud Physics
Conference, Tucson, Ariz. American
Meteorological Society, Boston, Mass.,
271 -276, 1974.

---- : Dynamical aspects of the meso-
scale convective storm environment. In
Subsynoptic Extratropical Weather
Systems: Observation, Analysis, Modeling,
and Prediction, Vol. II, Proc. ASP/SSAPP
Summer Colloquium, NCAR, Boulder,
Colo., 384 - 393, 1974.

----- : Aircraft observations of thunder-
storms in the National Hail Research Experi-
ment. In Subsynoptic Extratropical Weather
Systems: Observation, Analysis, Modeling,
and Prediction, Vol. II, Proc. ASP/SSAPP
Summer Colloquium, NCAR, Boulder,
Colo., 589 - 599, 1974.

----- , and G.B. FOOTE: Airflow and

moisture budget relationships for a north-
east Colorado hailstorm. In Preprint Vol.,
Eighth Conference on Severe Local Storms,
Denver, Colo. American Meteorological
Society, Boston, Mass., 63 - 68, 1973.

FERNALD, F.G., C.L. FRUSH, and *B.G.
SCHUSTER: Airborne lidar measurements
of the distribution of stratospheric aerosols.
In Proc. Third Conference on Climatic
Impact Assessment Program (A.J. Broderick
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HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

633 SEVENTEENTH STREET

DENVER, COLORADO 80202

AUDITORS' OPINION

Board of Trustees,
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research:

We have examined the balance sheet of the University

Corporation for Atmospheric Research as of June 30, 1975 and

1974 and the related statement of revenues, expenditures,
and changes in fund balances for the years then ended. Our

examination was made in accordance with generally accepted

auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of

the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as

we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements

present fairly the financial position of the University

Corporation for Atmospheric Research at June 30, 1975 and

1974 and the results of its operations and changes in fund

balances for the years then ended, in conformity with gen-

erally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent

basis.

August 19, 1975



UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1975 AND 197'4,

1975

ASSETS

CURRENT FUND:
Cash (includes interest-bearing deposits:

1975, $88,836; 1974, $18,427).............
United States Government securities (at cost,
which approximates market value)...........

Receivables................................ .
Prepaid expenses............................

Total current fund......

PLANT FUND - Property (Note 1):
Building (net)...............................
Equipment.......... ...........................

Total plant fund.........

TOTAL........

LIABILITIES AN
FUND BALANCES

CURRENT FUND:
Accounts payable............................
Fund balance (restricted: 1975, $75,498;

1974, $51,741) .............................

Total current fund .....

PLANT FUND - Balance (Note 1)..................

TOTAL........ .

$ 121,178 $

461,923
13,335
2,039

24,056

421,754
44,394
1,699

598 475 491,903

162,002 170,528
571,862 584,945

733,864 755,473

$1,332,339 $1,247,376

D

$ 17,392 $ 19,038

581,083 472,865

598,475 491,903

733,864 755,473

$1,332,339 $1,247,376

See Notes to Financial Statements.
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UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1975 AND 1974

1975 1974

CURRENT FUND:
Revenues:

Fee for management of the National Center
for Atmospheric Research....................

Interest.......................................
Other (principally dues and gifts; restricted:

1975, $45,905; 1974, $52,379)...............
Total................

Expenditures:
Salaries and wages................
Travel ...........................
Services..........................
Materials, supplies, and other....
Employee benefits .................
Fellowships.......................

Total...

Revenues over expenditures......................

Current fund balance, beginning of year..........

Transfer to plant fund for property additions....

Current fund balance, end of year...............

PLANT FUND:
Plant fund balance, beginning of year............

Transfer from current fund for property additions

Government excess, donations, etc. (Note 1)......

Amortization (Note 1) ................ ...........

Disposals.......................................

Plant fund balance, end of year ..................

$340,000 $340,000
40,852 27,368

49,186 71,904
430,038 439,272

113,196 120,917
81,653 92,033
39,470 42,683
33,600 38,345
23,219 31,131
30,079 14,370
321,217 339,479

108,821 99,793

472,865 373,556

(603) (484)

$581,083 $472,865

$755,473 $766,088

603 484

7,000 22,057

(8,526) (8,526)

(20,686) (24,630)

$733,864 $755,473

See Notes to Financial Statements.
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UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1975 AND 1974

1. The University Corporation for Atmospheric Research is a non-
profit membership corporation engaged in scientific and educa-
tional activities in atmospheric research and related fields.
The Corporation operates the National Center for Atmospheric
Research under contract NSF-C760 with the National Science
Foundation for a five-year period ending June 30, 1977 (see
Note 3). The performance of work under this contract may be
terminated by the Foundation whenever it shall determine that
such termination is in the best interests of the Government.
Other Government agencies also utilize the services of the
National Center through contracts and grants.

The more significant accounting policies followed by the
Corporation are summarized below:

Property is recorded at cost except for property acquired
from United States Government excess and donations which
is recorded by management at appraised values at June 30
as follows: 1975, $519,573; 1974 , $533,259.

In accordance with practices followed by some nonprofit
organizations, no provision has been made for depreciation
of property except that under terms of a declaration of
trust covering the Fleischmann Building, such building
must be sold to the United States Government at a price
not to exceed cost less amortization during a period of
twenty-five years beginning with the date of occupancy.
At the end of that period, in 1994, title to the land and
building must be conveyed to the Government without charge.
Accordingly, annual amortization of $8,526 has been charged
to the plant fund balance during the years ended June 30,
1975 and 1974. Building cost at June 30, 1975 is $211,763
with accumulated amortization to that date of $49,761.

2. The Corporation has entered into separate deferred compensation
agreements with a corporate officer and a former corporate
officer which require that certain amounts be invested in the
Corporation name, as trustee, increased or decreased by net
earnings and appreciation or depreciation thereon.

Pursuant to such agreement, $24,965 was invested in the College
Retirement Equities Fund for the former corporate officer
during fiscal 1973 and the adjusted amount described above is
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UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, ETC.

2. (Continued)

to be paid to him upon his reaching normal retirement age in
1980. The market value of this investment at June 30, 1975
is $27,238. The Corporation has no further commitments in
connection with this agreement.

Pursuant to the agreement with a present corporate officer, the
Corporation makes investments of $3,000 per year into a simi-
lar type retirement fund, with the adjusted amount described
above payable to him upon his retirement. During fiscal
1975, $3,000 was invested, and at June 30, 1975 the total
invested was $4,875 with a market value of $5,512.

3. Financial position and results of operations of the National
Center (which are not included in the financial statements
presented herewith) as of June 30, 1975 and 1974 and for the
years then ended are included below:

Balance Sheet

1975 1974

Assets

Current Fund:
Cash ......................................
Receivables:

National Science Foundation.............
Other governmental agencies.............
Other................................ .

Balloon inventory (at identified cost) ...
Prepayments and deposits.................

Total current fund...
Plant Fund - Property (Notes a and b):

Plant.....................................
Equipment.................................
Construction in progress...............

Total plant fund.....

Total......

Liabilities and
Fund Balances

Current Fund:
Liabilities:

Accounts payable........................
Salaries, wages, and payroll taxes

payable.............................
Other liabilities and deferred credits..

Total.....................
Commitments (Notes a and c).
Fund balance - National Science Foundation

Total current fund...
Plant Fund - Balance (Notes a and b)........

Total......

$ 794,778 $ 127,928

3,738,354 4,735,097
131,105 220,067
262,619 338,653
190,823 197,792
40,192 97,100

5,157,871 5,716,637

10,641,274 9,588,102
23,453,580 23,016,212

808,668 1,500,701
34,903,522 34,105,015

$40,061,393 $39,821,652

$ 413,960 $ 546,772

469,739 434,349
441,908 607,861

1,325,607 1,588,982

3,832,264 4,127,655
5,157,871 5,716,637

34,903,522 34,105,015

$40,061,393 $39,821,652
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UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, ETC.

3. (Continued)

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances

.. .............. 1975................
National Other
Science Government

Foundation Contracts 1974
Contract and Grant Total Total

Current Fund:
Revenues (Note a):

National Science Foundation funds... $19,876,668 $19,876,668 $19,531,846
Other Government agency funds ....... 2,131,589 2,131,589 3,250,296
Other contracts and grant........... $1,066,466 1,066.466 1,681,422

Total................ 22,008,257 1,066,466 23,074,723 24,463,564
Expenditures:

Operating:
Salaries and wages................. 10,264,508 174,094 10,438,602 9,866,510
Employee benefits.................. 1,558,874 27,111 1,585,985 1,449,893
Materials and supplies............ 2,070,620 188,004 2,258,624 2,598,840
Services......................... 4,288,205 607,673 4,895,878 6,885,722
Travel ................... ......... 843,800 34,861 878,661 859,503
Fixed fee (Note e)................ 340,000 340,000 340,000

Total operating.......... 19,366,007 1,031,743 20,397,750 22,000,468
Property (Note b)................... 2,93,7641 34,723 2,972,364 3,783,875

Total................ 22 303,648 1,066,466 23.370.114 25,784,343
Revenues under expenditures ............ (295391 (295,391) (1,320,779)
Fund balance, beginning of year....... 4,127,655 4,127,655 5,448,434

Fund balance, end of year.............

Plant Fund:
Balance, beginning of year ...........
Current-year acquisitions:

Current fund expenditures...........
Government excess, donations, etc...

Current-year disposals...............

Balance, end of year ..... .............

$ 3,832,264 $ 3,832,264 $ 4,127,655

$33,635,651 $ 469,364 $34,105,015 $31,078,628

2,937,641 34,723 2,972,364 3,783,875
85,194 85,194 201,585

(2,222,822) (36,229) (2,259,051) (959,073)

$34,435,664 $ 467,858 $34,903,522 $34,105,015

(a) The more significant accounting policies followed by the National Center
are summarized below:

Revenues from the continuing National Science Foundation Contract NSF-
C760 are recognized when amendments to the contract are received.
Revenues from other government cost-reimbursable contracts are
recognized as expenditures under those contracts are incurred.

Funds committed for a project are not recorded in the general ledger
accounts until the services are rendered or the goods received.
At June 30, 1975 the National Center had unfilled purchase commit-
ments of approximately $2,530,000.

Property is recorded at cost except for property acquired from United
States Government excess and donations which is recorded by manage-
ment at an appraised value of approximately $1,998,000 at June 30,
1975. Title to National Center property is vested in the National
Science Foundation and other Government agencies.

In accordance with practices followed by some nonprofit organizations,
no provision has been made for depreciation of property.
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UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, ETC.

3. (Continued)

(b) The National Center has a five-year cancelable lease agreement with a
major computer manufacturer for scientific computer equipment and
services. The agreement, which contains a purchase provision, pro-
vides for annual payments of approximately $1,700 000 through the
year ended June 30, 1977. A portion ($4,955,000 of the cumulative
lease payments made by the Center, which represent this purchase
provision, is included in the property accounts pending the Center's
decision to purchase the equipment.

(c) Rental expense for plant and equipment for the years ended June 30, 1975
and 1974 was approximately $1,516,000 and $1,543,000, respectively.
At June 30, 1975 the National Center has the following commitments
under various noncancelable leases:

Fiscal 1976...... $551,000
Fiscal 1977...... 55,000
Fiscal 1978...... 4,000

(d) Expenditures charged to all Government contracts are subject to Govern-
ment agency audit and adjustment.

(e) The fixed-fee expenditure of the National Center is paid to University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research for management of the National
Center.

(f) At June 30, 1975 the National Center has a contingent liability not
included in the foregoing financial statements of approximately
$1,084,000 for employee vacations earned but not taken. Vacations
are recorded as taken or when the employee terminates. In the event
of termination of Contract NSF-C760 for the convenience of the Government,
the liability at the time of termination for unused employee vacations
would be satisfied by the National Science Foundation.
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